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Potential Closing Of US-Mexico
Border Prompts Dairy Concerns
Washington—A proposal being
floated by the Trump administration to close the US-Mexico border
is drawing concern and criticism
from the US dairy industry.
Last Friday, in remarks in a
meeting with Linda McMahon,
administrator of the US Small
Business Administration (SBA),
Trump said he was “very upset
with Mexico.” He expressed concerns over immigration, and also
over Mexico’s trade surplus with
the US.
Mexico has to “stop the illegal
immigration,” Trump said. Mexico
“is going to have to do something;
otherwise, I’m closing the border.
I’ll just close the border.”
On Monday, the National Milk
Producers Federation (NMPF)
and US Dairy Export Council
(USDEC) said the proposal to
close the US southern border with
Mexico “would send shock waves
through the US dairy industry,”
closing off access to its largest dairy
export market.
“The dairy industry is suffering
through one of its worst economic
periods ever,” said Jim Mulhern,
NMPF’s president and CEO. “Low

milk prices are already creating
hardship for farmers, and further
supply disruptions would only prolong producer difficulties.”
“Dairy exporters already are suffering from diminished access to
export markets due to high tariffs
and lack of progress on US trade
agreements,” said Tom Vilsack,
USDEC’s president and CEO.
“Closing the US southern border
to Mexico would be a gut punch
that could set the industry back by
a decade or two.
Mexico is the US dairy industry’s largest export market; exports
to that country have topped $1.0
billion for eight consecutive years.
Mexico is also the leading US market for cheese, nonfat dry milk and
butterfat exports.
“There is not a ready alternative market for the millions of
gallons of milk that are converted
into the thousands of tons of dairy
ingredients and cheese we ship to
Mexico,” Vilsack said. “It is very
difficult to fathom the impact closing the US-Mexico border would
have on US agriculture, and both
the American and Mexican food
industries.”

USDEC has spent more than
two decades building the market
for US dairy products in Mexico.
Mulhern and Vilsack noted that
as bad as a southern border closing would be for the United States
dairy industry, it will hurt their
friends and colleagues in Mexico
even worse, given the dependence
of its consumers on US dairy products.
“US dairy products are the lifeblood to the Mexican food industry, whose development USDEC
and NMPF have helped foster,”
Mulhern said.
“We cannot condone limiting
access to food as a bargaining chip
in solving immigration issues,” Vilsack said.
In a letter to members of the US
Senate and House, Rick Smith,
president and chief executive officer of Dairy Farmers of America
(DFA), urged “immediate action
to ensure the US-Mexico border
remains open to US dairy exports.”
For DFA, the largest dairy cooperative in the US, “Mexico is our
largest customer, accounting for 47
percent of all DFA exported prod• See Mexican Border, p. 34

Global Dairy Trade
Consumers Want Products With Purpose;
Price Index Posts 9th Seek Personalized, Minor Indulgences
Washington—Cheese, dairy in 2019, which have dramatically
Straight Increase
Auckland, New Zealand—The
price index on this week’s semimonthly Global Dairy Trade
(GDT) dairy commodity auction
increased 0.8 percent from the
previous auction, held two weeks
ago.
That marked the ninth consecutive increase in the GDT price
index. Those increases span all
seven trading events this year as
well as the last two trading events
of 2018.
In this week’s auction, which
featured 166 participating bidders
and 109 winning bidders, prices
were higher for Cheddar cheese,
skim milk powder, butter, anhydrous milkfat, rennet casein and
buttermilk powder and lower for
whole milk powder and lactose.

different interests and motivations for purchasing food items
than shoppers 30 years ago, Donnan pointed out.
The new consumer is an amalgamation of things that have
been going on for several years,
but it really comes down to trust,
influence and personalization,
Donnan said.
If you look back at the past 30
years or so, our entire consumer
culture was based on scale, persuasion and brands, Donnan continued.
“We would have a brand that
we would persuade people to
buy,” he said. “You needed large
scale – large marketing teams and
large manufacturing processes to
be able to put this forward.”

• See Cheese Output Up, p. 6

March Avg Prices – 2019 vs 2018
Average CME Prices**
Class 3 and Class 2 Milk Price x 10
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• See The New Consumer, p. 38

Washington—US cheese production during February totaled 991.4
million pounds, up 0.5 percent from
February 2018, USDA’s National
Agricultural Statistics Service
(NASS) reported Wednesday.
Cheese production during
the first two months of this year
totaled 2.09 billion pounds, up 0.3
percent from the first two months
of last year.
Regional cheese production in
February, with comparisons to February 2018, was as follows: Central,
450 million pounds, down 0.5 percent; West, 423.8 million pounds,
up 3 percent; and Atlantic, 117.6
million pounds, down 4 percent.
February cheese production in
the states broken out by NASS,
with comparisons to February
2018, was: Wisconsin, 258.9 million pounds, down 1.6 percent;
California, 201.2 million pounds,
up 1.2 percent; Idaho, 71.6 million pounds, down 1.1 percent;
New Mexico, 71.2 million pounds,
up 9.9 percent; Minnesota,
57.8 million pounds, up 0.4 percent; Pennsylvania, 30.7 million
pounds, down 0.6 percent; Iowa,
26.8 million pounds, up 26.4 percent; South Dakota, 23.3 million
pounds, up 1.5 percent; Ohio, 16.4
million pounds, down 12.7 percent; Oregon, 16.1 million pounds,
up 0.9 percent; Vermont, 11.1 million pounds, down 3.1 percent;

Class 3

• See Index Rises Again, p. 20

and other food manufacturers
striving for successful product
launches need to recognize and
accommodate demands of the
new consumer profile, which can
be reasonably condensed in two
words: Starbucks Latte.
That is, today’s shoppers are
looking for fresh, individualized,
purposeful products that are a
minor indulgence, offered by
manufacturers they can trust.
This was the outline provided
by Dave Donnan, a senior partner
with A.T. Kearney, a Chicagobased global management consulting firm.
Donnan was recently hosted by
the Private Label Manufacturers
Association (PLMA) to discuss
how dairy and food companies
can curry favor with consumers

Cheese Production
Increased 0.5% In
February; Cheddar
Output Fell 4.3%;
Mozz Rose 6.3%
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The analytical results indicate that the average annual level
of cheese imports was higher by
roughly 1.4 million pounds due to
the expenditure of promotion funds
collected from importers...

Farmers, Processors, Importers Deserve Better From USDA
The US Department of Agriculture has released its annual report
to Congress on the program activities of the Dairy Promotion and
Research Program and the Fluid
Milk Processor Promotion Program. The report includes summaries of the activities for the dairy
and fluid milk programs, including
an accounting of funds collected
and spent, USDA activities, and
an independent analysis of the
effectiveness of the programs.
That’s all well and good, except
for one thing: the report covers
2016 program activities. And it’s
not that this report has been hiding somewhere; it’s dated February 2019. In other words, it’s more
or less “hot off the press,” except
for the fact that it covers activities that occurred more than two
years ago.
As noted in the report itself, the
enabling legislation of the dairy
producer, dairy importer, and fluid
milk processor promotion program requires USDA to submit an
annual report to the House and
Senate Agriculture Committees.
“Annual” report would appear to
suggest that these reports should be
compiled and submitted to Congress every year.
In the early years of the National
Dairy Promotion and Research
Program, this wasn’t a problem.
For example, USDA’s report to
Congress covering the National
Dairy Board’s year beginning
May 1, 1987, and ending April
30, 1988, was dated July 1, 1988.
Less than a decade later, when the
report included both the National
Dairy Promotion and Research
Program and the National Fluid
Milk Processor Promotion Program, USDA’s report to Congress
covering program activities during
calendar year 1994 was dated July
1, 1995.
But lately, these annual reports
have been, well, they’ve been less
than annual. Back in the fall of
2017, USDA released not just one,
not just two, but a total of three of
these annual reports. Technically,
USDA only released two of these

reports, one of which covered
both the 2013 and 2014 program
activities and the other of which
covered 2015 program activities.
Both of these reports were dated
September 2017, so they were both
a tad late, to put it mildly.
So what’s the problem with
these reports being so tardy? There
are at least a couple of problems
with these delayed reports.
First, the late release of the
reports would appear to violate
the very laws that created the
dairy and fluid milk promotion
programs. We know this report is
required, because, as noted earlier, USDA is required to submit
a report to Congress every year; it
says so right in each and every one
of these reports.
Just for the heck of it, we
decided to check the enabling
legislation for the National Dairy
Promotion and Research Program
(specifically, the Dairy Production
Stabilization Act of 1983). The
legislation does in fact require the
secretary of agriculture to submit to
the House and Senate Agriculture
Committees four different reports,
three of which don’t deal with the
dairy promotion program and the
fourth of which is as follows:
Not later than July 1, 1985, and
July 1 of each year after the date of
enactment of this title, an annual
report describing activities conducted
under the dairy products promotion
and research order issued under this
subchapter, and accounting for the
receipt and disbursement of all funds
received by the National Dairy Promotion and Research Board under
such order including an independent
analysis of the effectiveness of the program.
So it’s pretty clear that USDA
is supposed to submit a report to
Congress every year on the dairy
promotion programs, and it’s supposed to do so by July 1 of each
year. And based on the dates of
the reports covering 2013, 2014,
2015 and 2016 program activities, and the fact that the report
covering 2017 activities hasn’t yet
been released, it’s pretty clear that

USDA isn’t doing what it’s supposed to do as far as submitting
these reports is concerned.
The other problem with these
reports being so tardy is that at least
some of the information in them
is pretty dated. For example, the
recently released report covering
2016 program activities includes
financial statements for 2015 and
2016; the “Report of Independent
Auditors” is dated May 10, 2017.
Then there’s the evaluation
of the effectiveness of promotion
activities by the National Dairy
Promotion and Research Program
and the National Fluid Milk Processor Promotion Program. This
evaluation covers the time period
of 1995 to 2016.
So, for example, the report looks
specifically at the impacts of the
dairy import assessment, focusing on cheese, given that cheese
accounts for about one-third of
total imported dairy products and
for which there are adequate data
to support a “thorough quantitative analysis.”
The analytical results indicate
that the average annual level
of cheese imports was higher by
roughly 1.4 million pounds due
to the expenditure of promotion
funds collected from importers,
and that the annual unit value
of cheese imports amounted to
roughly $3.16 per pound on average over the period 2012 to 2016
due to promotion using import
assessments.
USDA statistics do show that
US cheese imports rose from 339
million pounds in 2012 to 452 million pounds in 2016. But then they
declined to 401 million pounds
in 2017 and then to 388 million
pounds in 2018. How would this
evaluation be different if it used
current statistics?
Dairy farmers, milk processors
and importers deserve more timely
reports on the promotion programs
they fund.
Cheese Reporter welcomes letters to the
editor. Comments should be sent to Dick
Groves, at dgroves@cheesereporter.com.
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Challenging Environment For Global
Milk Production Expected To Continue
Utrecht, The Netherlands—
The final milk production tallies
for the fourth quarter of 2018 are
complete, and collections from
the “Big 7” regions “screeched to
a standstill,” barely lifting at 0.1
percent year-over-year, according
to Rabobank’s Dairy Quarterly Q1
2019 report, released Monday.
Farmgate milk prices are currently unable to mitigate expensive inputs, with margin squeeze
resulting in tumbling collections in
Australia, European supplies trailing behind year-on-year, and US
growth below historic averages.
Weather challenges in Argentina
and New Zealand are “starting to
bite” and will add to supply pressure over the coming months.
The outlook for milk supply for
the Big 7 exporters (the US, the
European Union, New Zealand,
Australia, Brazil, Argentina, and
Uruguay) will remain tight across
the forecast period to 2020. Particular pressure will be felt in the first
half of 2019, as milk production
dips into negative territory not
seen since 2016, the report said.
In the short term, this will support further upside for global prices,
according to the report.
Rabobank’s previous quarterly
noted the risk of commodity prices
rising quickly in the face of stalling milk production. This has been
the case from the fourth quarter
of 2018 and into 2019, with the
Global Dairy Trade price index
trending 18 percent higher from
December 2018 to March 2019
(Rabobank’s report was released
before this week’s GDT trading
event, in which the GDT price
index increased 0.8 percent), while
whole milk powder, in particular,
enjoyed a 25 percent lift over the
same period. The lid has lifted on
skim milk powder pricing, particularly Oceania-origin, as European
stocks were depleted much sooner
than anticipated.
However, commodity prices in
the US have yet to realize the full
price rally experienced elsewhere,
with SMP/NDM well below other
international prices.
Milkfat price pressure on EU
product has remained. The premium on EU butter to Oceaniaorigin product has declined by
more than 1,100 euros per metric
ton since December and is now
trading at a discount of around
100 euros per ton. Increased price
competitiveness of EU dairy has
further made for affordable product, but additional significant price
drops are unlikely over the forecast
period, the report said.
If anything, uncertainty regarding the demand outlook has only
increased since Rabobank’s last
report. Chaos reigns over the
Brexit situation. Trade war tremors
continue to reverberate across con-
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tinents as US tariffs remain firmly
in place. Any trade deal between
the US and China continues to be
pushed further out into the year.
Pressure on the net exportable
surplus available from the Big 7
remains for 2019’s second quarter, the report said. Volumes for
export will remain tight across the
remainder of 2019, wih production
set to modestly improve into 2020.
Assuming macroeconomic fundamentals do not significantly
weaken further in 2019, current
settings will underpin elevated
commodity prices for the first
half of 2019. However, clear risks
remain firmly skewed to the down-

side across Rabobank’s forecast
period, and squarely focused on the
affordability of dairy in an environment of weaker economic growth
and rising retail prices.
Rabobank’s report listed five
things to watch:
Trade flow disruption risks are
high. Extra dairy product is likely
to hit the export market as the
US works through increased milk
flows across 2019. The impact of
US/Mexico/China trade tensions
suggests new homes for the additional dairy will need to be found.
Recession risks. Numerous economic indicators remain a concern
as we head through 2019, raising
the risk of a looming recession.
Slower economic growth for
China. Attention is being paid
to the performance of companies

with an exposure to the Chinese
market. There are some signs of
weaker economic conditions leading to lower-than-expected sales.
Chinese milk production situation. Chinese milk production
statistics have been at odds with
those from different government
agencies. Rabobank maintains
1 percent production growth for
2019. If production growth exceeds
this meaningfully, China’s import
appetite could be reduced.
Northern Hemisphere flush.
Seasons are winding down in Oceania, and all eyes are on the data
releases from the Northern Hemisphere sector. The strength of the
milk flows and manufacturing priorities in Europe in the coming
months will be a key determinant
of market direction.

2019

cheese
industry
conference

For more information, visit www.tetrapakusa.com
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WCMA PERSPECTIVES
Tariffs Erode Export
Strength
JOHN UMHOEFER
Executive Director
Wisconsin Cheese Makers Association
608-286-1001
jumhoefer @wischeesemakers.org

A close look at Wisconsin dairy
export data, and US exports
overall, reveals weakening sales
as a record-breaking export year
reached its end in 2018. Ongoing
tariffs in China and Mexico, and
the possibility of a closed American southern border, threaten
export progress in 2019.
With US cow numbers in
decline since last June, and milk
production gains dropping closer to
1 percent in the past five months,
market signals are beginning to
right the balance of milk supply
and demand this spring.
But ongoing tariff stand-offs
between the US and Mexico and
China have caused dairy exports to
“struggle,” according to the latest
market brief from USDEC. In January 2019, they note, overall dairy
volume shipped to China dropped
41 percent compared to January
2018, including a 54 percent drop
in whey shipments.
January cheese exports to Mexico were 20 percent lower than a
year ago.
This week, USDEC and National

Milk Producers Federation
sounded an alarm as the Trump
administration threatened to close
the southern border of the US over
immigration security issues.
In an April 1 news release, the
two organizations noted that closing
the US border with Mexico “would
send shock waves though the US
dairy industry.” Tom Vilsack, president and CEO of USDEC stated,
“Closing the US southern border to
Mexico would be a gut punch that
could set the dairy industry back a
decade or two.”
US cheese sales into Mexico
have faced the biggest impact
from Mexico’s decision to retaliate against US tariffs on steel and
aluminum. Sales of nonfat dry
milk into our southern neighbor
are strong.
Closing the border would stop
all sales into Mexico, weak and
strong. “There is not a ready alternative market for the millions of
gallons of milk that are converted
to thousands of tons of dairy ingredients and cheese we ship to Mexico,” Vilsack said this week.
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Chinese tariffs on US dairy
products, instituted in July 2018,
curbed strong sales. US exports
of whey, cheese, nonfat dry milk
and lactose into China were up 18
percent in the first half of 2018,
but plummeted 32 percent in the
second half. By January 2019,
USDEC reports, total whey exports
to China were only 9,593 tons, the
lowest since February 2012.
Despite concern over sales into
Mexico and declines in China, US
exporters have rallied successfully
to find markets for U.S. dairy products. USDEC reports that US dairy
suppliers shipped 2.19 million tons
of milk powder, cheese, whey products, butterfat and lactose in 2018,
a new record — 9 percent more
than the previous high of 2.01 million tons in 2017.
But the pattern of a strong
opening for 2018, weakening into
reduced sales after the implementation of tariffs, can be seen in
Wisconsin dairy exports as well.
Wisconsin cheese sales abroad
rose 8.1 percent in value in 2018,
according to data from Wisconsin Department of Agriculture,
Trade and Consumer Protection
(WDATCP). Wisconsin cheese
sales into Mexico held strong, up
17 percent compared to virtually
flat cheese export sales from the
US as a whole. But a deeper dive
is revealing.
More than 90 percent of Wisconsin dairy exports into Mexico
are cheese products, and as Mexico levied 25 percent tariffs on
cheese last June, record-paced
sales began to decline. Cheese sales
worth $31.6 million in the first six
months of 2018 declined to $24.7
million in the latter half. January
2019 sales to Mexico dropped further, to merely $1.2 million – just
35 percent of average recent January sales from Wisconsin.
Wisconsin whey sales into
China tell a similar story.
Whey products are Wisconsin’s
dominant offering to China – 92
percent of Wisconsin dairy exports
there are whey powders. Annual
whey exports to China last year
slipped 2 percent, but a look at
monthly data reveals a clearer picture.
Wisconsin whey sales reached
$28.8 million, January through
June, before the July tariff increase
from China. Whey sales in the second half of the year dropped 40
percent to $17.2 million. January
2019 sales are low, down 60 percent compared to January 2018.
The US dairy industry deserves
price recovery based on quality
products, skilled sales and balanced
milk supply.
A suspension of US tariffs on
steel and aluminum, and alternate
solutions to address southern border security, can assure that the
marketplace, not government policies, will guide dairy industry success.
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from our
archives
50 YEARS AGO

April 4, 1969: Syracuse, NY—
Stanley McCadam, president of
the McCadam Cheese Company,
Heuvelton, was elected president
of the New York State Cheese
Manufacturers Association here
this week. He succeeds Bernard
Paulsen of Kraft Foods, Lowville,
who declined reelection. Edward
Moses, Cuba Cheese & Trading
Co., was named vice president.
Madison—American Milk Producers, Inc., a proposed cooperative for more than 40,000 dairy
farmers, added more incentives
to the proposals already made to
interest representatives of several
Wisconsin and Minnesota co-ops
in joining the move for Midwest
milk supply control.

25 YEARS AGO

April 1, 1994: Washington—
Just before Congress adjourned
for its Easter district work
period, US Rep. Steve Gunderson (R-WI) introduced legislation that would create a single
federal security fund to protect
US dairy producers from losses
resulting from the bankruptcy of
a processor/handler.
Petaluma, CA—Marin French
Cheese Co., manufacturer of
Rouge et Noir soft ripened
cheeses, is now operating under
two new managers. Neville
McNaughton, formerly of New
Zealand Milk Products of Petaluma, will serve as president,
and George Hardy, owner of
Pacific Pastures, Inc. of Santa
Rosa, has been appointed vice
president of Marin French.

10 YEARS AGO

April 3, 2009: Clovis, NM—
Glanbia plc and its US joint
venture partner, the Greater
Southwest Agency, this week
announced a further $90 million
expansion of Southwest Cheese,
their New Mexico cheese and
whey business here. The project
will increase capacity at the plant
by 33 percent.
Chicago—While the idea of buying local has quaint, nostalgic
appeal, the majority of American
shoppers don’t know where to find
local goods and services, or don’t
care where they came from. A new
Mintel report found that just one
in six adults buy local products and
services as much as possible, and
are willing to pay a higher price for
local foods. More than 25 percent
of respondents didn’t care at all.
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Value Of Feeding Permeate For Nursery
Pig Growth Demonstrated In Studies
Elmhurst, IL—While the importance of feeding permeate (approximately 80 percent lactose) has
been known for some time, pig
production practices have changed
over the years, according to the
American Dairy Products Institute
(ADPI).
So, at the annual Midwest
meeting of the American Society
of Animal Science and American
Dairy Science Association, held
last month in Omaha NE, two
groups independently reported on
their recent studies on the feeding
of permeate to nursery pigs under
conditions relevant to today’s
commercial practices for pig production.
Prof. Sung Woo Kim of North
Carolina State University and his
team presented research conducted
on 1,200 piglets at Purvis Farm,
Inc., in North Carolina, showing
enhanced growth performance of
nursery pigs with increasing whey
permeate feed level (from 0 to
18.75 percent or the equivalent of
0 to 15 percent dietary lactose) for
seven to 11 kilogram pigs.

“Feeding permeate
results in more healthy
and efficient pig
production.”
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for a 1,000-head barn, with a feeding program of 20 percent lactose
(Phase 1, zero to seven days), 14
percent lactose (Phase 2, seven to
14 days), 5 percent lactose (Phase
3- 14 to 20 days) and 0 percent
lactose (Phase 4).
Based on these two trials, it is
estimated that the total recommended whey permeate intake
would be 1.1 to 1.275 kilograms in
the nursery period.
Funding for these two studies
was made possible in part by the
support provided by ADPI and its
members.
In another independent study
(Hubbard Feeds, Minnesota),

4,212 pigs were fed various levels of lactose for the first 21 days
postweaning. High lactose feed
resulted in a 4.2-pound positive
difference in weight gain.
Pigs fed the lower lactose feed
level had a 34 percent increase in
the need for antibiotic treatment.
In other words, feeding higher levels of lactose resulted in greater
pig weight gain and better health
compared to lower lactose feed,
the research found.
Approximately 75 to 80 percent
of all US permeate produced annually is fed to pigs, ADPI noted. The
results of these recent studies confirm the important role that the
US permeate industry continues
to have in providing this valuable
feed component for the health and
productive growth of weaned pig-

lets using today’s pig production
practices.
Future studies (ongoing) will
lead to even greater understanding of the role of permeate in pig
production, ADPI added.
More details of the work conducted by North Carolina State
University and Pipestone will be
presented at the 2019 ADPI/ABI
Annual Conference in Chicago on
May 5, during the Industry Briefing on Permeate at 2:30 pm.
For further information about
this research, contact Dr. Phil
Tong, technology consultant,
ADPI at ptong@calpoly.edu.
ADPI’s members manufacture
and market a majority of the milkbased and whey-based ingredients
produced in the US. For more
information, visit ADPI.org.
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—Prof. Sung Woo Kim,
North Carolina State
University
The optimum supplementation
level of whey permeate was 13.6
percent permeate (10.88 percent
lactose) and corresponded to a gain
to feed ratio of 0.852, researchers
reported.
Kim also noted that there
were general positive changes in
bacterial populations with whey
permeate supplementation that
were indicative of beneficial gut
health. According to this research,
“Feeding permeate results in more
healthy and efficient pig production.”
Similar findings on the value of
feeding whey permeate for nursery
pig performance were reported at
the same meeting from a separate
study lead by Emily Scholtz, Pipestone Grow Finish, Minnesota. In
that research, 1,080 pigs weaned
at 21 days were fed graded levels of
whey permeate during phases 1 to
3 in the nursery.
Dietary permeate (equivalent lactose) levels ranged from
0 percent (0 percent) to 30 percent (24 percent). Average daily
weight gain increased linearly with
increasing dietary lactose level.
In their analysis, margin over
feed costs was optimal ($16,410)
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Cheese Output Up
(Continued from p. 1)

Illinois, 5.7 million pounds, up 2.1
percent; and New Jersey, 3.9 million pounds, down 3.8 percent.
American-type cheese production during February totaled 393.6
million pounds, down 0.9 percent
from February 2018. Americantype cheese output during the first
two months of 2019 totaled 832.9
million pounds, up 0.2 percent
from the first two months of 2018.
February production of American-type cheese with comparisons
to February 2018, was: Wisconsin,
79.7 million pounds, down 2.2
percent; California, 48.7 million
pounds, up 0.1 percent; Idaho,
45.4 million pounds, down 7 percent; Oregon, 16 million pounds,
up 0.7 percent; and Iowa, 15.5 million pounds, up 32.1 percent.
Cheddar production during February totaled 280.6 million pounds,
down 4.3 from 2018. Cheddar output during the first two months
of this year totaled 603.8 million
pounds, down 1.3 percent from the
first two months of last year.
Production of other Americantype cheeses in February totaled
113 million pounds, up 8.5 percent
from February 2018.
Italian And Other Cheeses
February production of Italiantype cheese totaled 440.5 million
pounds, up 3.3 percent from February 2018. Italian cheese production during the first two months of
2019 totaled 920.6 million pounds,
up 2.2 percent from the first two
months of 2018.
February Italian cheese production in the states with comparisons
to February 2018, was: California,
134.7 million pounds, up 4.1 perCheese Production
2019 vs. 2018
1,000 pounds

cent; Wisconsin, 133.5 million
pounds, up 0.1 percent; Idaho,
21.8 million pounds, up 20.1 percent; and Pennsylvania, 19.8 million pounds, down 1 percent.
Mozzarella production during
February totaled 348.1 million
pounds, up 6.3 percent from February 2018. Output during the first
two months of this year totaled
727.7 million pounds, up 4.8 percent from the same period last year.
February production of other
Italian cheese varieties, with comparisons to February 2018, was:
Parmesan, 35 million pounds,
down 9.4; Provolone, 28.9 million
pounds, down 1.2 percent; Ricotta,
18.6 million pounds, down 10.6;
Romano, 3.8 million pounds,
down 18.4 percent; and other Italian types, 6 million pounds, up 6.2.
Production of other cheese varieties during February, with comparisons to February 2018, was
Swiss cheese: 26.6 million pounds,
up 2.1 percent; Cream and Neufchatel: 60.2 million pounds, down
9.3; Brick and Muenster: 13.8 million pounds, down 1.9 percent;
Hispanic cheese: 27.1 million
pounds, up 29.4; Blue and Gorgonzola: 6.3 million pounds, down 10.2
percent; Feta: 9.2 million pounds,
down 2.7 percent; Gouda: 2.6 million pounds, down 43.5 percent;
All other types of cheese: 11.4 million pounds, down 15.3 percent.
Whey Products Production
February production of dry whey,
human, totaled 73.7 million
pounds, down 17.1 percent from
February 2018. Manufacturers’
stocks of dry whey, human, at the
end of February totaled 85.9 million pounds, down 1.1 percent
from a year earlier but up 9.2 percent from a month earlier.

2019

Butter Production
2019 vs. 2018
1,000 pounds

2019

Lactose production, human and
animal, during February totaled
98.8 million pounds, up 14.5 percent from February 2018. Manufacturers’ stocks of lactose, human
and animal, at the end of February totaled 105.7 million pounds,
down 9.8 percent from a year earlier and down 1.8 percent from a
month earlier.
Production of WPC, human and
animal, during February totaled
39.1 million pounds, down 0.9 percent from February 2018. Manufacturers’ stocks of WPC, human
and animal, at the end of February totaled 62.4 million pounds,
down 22.8 percent from a year
earlier and down 0.4 percent from
a month earlier.
Manufacturers’ stocks of WPI at
the end of February totaled 21.5
million pounds, down 22.9 percent
from a year earlier and down 5.5
percent from a month earlier.
Butter And Dry Milk Products
February butter production totaled
165.2 million pounds, down 2.9
percent from February 2018. Butter output during the first two
months of 2019 totaled 354.9 million pounds, up 0.8 percent from a
year earlier.
Regional butter production during February, with comparisons to
February 2018, was: West, 77.8
million pounds, down 0.6t; Central, 69.8 million pounds, down 4.8
percent; and Atlantic, 17.6 million
pounds, down 4.9 percent.
Nonfat dry milk output during
the first two months of this year
totaled 326.4 million pounds,
up 2.6 percent from the first two
months of last year.
Manufacturers’ shipments of
nonfat dry milk during February totaled 125.7 million pounds,
Dry Whey Production
2019 vs. 2018
1,000 pounds
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Yogurt Production
2019 vs. 2018
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NDM Production
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Lactose Production
2019 vs. 2018
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Yogurt, Other Dairy Products
February production of yogurt,
plain and flavored, totaled 359.2
million pounds, down 4.4 percent
from February 2018. Yogurt output
during the first two months of this
year totaled 719.3 million pounds,
down 2.9 percent from the first
two months of last year.
Sour cream production during February totaled 100.9 million pounds, up 1.9 percent from
February 2018. Sour cream output
during the January-February period
totaled 221.9 million pounds, up 2
percent from a year earlier.
Cream cottage cheese production during February totaled 26.1
million pounds, down 3.1 percent
from February 2018.
Lowfat cottage cheese output
during February totaled 25.4 million pounds, down 7.9 percent
from February 2018.
Production of regular ice cream
during February totaled 51.1 million gallons, down 7.7 percent
from February 2018. Lowfat ice
cream output during February
totaled 32.3 million gallons, down
4.7 percent from a year earlier.

12,000

425,000
405,000

down 14.3 percent from February 2018. Manufacturers’ stocks
of NDM at the end of February
totaled 308.9 million pounds, up
3.5 percent from a year earlier and
up 7.9 percent from a month earlier.
February production of other dry
milk products, with comparisons to
February 2018, was as follows: skim
milk powder, 35.8 million pounds,
down 4.8 percent; dry whole milk,
9.3 million pounds, down 52 percent; milk protein concentrate,
14.1 million pounds, up 37.8 percent; and dry buttermilk, 9.3 million pounds, down 18.9 percent.
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80,000
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Visit Booth
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CIC - Madison
April 17th
Large enough for any project but still small enough to care.

|

Exceptional
customer service from
design to installation.

Innovative solutions
for every project,
big or small.

|

Custom fabrication
and engineering
expertise.

Delivering leading edge solutions and high quality cheese making equipment
proven to produce higher yields and higher consistency with higher profits.

Advanced Cheese Vat (ACV)
APT’s advanced cheese vat design maximizes cheese yields and production
eﬃciencies throughout your cheesemaking process. Oﬀering capacities of up
to 70K, our ACVs include several patented features, which is why our vats are
used by more Master Cheesemakers than any other!

Advanced Dosing System (ADS)
Accurately measure and deliver liquids with critical speciﬁcations for recipe
integrity. Control single or multiple ingredients without the use of expensive,
high maintenance metering pumps.
Advanced Finishing Vat (AFV)
Leverage the ﬂexibility of a multi-use ﬁnishing table to produce all varieties
of cheeses. Advanced features include agitation, traverse, salting, and
unloading as well as a Controls & Automation package so you can optimize
performance and reduce labor costs.

Advanced Cheese Packaging (ACP)
From the curd cyclone to the cooler door, our team of engineering experts
collaborates with you to design custom packaging systems that maintain
product quality, with extended shelf life and less waste.

Engineering
Visit Booth

#813

CIC - Madison

| Fabrication |

Controls

| Installation

www.APT-INC.com
Employee Owned and Operated with locations in Minnesota | Idaho | California
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Buholzer Brothers Continue
Building Onto Legacy With New
Plant For Muenster, Havarti,
And A Branded Cheese Line
Monroe, WI—For Ron, Steve and
Dave Buholzer, Klondike Cheese
is a legacy that represents family, cheesemaking tradition and
pride in making quality cheese and
yogurt products.
By most measures, Klondike
Cheese would likely be considered
one of the most evolving cheese
operations in the US in recent
decades.
The third-generation cheese
family inherited a Swiss cheese
company and changed to keep
ahead of the trends, into one of
the largest Feta cheese operations,
a Greek yogurt operation and now
one of the largest Muenster and
Havarti operations in the US.
Luke Buholzer, fourth-generation Buholzer and son of Ron,
explained that the move to expand
the operation was to get ahead of
what he sees is a growth category.
“We believe the Muenster category is going to continue growing,” Luke Buholzer said. “One of
the things we’re hoping to do is
introduce consumers to traditional
Muenster and Brick. It’s not a premade market but it’s completely
under-serviced.”
At recent capacity, Luke Buholzer said, the company couldn’t
keep up with demand.
“We needed more capacity. We
hadn’t picked up a new Muenster
account in well over a decade,” he
said. “We just couldn’t make any
more cheese.”
National production of Muenster has grown from 72 million
pounds in 2004 to 188 million
pounds per year in 2017.
Klondike’s production will go
from approximately 40,000 pounds

of Muenster a day to, at full capacity, about 140,000 pounds of
Muenster a day or perhaps as much
as 30 million pounds a year.
Ron Buholzer said the extra production will go to growing the category as well as displacing some of
the Muenster that really isn’t.
“I’m not being critical because
I understand the economics,” Ron
Buholzer said. “But a lot of the
Muenster out there is Monterey
Jack cut out of 640 pound block.
We think we can grow that way.”
He said likes Monterey Jack but
the more discerning consumer is
willing to pay a little more for traditional Muenster.
“For those looking for Muenster,
traditional is a much nicer piece
of cheese. That’s the demographic
we’re going after,” Ron Buholzer
said.
Within a 10 to 20 mile radius
of the Klondike Cheese plant, you
might find 10 cheese plants that
are also making traditional Muenster.
“We’re not going to directly
affect our friends and neighbors
who also make great-tasting Muenster,” Ron Buholzer said. “That’s
not our goal. We’re trying to displace that stuff that doesn’t belong
in the marketplace and grow the
traditional category alongside our
friends.”
Since 2004, US per capita of
Muenster cheese has grown from a
quarter pound per person to a halfpound per person.
“Our buyers were telling us they
need more. It’s a growing category,”
said Steve Buholzer. “The numbers
point to it growing. Someone is
going to have to make more of it.”

At Klondike Cheese, there are two separate Sulbana brine systems that hold a day’s production;
one is for Muenster, Brick and Havarti production, and the other for spice products.

He described the old Muenster
operation as being out of date, very
labor intensive which had a hard
time keeping employees.
“We couldn’t get one more piece
of cheese out of there. Our buyers
were demanding more. The opportunity arose,” Steve Buholzer said.
“I guess our mentality is, if you’re
going to do something, you might
as well do it with the best you can,
and bigger than you’re able.”
Getting ahead of a growth category wasn’t the first time for Klondike Cheese.
Klondike Cheese made its first
vat of Feta in 1988. In 10 years’
time, the operation was making
48,000 pounds of Feta a day and
couldn’t squeeze one more piece of
Feta out of the plant and decided
in 2002 to make a major expansion
to its Feta operation.
Today Klondike makes about 30
million pounds of Feta a year.
“At that time, we were telling
all these buyers, ‘we can’t make
anymore’,” Dave Buholzer said. “So
we built a plant over there and had
to expand that operation almost
immediately. Meanwhile, other
Feta manufacturers expanded or
popped up as well. All of a sudden
the Feta category took off as all of
us expanded the product together.”
Nationally, Feta production has
grown from 78 million pounds in
2010 to 128 million pounds in
2017.
Havarti Growth
Dave Buholzer said much of the
growth in Feta sales has occurred
at the expense of the import market.
“There is so much demand for
Feta,” Dave Buholzer said. “It’s an
incredibly growing market. We
grew the market domestically and
took a big bite out of the import
market. We believe we can do the
same with Havarti.”
We all think the Havarti category can be pretty huge, Dave
Buholzer said.
“Havarti is a new product to
many people. We’re in the industry so we know Havarti, outside
the industry, it’s a new product and
we expect it to grow,” said Steve
Buholzer. “We’re going after the
import market. If we can make that
Havarti here instead of imported
that’s something we want to take
advantage of and great for the
United States.”
Starting out, Klondike will be
about 70/30 Muenster to Havarti
production, Steve Buholzer said.

That’s about the product mix now.
He did say, however, that the company has some potential accounts
that may come online that will
change that ratio immediately.
He also said the old plant’s milk
capacity was 320,000 pounds a day,
while the new one will be able to
run about 1.4 million pounds of
milk.
“Our goal isn’t to run 1.4 million necessarily,” Steve Buholzer said. “That’s not our business
model. Our goal isn’t to make the
most cheese, we want to make the
highest quality, most efficient and
profitable cheese. If it’s never 1.4
million, it’s not. It’s not a race to
get there.”
Slices
Luke Buholzer said Muenster,
Havarti and Brick cheeses are
highly functional cheeses which
are enjoyed by a wide range of
people.
“They’re mild enough where
everyone will eat them,” Luke
Buholzer said. “You never find anyone saying they hate Muenster. It
kind of appeals to everyone and
enjoyed as a table cheese, on pizzas, tacos, and on sandwiches.”
Sandwich slices is where the new
plant excels. The ability to easily
convert from loaf to Long John
styles (23 inches long used primarily for slicing) using ALPMA filling and forming equipment and a
Sulbana brining system are keys to
Klondike’s efficiencies.
“We were already making the
highest quality we think we can.
This move wasn’t about improving
the quality,” Luke Buholzer said.
“This move was about making a
better work environment for the
employees, increase capacity and
consistency of loaf size and ease of
conversion to slices. We want
to sell more Long Johns for slicing
and we’re hoping to see extra value
in ease and consistency.”
Labor Savings Technology,
Equipment
From milk intake to packaging, the
new Muenster plant is a state-ofthe-art facility.
“We have a beautiful plant
here,” said Ron Buholzer. “When
we invite buyers in here they leave
confident in knowing they’re getting a safe, clean, and consistent
product. It really sells our product
as much as the taste.”
We tackled a lot over the last
• See Buholzer Brothers, p. 9
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two years, Luke Buholzer said. During that time, he explained how
the company has expanded the
wastewater system, put in a cooler
and dry storage, built the new
Muenster plant, built a new sales
office and employee break room.
And in a few short weeks, the
company’s new whey expansion
will be completed and then eyes
will turn to possibly adding a spray
dryer and more cutting and packaging equipment.
In Green county, WI, the
unemployment numbers are about
3 percent, Luke Buholzer said. It
rings throughout the industry. “We
can’t find people to work.”
“The only way to survive longterm is to make the best product
you can,” Ron Buholzer said. “And
if you can make the best product
you can through automating the
more profitable you’ll be.”
Klondike’s relationship with
ALPMA goes back to the late
1990’s when Klondike put in a new
Coagulator for its Feta operation.
Klondike has always relied on
equipment suppliers to bring in
new ideas on how the company can
increase efficiencies, makes things
less labor-intensive and make the
plant better, Ron Buholzer said.
“We have a
tremendous
amount of trust in ALPMA, they
have big plans and they’re here
for the duration. Our relationship
with ALPMA is special because
bottom line, their equipment just
works. And if it doesn’t, they made
it work.”
With all the mechanization
in the new plant, Steve Buholzer
knows you have to have the same
amount of vision as the suppliers
and patience that it will work.
“We’re all pretty mechanical
here, and we know if you bend it
often enough, you can probably
make anything work,” Steve Buholzer said. “That makes a difference. If
we had no knowledge of how things
work or if we were scared of all the
mechanical stuff, I just don’t think
it would be a good fit.”
Ruedi Bucher is the president
at Sulbana, USA. Sulbana put in
the brine system at Klondike and
is well aware of the benefits of having a team with the engineering
interests and skills of Klondike.
“The special thing about a company like Klondike, and so many
others in this industry, is that all of
the guys involved, from the owners
to the workers to anyone involved
in the purchasing, they are not
only interested in that the system
works but they also care equally
how it works.”
Bucher said the meetings with
the Klondike staff are intricate and
specific to details.
“Everyone in the plant knows
what’s going on. It makes a huge
difference for us. It’s one piece
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of equipment, but everyone was
watching and understanding the
process,” Bucher said. “They were
asking all the right questions.”
From Klondike’s viewpoint, the
Sulbana system was a perfect fit for
the company’s needs.
“It’s not an overly complicated
design,” said Luke Buholzer. “You
can tell there was some thought
behind it to simplify the system, so
it’s more reliable.”
Keeping up with production and
reducing labor was needed, from a
payback standpoint.

“We’re not going
to directly affect our
friends and neighbors
who also make greattasting Muenster.
We’re trying...to grow
the traditional category
alongside our friends.”
—Ron Buholzer,
Klondike Cheese
“We’ve looked at some really
nice systems, in all honesty, it’s
more expensive than the others but it’s hands-free, the ROI is
foreseeable,” Ron Buholzer said.
“With this system, we have no
people herding cheese. The cheese
is pushed mechanically through a
flighted conveyer and indexes the
cheese. On the way out, mechanical pushers gets the cheese out.”
Steve Buholzer is amazed at how
the Sulbana system reduces labor.
“Nobody wants to herd cheese
for eight hours. Look at what this
one does. There are no people in
the room,” Steve Buholzer said.
“It goes about it’s business without concern. Cheese came in and
the cheese came out. Any other
brining system I’ve seen, there was
a herding of the cheese. This one
doesn’t. There are no people in
that room. I don’t know why we
keep the lights on in there.”
Shortly after working together
on the project, ALPMA and Sulbana merged with Sulbana becoming part of the ALPMA group.
Ron Buholzer also credited
Ruchti Stainless, Scott Swanson
at Keller Technologies, Precision Drive & Control, Darlington
Dairy Supply, Herkman Mechanical, Professional Roofing, Kraemer
Brothers, and APT (Advanced
Process Technologies).
“The knowledge each company
has regarding their own equipment
is very strong. The installers are
remarkable. I wish we could have
some of those guys around here
permanently.”
APT handled the milk receiving, pasteurization, CIP, buffer
tank and the eight cheese vats.
“They’re as good as advertised,”
Ron Buholzer said of APT. “Their

entire crew was great.”
Family Business As A Legacy
Ron Buholzer said now, looking
back at it all, working alongside
his parents and brothers and now
the next generation has been the
key to the company’s success
“All the things we’ve done here
together, throughout our lives, we
feel we’ve gotten where we are
by trying and failing, reviewing
why it didn’t work and trying it
another way,” Ron Buholzer said.
“The ideas are usually right, but
sometimes the way we did them
weren’t. And those were never
bad times. Those were usually the
best times. We are where we are
by the knowledge we’ve obtained,
the relationships we’ve built, not
only with fellow cheese makers,
but with like-minded suppliers,
and many others.”
Eight members of the Buholzer
family work together at Klondike
Cheese. Ron, Dave and Steve,
and sons Luke, Steve’s son Adam
and his wife Teena, and daughter
Melissa Erdley and her husband
Matt.
It’s kind of the kids, the young
guys, that are starting to push these
new projects, said Dave Buholzer.
“If the family business is going to
survive, you have to keep improving or getting bigger and more efficient,” Dave Buholzer said.
One of the ways the Buholzers
will be keeping the family business growing is through their new
branded cheese line, called Buholzer Brothers.
The Buholzer Brothers line will
consist of award-winning Muenster, Brick and Havarti cheeses.
“We are pretty successful with
the contests we enter,” Steve
Buholzer said. “People will come
up and ask us, ‘where can we get
your cheese.’ It’s kind of hard to

explain that they probably buy it
now but under a different name.”
After many focus groups, the
company decided on the Buholzer
Brothers brand.
“We went all around the country, did a bunch of studies on what
we should call the line,” said Dave
Buholzer. “The majority of the
people thought Buholzer Brothers represented a family business.
They liked that.”
Luke Buholzer agreed, saying
buyers also feel the brand represents a family business and that it
has a generational cheesemaking
family behind it.
“We’re going to try selling a
bit under our name,” said Steve
Buholzer. “We can control our
own destiny better and provide a
richer legacy for our grand kids and
great great grand kids.”
Klondike Cheese currently
supplies the deli, foodservice
and industrial markets. With the
Buholzer Brothers. brand, they’ll
enter the retail market, and because
you’ll be able to buy at retail and at
the deli, will be competing against
themselves.
“That’s not our intent,” Luke
Buholzer said. “We have a lot of
long, long-term customers and
partners that really do a bang up
job of marketing their brands. Our
intent is not to undercut them, our
intent is to expand the market.”
While the Buholzers are proud
of their history, they know their
reputation and legacy depends on
the quality cheese.
“I wouldn’t say this is a 100
year plan, but we get phone calls
all the time. That’s not what this
is all about. If we wanted to sell,
then you really have to maximize
profits. Then cheese quality suffers.
Then all the things we built our
legacy for would be for nothing,”
Steve Buholzer said.

Reduce the Risk of
Contamination
Our color-coded
offering can help
minimize the risk of
cross-contamination
and lay the foundation
for a solid food safety
program.
Request our NEW
56-page catalog today!

1-800-826-8302 • nelsonjameson.com
sales@nelsonjameson.com
For more information, visit www.nelsonjameson.com
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Orion Food Systems,
Land Mark Products
To Join Forces
Sioux Falls, SD, and Milford,
IA—Orion Food Systems, LLC,
and Land Mark Products, Inc., this
week announced the signing of
a definitive merger agreement to
create a leading and comprehensive foodservice company to serve
convenience store operators.
Founded in 1983, Orion is a
manufacturer and distributor of
food products as well as a provider
of foodservice solutions to the
convenience and specialty retail
channels worldwide. The company
supplies locations in the US and
abroad with a portfolio of foodservice solutions from ingredients to
pre-made entrees and snacks under
a variety of brands, including Hot
Stuff Pizza, Gourmet Grub, Chix
Chicken, CHOPZ, Paavo’s Pizza,
and Papa Primo’s Italian Kitchen.
Orion is headquartered in Sioux
Falls, SD, with an additional facility in Kimball, TN.
Land Mark is a manufacturer
and distributor of pizza and sand-

wich solutions that has served the
retail and foodservice industries
since 1977. The company is a provider of pizza products to convenience stores, and has expanded its
solutions into the grocery, private
label, and other markets.
Land Mark manages the Piccadilly Circus Pizza and Day’N Night
Bites brands.
Financial terms of the transaction, which is backed by an affiliate of One Rock Capital Partners,
LLC, were not disclosed.
Land Mark owners Jason Farrell and Randy Johnson will be
investors in the combined entity
alongside Land Mark founder Rod
Simonson and One Rock.
Farrell and Johnson will also
continue in their leadership roles
as president and chief executive
officer and executive vice president of finance and distribution of
Land Mark, respectively.
“Joining forces with Orion and
expanding our geographic footprint will allow us to serve as a fully
comprehensive one-stop-shop for
convenience store operators of all
sizes and locations,” Farrell commented.

EU Parliament
Adopts New Rules On
Single-Use Plastics;
FoodDrinkEurope
Voices Concerns
Brussels, Belgium—The European Parliament last week agreed
on the measures proposed by the
European Commission to tackle
marine litter coming from the 10
single-use plastic products most
often found in European beaches.
The single-use plastics directive
voted on by the European Parliament tackles directly marine litter
due to a set of measures, including:
 A ban on selected single-use
products made of plastic for which
alternatives exist on the market,
including cups, food and beverage
containers made of expanded polystyrene and on all products made
of oxo-degradable plastic.
 Measures to reduce consumption of food containers and beverage cups made of plastic and
specific marking and labeling of
certain products.
 A 90 percent separate collection target for plastic bottles
by 2029 (77 percent by 2025) and
the introduction of requirements
to connect caps to bottles, as well

as target to incorporate 25 percent
of recycled plastic in PET bottles
as from 2025 and 30 percent in all
plastic bottles as from 2030.
FoodDrinkEurope, the organization of Europe’s food and drink
industry, said the food and drink
industry is committed to stepping up efforts to improve plastics
use, reuse and recyling as well as
to maximize the use of available
resources.
“Additional measures implementing the directive are essential
to allow the food and drink industry to meet its legal obligations and
to avoid distortions on the internal
market,” said Mella Frewen, FoodDrinkEurope director general.
FoodDrinkEurope welcomes the
objectives of enhancing collection
rates and increasing the content
of recycled plastics in beverage
bottles, but expressed concern that
the targets can only be achieved if
there are high-performing collection, sorting and recycling infrastructures resulting in a consistent
supply of recycled materials which
comply with food safety requirements.
There is also a need for a clear
and robust methodology for the
calculation of recycled content in
plastic bottles, according to FoodDrinkEurope.

USDA News

MULTIPOND Weighing Technology and multihead
weighing systems stand for maximum accuracy,
performance and reliability.

A New Product that is officially accepted*
for use in Dairy Plants inspected by the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
under the Dairy Plant Survey Program.
*USDA Project Number 13377
TC Strainer Barrier

Elastomer ID

TC Elastomer Gasket

TC Strainer Gasket

No perforations
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The Strainer Barrier can be, but is not limited to, Stainless Steel Grade 304, 304L, 316 and 316L and is
bonded to an elastomer to form a Strainer Gasket. The Strainer Barrier consists of a circular disk with a
plurality of perforations of various diameters** in a specific pattern that are completely within a specific sized
circle that is concentric to the OD of the disk. The circle diameter is less than that of the ID of the elastomer
gasket portion so there can be no chance of the elastomer migrating into any particular perforation during
the molding process which would create crevices. In addition, there are a plurality of specific sized holes in a
radial pattern between the OD of the disk and the cylindrical ID of the elastomer gasket. In the molding
process, the elastomer will fill in these holes from both sides yielding a much more secure adhesion between
the strainer disk and the elastomer gasket portion. **The holes could also be oblong, rectangular or square in
various dimensions. Fluoropolymer is also available, e.g. PTFE, Strainer Barrier/Gasket and any other 3-A
Strainer Barrier/Gasket Material. TC = Tri-Clover®, formerly Tri-Clamp®, Style shown. BSI, DIN & ISO Styles
are also available.
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USDA Releases 2016 Dairy Promotion
Report; Spending Boosts Dairy Demand
Washington—The US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
recently released its report to
Congress on the 2016 program
activities of the National Dairy
Promotion and Research Program
and the Fluid Milk Processor Promotion Program.
The enabling legislation of the
dairy producer, dairy importer, and
fluid milk processor promotion
programs requires USDA to submit an annual report to the House
and Senate Agriculture Committees. The report on 2016 program
activities is dated February 2019.
The report includes summaries
of the activities for the dairy and
fluid milk programs, including an
accounting of funds collected and
spent, USDA activities, and an
independent analysis of the effectiveness of the programs.
Texas A&M University
researchers were awarded a competitive contract to conduct the
independent analysis of the advertising and promotion programs
that operate to increase consumer
awareness and sales of fluid milk
and other dairy products.
On average, slightly more than
$365 million in total was spent
annually by Dairy Management
Inc. (DMI), a joint undertaking
between the National Dairy Board
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and the United Dairy Industry
Association (UDIA), the Fluid
Milk Processor Education Program
(MilkPEP) and Qualified Programs
(QPs) over the period 1995 to
2016, and between $400 million
and $415 million since 2013.
Historically, the nominal shares
of promotional expenditures on
average were 26 percent for DMI,
24 percent for MilkPEP, and 50
percent for QPs, the report said.
Promo Spending Boosts Demand
The evaluation study found a
“significant positive association”
between dairy promotion program expenditures and consumer
demand for dairy products. This
association holds for all dairy products in the aggregate as well as for
cheese, fluid milk, butter, and the
activities of the national programs
individually (“national programs,”
as used in this report, refers to the
National Dairy Promotion and
Research Program and the Fluid
Milk Processor Promotion Program).
The impacts generally are modest during the quarter in which
expenditures are made but larger
cumulatively over time, the report
noted.
The key indicator of the impact
of marketing and promotion

expenditures is a measure of the
relative sensitivity of consumer
demand to demand-enhancing
expenditures. This measure, also
known as the promotion elasticity,
is defined as the percentage change
in consumption given a 1-percent
change in demand-enhancing
expenditures, while holding all
other variables constant.
Some of the key findings of the
statistical analysis are as follows:
 Demand-enhancing expenditures have a significant positive
impact on domestic consumption
(defined as domestic commercial
disappearance plus imports) of
dairy products.
 The promotion elasticities for
butter, cheese, and fluid milk for
2016 were 0.053, 0.019, and 0.067,
respectively. The promotion elasticities for all dairy products on a
skim-solids basis and on a fat basis
for 2016 were 0.060 and 0.030
respectively.
The average annual per capita
consumption of fluid milk, cheese,
and butter was higher by 10.8 percent, 4.6 percent, and 3.3 percent,
respectively, over the period of
1995 to 2016 due to promotion
efforts, all other exogenous factors
held constant, the report said. The
average annual per capita consumption of nonfat dry milk would
have been 3.16 pounds per capita
annually without promotion versus
• See Dairy Promotion, p. 12

Nestle Inaugurates
New R&D Center In
China To Accelerate
Innovation
Beijing, China—Nestle recently
announced the inauguration of
new research and development
center in Beijing and a system
technology hub in Shenzhen.
The new R&D center will
enable Nestle to accelerate innovation in China to meet fastchanging consumer demand, the
company said. The systems hub
will strengthen collaboration with
Chinese partners and suppliers in
the area of systems.
Nestle has been rooted in China
for over 30 years, and China is now
its second-biggest market.
Nestle has 33 production sites,
three R&D and two innovation
centers, a food safety institute, a
dairy farming institute and a coffee
center.
Nestle R&D in Beijing focuses
on creating new food and beverage products primarily for Chinese
consumers but also for those elsewhere in Asia.
The center features over 40
R&D specialists working across
multiple product categories, with
expertise in sensory sciences, food
technology and nutrition. They
also collaborate with local universities and innovation partners.
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SULBANA becomes part of the ALPMA group.

Cheese Production Technology

Under the brand name ALPMA-SULBANA, we will unite our expertise
in the segments of hard and semi-hard cheeses as well as Mozzarella.

Packaging Technology
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ALPMA – the full-range supplier for dairies worldwide.
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Dairy Promotion
Continued from p. 11

3.18 pounds per capita as actually
occurred with promotion over the
1995 to 2016 period, an increase of
0.8 percent.
These results indicate that the
overall downward trend of per
capita fluid milk consumption
between 1995 and 2016 was mitigated to some extent by the promotional efforts of the national
promotion programs.
Without those programs, fluid
milk consumption would have
averaged 177.65 pounds per capita
instead of 196.84 pounds per capita annually over the 1995-2016
period as actually occurred with
promotion.
The results also indicate the
annual per capita cheese consumption would have averaged
30.05 pounds without promotion
versus the 31.45 pounds as actually
occurred with promotion over the
1995 to 2016 period.
For butter over that period,
annual per capita consumption
would have averaged 4.66 pounds
without promotion versus the 4.81
pounds that actually occurred
without promotion.
Impacts On Exports, Imports
To measure the effects of DMI
export promotion enhancement
expenditures on US dairy commercial exports, two export demand
models were specified and estimated using two different data
series for dairy exports supplied

by USDA: dairy exports on milkequivalent skim-solids basis (SSB);
and dairy exports on a milk-equivalent fat basis (FB).
The results indicated that when
United States dairy prices were low
(high) relative to Oceania dairy
export prices, the US exported
more (less) dairy products. The
lag length for export promotion
expenditures was estimated to be
nine quarters.
The SSB export promotion
expenditure elasticity was estimated to be statistically significant
at 0.072 over the sample period.
The lag length for the export promotion expenditures (FB) was estimated to be six quarters.
The fat basis export promotion
expenditure elasticity was estimated to be statistically significant
at 0.107.
Dairy importers have been
required to pay assessments to the
National Dairy Board since 2011.
Import assessment funds totaled
between $3.41 million and $4.76
million per year between 2012 and
2016.
Cheese is the focus of this
analysis given that cheese
accounts for about one-third of
total imported dairy products and
for which there are adequate data
to support a thorough quantitative analysis.
Cheese imports as a percent of
total dairy imports were highest in
2013 at 37.5 percent and lowest in
2012 at 35.5 percent.
The analytical results indicate
that the average annual level

of cheese imports was higher by
roughly 1.4 million pounds due to
promotion funds collected from
importers, according to the USDA
report.
Unit values of cheese imports
amounted to roughly $3.16 per
pound on average over the period
2012 to 2016.
Hence, incremental revenue
to importers solely from cheese
attributable to the import assessment totaled roughly $4.4 million,
it was concluded.
The average annual per capita
consumption of cheese was also
higher by 0.024 pound (0.07 percent) as a result of the promotion
funded by the import assessment,
the report added.
Benefit-Cost Ratios
The evaluation also includes a benefit-cost analysis of the national
promotion programs. As calculated, the producer profit benefitcost ratios (BCRs) is the additional
industry profits (additional cash
receipts net of additional production costs and promotion assessments) earned by producers as a
consequence of the promotion
expenditures divided by the historical level of promotion expenditures made to generate those
additional profits.
The fluid milk procerssor BCR
is calculated similarly to the producer BCR; the cost of milk is used
as a proxy for the cost of production since data for fluid milk processors’ costs of production are not
available.

Over the period 1995 to 2016,
the gains in profit at the producer
level were “far larger” than the
expenditures on demand-enhancement programs, the report said.
The benefit-cost ratios for producers for fluid milk were calculated to be $4.11 for every dollar
invested in demand-enhancing
activities; for cheese, $4.81 for
every dollar invested; and for
butter, $22.74 for every dollar
invested.
Dairy export promotion expenditures have increased the foreign
demand for US dairy products by
$8.10 for every dollar invested.
For an aggregate of all dairy
products, the net profit BCR was
approximately $4.78 for every dollar spent on dairy demand promotion.
The fluid milk processor BCR
cannot be calculated as simply as
the producer BCR since the costof-production data are not available.
The benefit-cost ratios for fluid
milk were calculated to be $3.73 for
every dollar invested in demandenhancing activities for fluid milk
processors.
Available expenditure data for
the two participating entities in
dairy promotion, DMI and MilkPEP, also allow for the calculation of separate BCRs for the two
groups.
The scenario simulation results
indicate that the BCR associated
with DMI spending was 5.27,
while the BCR for milkPEP was
calculated at 3.73.

Best in Class Cheese Process Food Safety Technology
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Introducing the Shield Allegro
from PECO-Inspx.

Introducing the UVEO H. Series
from Aquionics.

Optimized for Cheese Production and Converting
Applications, the Shield Allegro Features:

The UVEO H. is the latest UV Water Disinfection System on the market
and validated for Pasteurized Equivalent Water (PEW) Applications.

• The Latest X-Ray Inspection
Technology
• Sanitary Design Standard –
3-A Optional
• Developed & Made in the U.S.A.
• Exceptional Remote &
Regional Service
Contact the experts at Valcour Process Technologies to discuss the
latest in Cheese Inspection and UV water disinfection technology.
“Enabling Extraordinary Cheese
Production, Converting, Packaging,
Inspection, Sustainability, and
Project Solution Opportunities
for our Customers.”

Latest Lamp Technology
• One Lamp utilized instead of multiple at higher flow rates.
• 9000 Hrs Lamp life compared to 4000 Hrs in competitors
Optimized Flow Chamber
• System can be installed without straight pipe runs to meet
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Water Applications.
PLC Controls
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Dramatically Lower Cost of Ownership
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Senate Bill Aims To Hike Transparency
Of Agricultural Checkoff Programs
Separate Bill Would Allow
Farmers To Opt Out Of
Checkoff Programs

modity checkoff programs abuse
the very farmers and ranchers who
are mandated to pay into them,”
said Fred Stokes, founding member of the Organization for Competitive Markets (OCM). “The
over $850 million these programs
take from farmers each year have
become the cash cow for organizations that work against fair
competition and market transparency.
“So long as checkoff funds
remain hidden from accountability and in the hands of trade and
lobbying groups, independent family agriculture is in peril of being
wiped from the face of the countryside,” Stokes added.

Lee and Booker had introduced
the OFF Act in the last Congress,
then offered the legislation as
an amendment to the 2018 farm
bill, according to the OCM. The
amendment was supported by over
100 organizations and garnered the
support of 38 US senators, said.
“Checkoff programs force farmers to pay into a system that sometimes actively works against their
interests,” Lee said. “On top of
that, the boards for these programs
have come under fire for a lack
of transparency and for misuse of
their funds.”
The OFF Act “is common-sense
reform that would help farmers see
exactly where the fees they pay are
going and ensure that their hardearned money is not being used
against them,” Lee added.

Meanwhile, Sens. Lee and Paul
have introduced the Voluntary
Check-Off Program Participation
Act, which would give farmers
the freedom not to participate in
USDA checkoff programs.
Under the bill, no checkoff program would be mandatory or compulsory.
Producer participation in a
checkoff program would be voluntary at the point of sale.
“If farmers and ranchers want
to get together and pool their
resources to better promote their
products, then that is the free market at its best,” Lee said. “But as
soon as the power of the federal
government is used to force people
into a program they do not want
to participate in, then that is crony
capitalism at its worst.”

PUSHING

BOUNDARIES

Washington—Bipartisan legislation introduced in the US Senate
late last week would, among other
things, create a system of financial controls and transparency to
reform agricultural checkoff programs overseen by the USDA.
The Opportunities for Fairness
in Farming (OFF) Act was reintroduced by US Sens. Mike Lee
(R-UT) and Cory Booker (D-NJ),
joined by Sens. Rand Paul (R-KY)
and Elizabeth Warren (D-MA). It
would apply to roughly two dozen
checkoff programs, including the
National Dairy Promotion and
Research Program and the Fluid
Milk Processor Promotion Program.
Under the legislation, a promotion Board could not enter into any
contract or agreement to carry out
checkoff program activities with
a party that engages in activities
for the purpose of influencing any
government policy or action that
relates to agriculture. Also, a promotion board could not engage in,
and would be required to prohibit
the employees and agents of the
board, acting in their official capacity, from engaging in, any act that
may involve a conflict of interest.
A promotion board also would
not be able to engage in, and would
be required to prohibit the employees and agents of the board, acting in their official capacity, from
engaging in: any anticompetitive
activity; any unfair or deceptive
act or practice; or any act that may
be disparaging to, or in any way
negatively portray, another agricultural commodity or product.
“It’s crisis time in agriculture where every penny counts,”
said Mike Eby, chairman of the
National Dairy Producers Organization. “If farmers are going to be
forced to fund checkoff programs’
‘government speech’, the very least
farmers should expect is legitimate
oversight and a system of checks
and balances for all commodiy
checkoffs, and the OFF Act does
just that.”
“I don’t want my hard-earned
dollars funneled to a quasi-governmental organization that works
against my best interest and represents industrial agriculture’s
continued movement toward the
monopolization of farming,” caid
Will Harris, president of the American Grassfed Association.
“USDA’s checkoff programs
must be held accountable, and
family farmers have a right to
know where their hard-earned dollars are going,” commented Marty
Irby, executive director at Animal
Wellness Action.
“The evidence is clear: com-
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Maximize Cheese Slicing
Efficiency and Performance
with the Formax SX380
®

With our global reputation for high-performing slicers, our Formax SX380
slicer offers down-to-the-blade product control for a range of cheeses and
presentations, and an open design that promotes hygiene. The SX380 is
also incredibly flexible — configure for today’s applications, then modify
as your needs change.
®

 Choose 1 or 2 independent product drives for optimal weight control
 Optional 3D product scanning and interleaving
 Open design and tool-free disassembly boosts hygiene and safety
 High throughput in a very small footprint
 Full range of product handling systems available to automate
your operations
Formax SX380
®

See the SX380 at Provisur.com/Slicing

VISIT US
at the Cheese Industry Conference
April 17, 2019
Madison, WI
Booth #327

For more information, visit www.provisur.com/slicing
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DFA Announces
Dairy, Ag Tech
Startups For
Accelerator Program
Kansas City, MO—Dairy Farmers
of America (DFA) has announced
the companies participating in the
2019 DFA Accelerator program.
These seven companies will
engage in a 90-day immersive program, which is part of the Spring
Accelerator program that launched
this week and runs through June.
Startups in two verticals, dairy food
products and ag tech, will work
directly with leaders from DFA,
CoBank, Sprint and other industry experts and mentors to create
strategic, long-term partnerships.
The dairy product and ag tech
companies selected to participate
in the DFA Accelerator program
will receive mentorship, connections and resources to help accelerate their growth.
Features of the 90-day program
include: targeted, strategic meetings with the corporate teams to
discuss business development,
pilots and potential sponsorships;
mentoring from DFA senior staff
and their networks, as well as from
the investor, business development
and entrepreneurial communities;
business building sessions around

product, brand, marketing and
entrepreneurship; and state-of-theart workspace facilities provided at
Sprint Accelerator in Kansas City’s
Crossroads Arts District.
The Accelerator class includes
the following three dairy food
product companies:
Brooklyn Buttery, Brooklyn,
NY. Brooklyn Buttery is reimaging butter for the 21st century as a
fun, convenient product for home
cooks using sustainably sourced
ingredients.
Numa, Bridgewater, NJ. Numa
makes milk treats with six ingredients and four grams of protein.
RifRaf, Brooklyn, NY. RifRaf
offers creamy Ricotta cups that are
one part cheese and one flavor.
The 2019 DFA Accelerator
class also includes the following
four ag tech companies: Bezoar
Laboratories; Cattle Care; Healthy
Cow; and Labby.
“By working and collaborating
with ag tech and dairy food startup
companies, we’re helping develop
solutions that will not only provide value for our farm families and
their operations, but will also help
drive consumer demand for dairy,”
said Monica Massey, executive
vice president and chief of staff at
DFA.
For more information, visit
www.dfamilk.com.

TOM GUERIN has joined the
Center for Dairy Research
(CDR) as research program
manager, working to help CDR
become more aligned with the
changing demands and trends
of the food industry. Guerin has
20 years of experience in the
research and development of
food ingredients with the Kerry
Group. Licensed cheese maker,
butter maker and fifth-generation
dairy farmer MELLISA HOUFE
will now serve as CDR’s new
cheese maker, assisting with pilot
plant operation, guiding research
and helping with special projects. Houfe previously worked as
a cheese processing technician
at Babcock Hall. CHARLIE
HARRISON has been tapped
as processing researcher, assisting in operations of CDR’s pilot
plant. Harrison’s background is
primarily in flavor research and
chemical analysis, and also has
experience in developing functional food technologies to be
used in food and beverage applications. DONNA CHRISTEN,
CDR’s new senior financial specialist, has more than 13 years
of experience. In her new post,
Christen will assist with billing,
purchasing, and helping to monitor and track CDR’s financial
business.
The International Dairy Foods
Association (IDFA) has named
MATT HERRICK to the new
position of senior vice president,
executive and strategic communications. In this role, Herrick
will be responsible for leading all
of IDFA’s communications and
reputation management activities, with a focus on promoting
and extending the IDFA brand
in the US and abroad. Herrick comes to IDFA from The
Rockefeller Foundation, where
he served as managing director.
Prior to that, he was senior vice
president with Story Partners
public affairs in Washington,
DC, where he founded and managed the agency’s food, nutrition, and trade practice. Herrick
served in the Obama administration, first as press director and
spokesperson for the US Agency
for International Development,
and then as communications
director for USDA. He also was
a spokesperson for USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service.

At H&C we are constantly
developing solutions
to enhance efficiency
and drive growth

Our solutions offer
enhanced return
on investment and
operational efficiency:

PERSONNEL

Reduced work injuries
Increased running times
Increased product quality
Reduced wastage
Smaller footprint

US Toll Free 800-351-1745
NZ Phone +64 6 872 7140
Email enquiries@hadencustance.com

For more information, visit www.hadencustance.com

GIGI VITA has joined the Food
Marketing Institute (FMI) as
vice president of sales for the
Safe Quality Food Institute
(SQFI). She comes to FMI with
comprehensive knowledge of the
food industry, having previously
worked across all trade channels.
Most recently, Vita led strategic business development and
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innovation for Dairy Farmers of
America (DFA). Before that, she
served as the president and chief
operating officer for Fonterra
North America, responsible for
the company’s $1 billion ingredients and commodity business for
the US, Canada, Caribbean and
Central America. Her career also
included leadership positions
with PepsiCo, Kraft/Nabisco,
Campbell Soup, Coca-Cola and
Nestlé.
JEFF KAVENEY has been promoted to director of sales and
product management with
Eriez-USA. Kaveney, who has
been with Eriez for 24 years, most
recently served as manager of
product marketing and administration. In his new role, Kaveney
will be responsible for leading
the company’s separation, vibratory, metal detection and recycling product lines.
Mérieux NutriSciences has
hired TRACIE SHEEHAN as
the company’s new vice president
of technical services, succeeding
RENA PIERAMI, who retired
from this role last month. In
her new role, Sheehan will lead
the company’s Technical Services businesses, which include
Mérieux NutriSciences’ Certification LLC; Consulting and
Training; and Label Compliance
& Nutrition Services (LCNS).
Well known in the food industry, Sheehan previously served
as CEO of TGS Quality Consulting, LLC; chief health, quality and sustainability officer for
ARYZTA for seven years; senior
vice president of food safety and
scientific affairs for Sara Lee
Corporation for eight years; and
global director of food safety for
Kellogg’s for 11 years.
MARJORIE DePUY recently
joined the Food Marketing
Institute (FMI) as senior director for supply chain and sustainability. DePuy has more than 15
years of experience in non-profit
and association program management and relevant industry experience. She kicked off her career
at the Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA), where
she designed and programmed
the Future of Food Symposium,
involving hundreds of industry
executives, government policy
officials, researchers, academics
and other critical stakeholders.
DePuy was formerly the vice
president of industry relations
and education with the Healthcare Distribution Alliance. Most
recently, while traveling in New
Zealand, DePuy committed to
support EcoFest North, a monthlong series of eco events focused
on community-led initiatives in
sustainable living.
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Organic Trade Association Launches
Fraud Prevention Solutions Program
Washington—In an effort by the
organic industry to fight against
fraud in the global organic system,
the Organic Trade Association
(OTA) recently announced the
official launching of its Organic
Fraud Prevention Solutions program.
Organic businesses may now voluntarily pre-enroll in a program to
help minimize or eliminate organic
fraud both inside and outside of the
US. The new program is based on
the OTA’s tested and completed
Organic Fraud Prevention Guide
that provides businesses engaged
in organic trade with a risk-based
process for developing and implementing organic fraud mitigation
measures.
Already, several organic companies have pre-enrolled in the
program, according to the OTA.
These companies participated in
a three-month pilot project last
year that tested the program at
their operations. The businesses
represent the entire organic supply
chain, from farm to processor and a
diverse range of products, services
and commodities, including dairy,
eggs, produce, grain, beverages,
meat, and packaged and prepared
foods.
The pre-enrolled companies
include, among others: Organic
Valley/CROPP Cooperative;
Stonyfield; J.M. Smucker Company; Global Organics Ltd.; Grain
Millers Inc.; I Was Thinking;

Naturepedic Organic Mattresses;
Organically Grown Company;
Pipeline Foods LLC; and True
Organic Products Inc.
Consulting firms Wolf, DiMatteo & Associates and Miles McEvoy, Lacewing LLC have also
pre-enrolled in the program as
“Trusted Advisors,” a category of
professionals that may qualify and
partner with Organic Fraud Prevention Solutions and work with
enrolled companies to develop an
Organic Fraud Prevention Plan.
Trusted Advisors are experts in
organic certification as well as in
conducting vulnerability assessments and organic fraud mitigation plans.
Organic Fraud Prevention Solutions establishes a framework and
formal process for businesses to
create continuously improving
internal programs for achieving
organic integrity throughout their
associated supply chains.
The program requires training,
an organic fraud vulnerability
assessment and the development
of an organic fraud prevention
plan.
After a company successfully
registers with the OTA with the
implementation of the organic
fraud prevention plan, the company will be considered “Organic
Fraud Prevention Enrolled.” The
enrollment process is integrated
into the organic certification cycle
and maintained annually.

The program is not a certification or verification program nor
is it a product label. It is a quality assurance program designed
to complement and reinforce
USDA’s organic standards and the
work of the accredited certifying
agencies.
“Fraud in the global organic supply chain poses a significant threat
to the integrity of the organic
brand,” said Laura Batcha, the
OTA’s CEO and executive director. “For the past two years, the
Organic Trade Association has
prioritized significant time and
resources into organic fraud prevention solutions.
“We are fighting fraud on many
fronts, including through the 2018
farm bill and through private sector initiatives,” Batcha continued.
“The more companies that join
this industry-driven program, the
stronger the organic supply chain
will be.”
“Everyone plays a role in preventing organic fraud,” said Gwendolyn Wyard, vice president of
regulatory and technical affairs for
the OTA and staff coordinator for
the association’s Global Organic
Supply Chain Integrity (GOSCI)
Task Force, a 48-member task force
formed two years ago to develop
the fraud prevention program. “It
is critical that organic businesses
have robust systems and measures
in place that adequately support
the promise of providing organic
products that people can trust.”
To pre-enroll, a company must
be an Organic Trade Association member and either certified

organic or listed with a USDA
recognized Material Review Organization such as OMRI (Organic
Material Review Institute).
Eligible operations include farmers, handlers, processors, distributors, traders, retailers and input
manufacturers. There are opportunities for accredited certifiers, consultants and advisors that would
like to partner in the program.

“We are fighting
fraud on many fronts,
including through the
2018 farm bill and
through private sector
initiatives. The more
companies that join
this industry-driven
program, the stronger
the organic supply
chain will be.”
—Laura Batcha, Organic
Trade Association
Pre-enrollment initiates the
process, and signs the eligible
company up for the first offered
training that will take place in late
summer or early fall.
“We all have a responsibility to
fight fraud, and the Organic Trade
Association is doing everything in
its power to address the problem,”
she added.
For more information, visit
www.ota.com.

Get better cheese
from a better facility.
At WDS Construction, every service we provide is backed by
years of knowledge and know-how. It’s why we guarantee
satisfaction — just like you do.
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Design-Build
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Per Capita Milk Production Rose 0.3%
In 2018; Colorado Posted Largest Gain
Shawnee Mission, KS—Per capita
milk production in the US last year
was 665.0 pounds, up 2.1 pounds,
or 0.3 percent, from 2017, according to the March 2019 edition of
the Central federal milk marketing
order’s Marketing Service Bulletin.
Per capita milk production is
a data series presented annually
in the Bulletin. A comparison of
per capita production to per capita consumption data may reflect
the aggregate supply and demand
balance for individual states and
regions throughout the US.
A map included in the Bulletin
depicts per capita milk production
by state for 2018. The 300- and
600-pound levels for per capita
production selected for the map are
arbitary divisions; the 600-pound
level roughly approximates annual
per capita consumption of all dairy
products on a milk equivalent
basis, while the 300-pound level
reflects average annual consumption of Class I and Class II products
(fluid and soft manufactured products), plus reserve requirements.
In 2018, 14 states reported
annual per capita milk production
increases, with Colorado posting
the largest gain, 7.3 percent. Two
other states had an increase greater
than 5 percent: Kansas, up 5.9 percent; and Texas, up 5.2 percent.
Alabama recorded the largest
per capita milk production decline
in 2018, with a loss of 19.5 percent. Two other states had declines
of more than 10 percent: Hawaii,
down 12.5 percent; and West Virginia, down 12.0 percent.
Changes Since 2013
Per capita US milk production
increased by 28.3 pounds, or 4.4
percent, between 2013 and 2018,
the Bulletin noted. A total of 24
states recorded increases in per

capita milk production over that
period, led by South Dakota’s 27.7
percent gain.
Ten additional states increased
per capita production by 10 percent or more comparing 2018 with
2013, including: Iowa, up 12.1
percent; Kansas, up 25.7 percent;
Michigan, 20.9 percent; Colorado,
up 26.7 percent; New York, up 11
percent; Nebraska, up 19.5 percent;
Texas, up 23.4 percent; Wyoming,
up 11.8 percent; Connecticut, up
16.1 percent; and Hawaii, up 14.4
percent.
Alabama recorded the largest
decrease in per capita milk production between 2013 and 2018, at
38.4 percent. Six additional states
posted declines of more than 20
percent during that period: Tennessee, down 20.5 percent; West
Virginia, down 25 percent; Mississippi, down 30.5 percent; Louisiana, down 26.7 percent; Arkansas,
down 30.7 percent; and Rhode
Island, down 31.5 percent.
And seven states recorded
decreases in per capita milk production between 10 percent and
20 percent from 2013 to 2018,
including: Montana, down 12.3
percent; New Hampshire, down
10.5 percent; Missouri, down 12.7
percent; South Carolina, down
14.1 percent; Massachusetts, down
14.6 percent; New Jersey, down 14
percent; and Alaska, down 11.6
percent.
Top States In Per Capita Output
A total of 19 states had per capita
milk production above 600 pounds
last year, led by Idaho, at 8,635.8
pounds, up 1.4 percent from 2017
and up 3.6 percent from 2013.
Four other states had per capita milk production above 3,000
pounds in 2018, including: Wisconsin, 5,259.9 pounds, up 0.4 percent
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from 2017 and up 9.4 percent from
2013; Vermont, 4,279.1 pounds,
down 2.1 percent from 2017 but
up 2.8 from 2013; New Mexico,
3,953.8 pounds, up 0.8 percent
from 2017 and up 2.7 percent from
2013; and South Dakota, 3,066.1
pounds, up 2.3 percent from 2017
and up 27.7 percent from 2013.
An additional five states had
per capita milk production above
1,000 pounds last year, including Minnesota, 1,758.6 pounds,
unchanged from 2017 and up 4.2
percent from 2013; Iowa, 1,669.1
pounds, unchanged from 2017 and
up 12.1 from 2013; Kansas, 1,273.6
pounds, unchanged from 2017 and
up 25.7 percent from 2013; Michigan, 1,117.3 pounds, unchanged
from 2017 and up 20.9 percent
from 2013; and Califorinia, 1,021.6
pounds, unchanged from 2017 and
down 5.2 percent from 2013.
Other states with per capita
milk production above 600 pounds
last year included Washington,
893.9 pounds, up 1.6 percent from
2017 but down 1.8 percent from
2013; Pennsylvania, 832.7 pounds,
down 2.2 from 2017 but up 0.8 percent from 2013; Colorado, 800.1
pounds, up 7.3 percent from 2017
and up 26.7 percent from 2013;
New York, 761.5 pounds, down 0.1
percent from 2017 but up 11 per-
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cent from 2013; Nebraska, 746.4
pounds, down 0.9 from 2017 but
up 19.5 percent from 2013; Utah,
734.6 pounds, up 2.9 percent from
2017 but down 0.1 percent from
2013; Arizona, 694.1 pounds, down
2.8 from 2017 but up 2.6 percent
from 2013; Indiana, 621.8 pounds,
down 2.7 from 2017 but up 6.6 percent from 2013; and Oregon, 604
pounds, down 1 percent from 2017
and down 5.8 percent from 2013.
Texas is the only state that
ranked in the top 10 in milk production last year (it ranked fifth)
that had per capita milk production under 600 pounds. Specifically, per capita milk production in
Texas last year was 447.8 pounds,
up 5.2 percent from 2017 and 23.4
percent higher than in 2013.
At the other end of the spectrum, 14 states had per capita milk
production under 100 pounds last
year, including Alaska, 3.8 pounds;
Rhode Island, 11.1 pounds; New
Jersey, 12.3 pounds; Alabama,
14.9 pounds; Hawaii, 23.9 pounds;
Arkansas, 24.6 pounds; Massachusetts, 29.3 pounds; Louisiana, 32.6
pounds; Mississippi, 43.2 pounds;
South Carolina, 47.6 pounds;
West Virginia, 61.5 pounds; North
Carolina, 90.2 pounds; Tennessee,
93.6 pounds; and Delaware, 94.6
pounds.

CUSTOM CLEANING SOLUTIONS

STANDARD COP SERIES
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New USDA Food, Nutrient Data System
Has Nutrient Profile Of Many Foods
Washington—USDA’s Agricultural Research Service (ARS) this
week released an integrated food
and nutrient data system that provides online access to nutrient profile information about a variety of
foods and food products.
The system, known as FoodData Central, should prove to be
an essential resource for product
developers, researchers, nutrition
professionals, health care providers, policy makers and consumers,
ARS said.
FoodData Central will be managed by USDA’s Agricultural
Research Service at the Beltsville
Human Nutrition Research Center (BHNRC) and hosted by the
National Agricultural Library.
It provides links to relevant
agricultural research data from
multiple sources, enhances the
transparency about the sources of
nutrition information, provides
data that is based on the latest scientific research, and is representative of the marketplace, according
to ARS.
FoodData Central contains, in
one place, five distinct types of
food and nutrient composition
data. The following three data
types are well-established and
familiar to many types of users:
Standard Reference has been
the primary food composition data
type in the US for decades. Using
earlier approaches to determining
nutrient profiles of foods in the
marketplace, it provides a comprehensive list of values for nutrients and food components that
are derived from calculations and
analyses.
This data type has provided the
values for most other public and
private food composition databases
and has supported a wide range of
public policy initiatives, research
studies, and diet planning and
education activities. SR Legacy,
released in April 2018, is the final
release of this data type.
Food and Nutrient Database
for Dietary Studies provides
nutrient values for the foods and
beverages reported in What We
Eat in America, the dietary intake
component of the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES). Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies
data facilitate analyses of dietary
intakes reported in NHANES as
well as many other dietary research
studies.
The USDA Global Branded
Food Products Database are data
from a public-private partnership
whose goal is to enhance the open
sharing of nutrient data that appear
on branded and private label foods
and are provided by the food
industry. Members of the publicprivate partnership include ARS,
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International Life Sciences Institute (ILSI) North America, GS1
US, 1WorldSync, Label Insight,
and the University of Maryland,
Joint Institute for Food Safety and
Applied Nutrition.
The other two data types —
Foundation Foods and Experimental Foods — represent “a bridge to
the future” in food and nutrient
composition, ARS said. They provide data that have never previously been available:
Foundation Foods includes
nutrient values as well as extensive
underlying metadata on commercially available foods, such as the
number of samples, sampling location, date of collection, analytical

approaches used, and if appropriate, agricultural information such
as genotype practices.
With their enhanced clarity
and transparency, Foundation
Foods data can provide valuable
insights into the many factors that
influence variability in nutrient
profiles, ARS said. The number
of foods in Foundation Foods will
grow over time.
Experimental Foods currently links to relevant agricultural research data from multiple
sources, such as the Agricultural
Collaborative Research Outcomes
System (AgCROS). In the next
version of FoodData Central, this
data type will include information
from multiple sources about foods
that have been produced under
experimental conditions and are
not commercially available.

The agricultural data in Experimental Foods will allow users to
examine a range of factors, such
as geography and agricultural
practices used, that may affect the
nutritional profiles of foods and
resulting dietary intake.
The new system is designed
to strengthen the capacity for
rigorous research and policy
applications through its search
capabilities, downloadable datasets, and detailed documentation,
ARS said. Application developers will be able to incorporate the
information into their applications
and web sites.
The constantly changing and
expanding food supply is a challenge to those who are interested
in using food and nutrient data.
For more details on FoodData
Central, visit fdc.nal.usda.gov.

MORE THAN EQUIPMENT.

A COMPLETE PROCESS SOLUTION.
For over 35 years, RELCO has been providing cheese and dairy plants
with safe, innovative process technologies suited to their specific needs.
Systems, Powder Handling Systems & Equipment, and After Sales
Support. RELCO is committed to delivering projects on schedule and
within budget to create long-term customer relationships.

Learn more about RELCO solutions at

relco.net/trust.
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BLOCKFORMER
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CURD TABLE
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Growing Biofilms
On Nanofiber Sheets
Can Help Produce
Fermented Product
High In Probiotics
Washington—While bacterial
biofilms are typically the target
of heavy duty cleaming regimens,
these films aren’t always bad news.
In fact, growing them on thin
sheets of nanofibers is a great way
to produce a fermented milk product that can deliver hardy probiotics to the digestive tract, according
to research recently published in
the American Chemical Society’s
Journal of Agricultural and Food
Chemistry.
Biofilms consist of bacterial cells
that are tightly packed together in
an extracellular matrix (ECM).
Most prior biofilm research has
focused on films formed by pathogenic bacteria, and more particularly on how to prevent their
formation or how to detach or
destroy the films.
Meng-Xin Hu and colleagues
instead wanted to find the best
growing conditions for the useful
bacteria Lactobacillus plantarum,
found in fermented food products
such as yogurt. They were inter-

ested in ensuring that this organism could survive storage on the
supermarket shelf, as well as transit through the stomach, which
remains a challenge for most probiotics.
The researchers grew the bacteria on cellulose acetate membranes
that mimic the structure of natural
ECM.
The huge surface area of these
nanofiber membranes provided a
scaffold for the bacteria.
The microbes successfully
formed colonies and then biofilms,
which were used to ferment milk,
on the membranes.
The bacteria in biofilms were
more resistant to simulated digestion than free-floating L. plantarum.
During fermentation, the biofilms continually released live bacterial cells into the milk.
Once the fermented milk was
stored, the released cells retained
in the milk were much longerlived than cells in fermented milk
produced by free-floating L. plantarum.
The researchers said their findings lay the foundation for the use
of biofilm-integrated nanofiber
membranes as starter cultures in
biotechnology and fermentation
industries.

Restaurant
Performance Index
Fell Slightly In Feb.
As Customer Traffic
Turned Negative
Washington—The National Restaurant Association’s Restaurant
Performance Index (RPI) stood at
101.0 in February, down slightly
from January, the association
reported last Friday.
The RPI is constructed so that
the health of the restaurant industry is measured in relation to a
neutral level of 100. Index values above 100 indicate that key
industry indicators are in a period
of expansion, while index values
below 100 represent a period of
contraction for key industry indicators.
The RPI consists of two components: the Current Situation Index
and the Expectations Index. The
Current Situation Index, which
measures current trends in four
industry indicators (same-store
sales, traffic, labor and capital
expenditures), stood at 100.3 in
February, down 0.4 percent from
January.
A majority of restaurant operators reported positive same-store
sales for the fifth straight month,
with February’s readings coming in
similar to January’s results. Some
52 percent of restaurant operators
reported a same-store sales increase
between February 2018 and February 2019, while 32 percent reported
a sales decline.
February represented the 16th
consecutive month in which operators reported a net increase in
same-store sales.
By contrast, restaurant operators reported a net decline in cus-

tomer traffic in February. Some
37 percent of operators reported
an increase in customer traffic
between February 2018 and February 2019, unchanged from January’s reading. And 44 percent of
operators reported a decline in customer traffic in February, up from
37 percent in January.
February represented the softest
customer traffic reading since September 2018.
The Expectations Index, which
measures restaurant operators’
six-month outlook for four industry indicators (same-store sales,
employees, capital expenditures
and business conditions), stood at
101.8 in February, up slightly from
January.
Restaurant operators are more
optimistic about sales growth in
the coming months. Some 50 percent of operators expect to have
higher sales in six months (compared to the same period in the
previous year), up from 35 percent who reported similarly three
months ago. Only 8 percent of
operators expect their sales volume
in six months to be lower than it
was during the same period in the
previous year, while 42 percent of
operators think their sales volume
will remain about the same.
By contrast, restaurant operators are not as optimistic about the
direction of the overall economy.
Only 22 percent of operators said
they expect economic conditions
will improve in six months, while
23 percent of operators think economic conditions will worsen in
six months.
This represented the sixth
straight month in which less than
one in four restaurant operators
had a positive outlook for the
economy.
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USITC Seeks Proposals To Amend
International Harmonized Tariff System
Washington—The US International Trade Commission
(USITC) is requesting proposals
from interested persons and agencies to amend the International
Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS)
in connection with the Seventh
Review Cycle of the World Customs Organization (WCO), with
a view to keeping the HS current
with changes in technology and
trade patterns.
The proposals will be reviewed
by the USITC, US Customs and
Border Protection (CBP), and the
US Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, for potential
submission by the US government
to the WCO in Brussels, Belgium.
The Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS)
was approved by Congress in the
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, and became
effective on January 1, 1989. The
HTS incorporates within its legal
structure the rules of interpretation, legal notes, and nomenclature categories of the international
HS, and provides additional product provisions for US rate of duty
and statistical purposes.
There are 392 10-digit subheadings in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States
(HTS) that apply to dairy products, according to a USITC report.
The HS was adopted internationally by means of a WCO convention, which recognizes that the
HS should be kept up to date in
light of changes in technology and
patterns of international trade.
The HS nomenclature structure,
now used by nearly all countries,
provides a uniform basis for classifying and reporting goods for tariff
and statistical purposes.
The HS structure includes
the broadest descriptive product
categories reflected in the HTS,
thereby providing the general
rules for the interpretation of the
nomenclature, section and chapter titles, section and chapter legal
notes, and the 4-digit headings and
6-digit subheadings covering all
goods in international trade.
The HTS also includes additional US rules of interpretation
and notes, 8-digit subheadings
establishing rates of duty, and
10-digit non-legal statistical provisions, as well as special duty provisions in chapters 98 and 99 and
several appendices. These national
legal and statistical provisions and
the final two chapters are not part
of the international HS review process for which proposals are being
requested, and thus no requests for
changes in US tariff rate lines or
rates of duty will be acted upon.
Through a notice published in
Wednesday’s Federal Register, the
Commission is seeking proposals
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to amend the HS, specifically the
4- and 6-digit product categories
and associated legal notes. Proposals received will be made a part
of the Commission’s recordkeeping system and available for public
inspection (with the exception of
any confidential business information) through the Commission’s
record files and through the Commission’s electronic docket.
The Commission is seeking proposals for specific modifications
to the international Harmonized
System (section and chapter notes,
and the texts of 4-digit headings
and 6-digit subheadings) that
would describe new products or
technologies, modify or eliminate
unclear or obsolete categories, or

otherwise advance the goals set out
by the HS Convention.
No proposals for changes to US
national-level provisions (including Additional US Notes, 8-digit
subheadings, 10-digit statistical
annotations, and rates of duty) will
be considered by the Commission
as part of this review.
Interested parties, associations,
and government agencies should
submit specific language for proposed amendments to the HS,
together with appropriate descriptive comments and, to the extent
available, relevant trade data.
The implementation of changes
in the international HS by the US
is intended to be tariff-neutral, the
USITC noted.
As part of this review, the Commission particularly invites proposals concerning the following
matters: the deletion of HS head-

ings or subheadings with low trade
volume; the creation of separate
4-digit headings or 6-digit subheadings to identify types of products
that are important in international
trade but are not adequately classified; the simplification of the HS,
whether by the modification of
provisions for greater clarity or the
elimination of provisions that are
difficult to administer; and/or; the
suggestion of other changes that
would improve the classification
of products, especially those being
exported from the US, or assist in
the administration of the HS and
the more uniform classification of
goods internationally.
The suggested deadline for submissions is Mar. 31, 2020.
Written submissions should be
sent to Secretary, USITC, 500
E Street SW, Washington, DC
20436.

Chr. Hansen
Cultures & Enzymes

Cultures & Enzymes to Optimize Your Production
• Consistency
• Control
• Convenience
Cultures & Enzymes to Differentiate Your Brand
• Extend shelf life naturally
• Clean Label
• Improve texture
• Create your signature flavor
World Class Customer Support
• Partnership in innovation
• Unmatched technical support
Chr. Hansen is the leading supplier of cultures,
probiotics, enzymes and natural colors for the dairy
and food industry.
Contact your local Chr. Hansen representative
to learn more or go to www.chr-hansen.com

Chr. Hansen, Inc.
9015 W. Maple Street, Milwaukee, WI 53214,
Phone: 1 (800) 558-0802

For more information, visit www.chr-hansen.com
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Index Rises Again
(Continued from p. 1)

An average price for sweet whey
powder was not available, nor was
a sweet whey powder index.
Results from this week’s GDT
auction, with comparisons to the
auction held two weeks ago, were
as follows:
Cheddar cheese: The average
winning price for Cheddar was
$4,248 per metric ton ($1.93 per
pound), up 3.2 percent. Average
winning prices were: Contract 1
(May), $4,301 per ton, up 5.2 percent; Contract 2 (June), $4,295
per ton, up 3.8 percent; Contract 3
(July), $4,129 per ton, up 1.5 percent; and Contract 5 (September),
$4,225 per ton.
Skim milk powder: The average winning price was $2,468 per
ton ($1.12 per pound), up 1.8
percent. Average winning prices
were: Contract 1, $2,650 per ton,
up 1.1 percent; Contract 2, $2,436
per ton, up 2.7 percent; Contract
3, $2,477 per ton, unchanged;
Contract 4 (August), $2,505 per
ton, up 2 percent; and Contract 5,
$2,512 per ton, up 1.2 percent.
Whole milk powder: The average winning price was $3,287 per

ton ($1.49 per pound), down 1.3
percent. Average winning prices
were: Contract 1, $3,304 per ton,
up 0.3 percent; Contract 2, $3,269
per ton, down 0.8 percent; Contract 3, $3,378 per ton, down 0.4
percent; Contract 4, $3,289 per
ton, down 3.4 percent; and Contract 5, $3,259 per ton, down 5.5
percent.
Butter: The average winning
price for butter traded on the
Global Dairy Trade was $5,374
per ton ($2.44 per pound), up 5.8
percent. Average winning prices
were: Contract 1, $5,475 per ton,
up 7.4 percent; Contract 2, $5,480
per ton, up 5.8 percent; Contract
3, $5,520 per ton, up 7.8 percent;
Contract 4, $5,233 per ton, up 4.4
percent; and Contract 5, $5,145
per ton, up 4.6 percent.
Anhydrous milkfat: The average winning price for anhydrous
milkfat was $5,867 per ton ($2.66
per pound), up 3.7 percent. Average winning prices were: Contract
1, $5,985 per ton, up 1.9 percent;
Contract 2, $5,812 per ton, up 2.5
percent; Contract 3, $5,830 per
ton, up 3.7 percent; Contract 4,
$5,862 per ton, up 3.3 percent; and
Contract 5, $6,036 per ton, up 8.9
percent.
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More precise management of moisture levels
No visible crystals
No eﬀect on taste
Better Slicing and Shredding characteristics
Increased resistance to fracture

Nutricepts, Inc.
T: 952-707-0207
E: info@nutricepts.com
www.crystalban.com

For more information, visit www.crystalban.com

Rennet casein: The average
winning price for rennet casein
on the GDT was $6,703 per ton
($3.04 per pound), up 7.5 percent.
Average winning prices were:
Contract 1, $7,255 per ton, up 5.6
percent; Contract 2, $7,066 per
ton, up 11.4 percent; Contract 3,
$6,323 per ton, up 5.5 percent; and
Contract 4, $6,364 per ton, up 3.8
percent.
Lactose: The average winning
price was $948 per ton (43.0 cents
per pound), down 5.3 percent.
That was for Contract 2.
Buttermilk powder: The average winning price for buttermilk
powder was $3,548 per ton ($1.61
per pound), up 5.0 percent. Average winning prices were: Contract
1, $3,930 per ton, up 5.6 percent;
Contract 2, $3,210 per ton, up 2.8
percent; Contract 3, $3,980 per
ton, up 7.9 percent; Contract 4,
$3,975 per ton, up 6.9 percent; and
Contract 5, $4,025 per ton, up 9.1
percent.
FAO Dairy Price Index Jumps
In other international dairy price
developments, the UN Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO)
reported Thursday that the FAO
Dairy Price Index averaged 204.3
points in March, up 11.9 points,
or 6.2 percent, from February,
registering a third consecutive
increase.
That’s the first time the FAO
Dairy Price Index has been above
200 since June 2018, when it was
213.2. The Dairy Price Index had
reached a 2018 low of 170.0 in
December.
For all of 2018, the FAO Dairy
Price Index averaged 192.9, down
from 2017’s average of 202.2.
In March, international prices
for cheese, butter and whole milk
powder increased, underpinned

by increased import demand in
anticipation of a tightening in
export availabilities from Oceania
stemming from a seasonal decline
in its milk production, the FAO
explained.
By contrast, skim milk powder
prices slipped slightly from the
high values registered in February,
reflecting a slowdown in demand
for current deliveries, the FAO
reported.
The FAO Dairy Price Index
consists of cheese, butter, skim
milk powder and whole milk powder price quotations; the average is
weighted by world average export
trade shares for 2002-2004.
The Food and Agriculture
Organization Food Price Index
held steady in March, averaging 167 points and still hovering around its highest value since
August 2019.
The sharp increase in dairy prices
and somewhat firmer meat values
were offset by declining cereal, oil
and sugar price quotations, the
FAO noted. This resulted in the
overall value of the Food Price
Index remaining nearly unchanged
from February but down 3.6 percent from March 2018.
The FAO Meat Price Index
averaged 162.5 points in March,
up marginally from its revised value
for February, continuing a trend of
modest price volatility observed for
several months, the FAO reported.
The Food and Agriculture
Organization Food Price Index is
a measure of the monthly change
in international prices of a basket
of food commodities. It consists
of the average of five commodity
group price indices — dairy, meat,
vegetable oil, cereal and sugar —
weighted with the average export
shares of each of the groups for
2002-2004.
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The new MIRA
Infrared Milk Analyzer

High precision, pre-calibrated IR analyzer for raw milk,
standardized milk and liquid milk products.

Contact us for more details:
www.bruker.com/mira

The MIRA is a cost-effective analyzer for the quality control of milk, whey, and cream.
It measures important parameters like fat, protein, total solids and lactose in seconds.
Optionally, the MIRA milk analyzer can also determine the freezing point of milk.
More than milk? In addition to the MIRA, Bruker offers FT-NIR solutions for various liquid and
solid dairy products. Our dairy portfolio ranges from small footprint, dedicated milk analyzers to
multiple channel analyzers for a full range of samples from raw milk to various dairy products
as well as fully automated in-process systems for closed loop control.
We combined more than 25 years of experience in designing solutions for the dairy
industry with the high quality standards of Bruker. Our systems run hassle-free in
companies producing milk and milk products worldwide. This way, our customers can
benefit from large cost savings.

Bruker Optics
40 Manning Road
Billerica, MA 01821
Tel: +1 978 439-9899
Fax: +1 978 663-9177
info.bopt.us@bruker.com

IR Spectroscopy

Innovation with Integrity
For more information, visit www.bruker.com/dairy
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Lawsuit Challenges Rule That Rolls
Back School Meal Sodium Standards
and increase the amount of whole
grains served to students, the lawsuit stated.
In the rule challenged in the
lawsuit, USDA “eviscerated” these
standards, delaying by five years
the second phase of sodium reductions, eliminating altogether a final
sodium reduction target needed to
achieve the limits based on the
Dietary Guidelines for Americans, and reducing by one-half the
amount of whole grains required to
be served by the programs.
In so doing, USDA “unlawfuly
departed from Congress’s unambiguous directive that it determine school meal requirements
based on nutrition science, and
instead relied on impermissible
and unsound extra-statutory factors such as students’ perceived
taste preferences for less healthy
foods and some schools’ desire for
operational ‘flexibility’,” the lawsuit continued.
USDA also failed to explain, or
even acknowledge, that its actions
constituted a fundamental change
in its interpretation of key statutes,
by which it untethered the nutrition standards from the Dietary
Guidelines, the lawsuit stated.
Further, USDA provided no
adequately reasoned explanation
for modifying existing standards,
nor did the agency adequately consider or respond to “a wealth of evidence” in the record or comments
that opposed weakening the standards, the lawsuit noted. Among
other things, those comments suggested alternative approaches that
would have preserved the standards’ scientific integrity, while
addressing operational and prac-

Washington—The Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI)
and Healthy School Food Maryland filed a complaint this week in
federal court in Maryland contending that the US Department of
Agriculture (USDA) violated the
Administrative Procedure Act and
the National School Lunch Act by
issuing a final rule that weakened
standards for sodium and whole
grains served in school meals.
At issue is a final USDA rule
published in December 2018 that
codifies, with some extensions,
three school menu planning flexibilities temporarily established
by an interim final rule published
November 30, 2017. Specifically,
that final rule provides schools
more time for gradual sodium
reduction, and requires that half
of the weekly grains on the school
lunch and breakfast menus be
whole grain-rich.
That final rule also broadens the
fluid milk options for schools by
allowing local operators to permanently offer flavored, lowfat milk
(for more details, please see USDA
Approves Final Rule Giving Flexibility To Schools On Milk, on page
1 of our Dec. 7, 2018 issue), but
that milk flexibility provision isn’t
challenged in the lawsuit that was
filed this week.
In 2012, pursuant to the
Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of
2010, USDA promulgated nutrition standards that, among other
things, required schools participating National School Lunch
and Breakfast Programs to: make
phased reductions in the sodium
content of school meals from what
were “dangerously high levels”

tical concerns and protecting the
health of children.
Finally, USDA employed a
“deeply flawed administrative process” that deprived the public of
fair notice of the nature and scope
of the changes adopted in the final
rule, all in violation of the basic
dictates of the Administrative Procedure Act, the lawsuit said.
Accordingly, the lawsuit said the
court should declare what it refers
to as the “Rollback Rule” unlawful and set it aside, with specific
direction to the agency to issue an
amended rule in accordance with
its statutory duty.
“American children are fed too
much sodium, raising their risk of
high blood pressure, heart disease,
and stroke,” said Margo G. Wootan,
CSPI’s vice president for nutrition.
“Kids are also getting too much
white refined flour and not enough
whole grains. After working for over
a decade to improve school nutrition and seeing the tremendous
progress that schools are making,
it’s heartbreaking to see the Trump
administration reverse course.”
“The effects of the rollbacks will
reverberate throughout all levels of
policymaking, down to the local
schools in our area,” commented
Fania Yangarber, executive director of Healthy School Food Maryland.
But the School Nutrition Association (SNA) said it supports
the December 2018 final rule on
school meal flexiblities.
Representing 58,000 school
nutrition professionals who prepare
meals for 30 million students daily,
SNA commended USDA’s final
rule protecting limits on calories
and unhealthy fat, and also supports mandates to offer students
larger servings and a wider variety
of fruits and vegetables.
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Government Of
Canada Announces
Funding For Cheese
Expertise Center For
Two Projects
Saint-Hyacinthe, Quebec—Canadian Minister of Agriculture and
Agri-Food Marie-Claude Bibeau
on Wednesday announced an
investment of $376,668 to the
Cheese Expertise Center for two
projects to help cheese processors
continue to innovate and compete.
With this investment, made
under Canada’s Dairy Processing Investment Fund, the Cheese
Expertise Center will create a
database of standardized production processes for artisanal cheese
makers across Canada, and develop
a series of technical cheesemaking
training seminars.
The Cheese Expertise Center
supports cheese production that
contributes to regional development through technical consulting services, technical support for
quality improvement, training,
extension and innovation.
With the assistance provided by
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
(AAFC), the Cheese Expertise
Center “will strengthen its expertise in the dairy sector for Canada
as a whole by reducing reliance
on foreign expertise,” said PascalAndre Brisson, chairman of the
Board of directors of the Cheese
Expertise Center.
“Our organization will continue
its efforts of a highly competitive
caliber in support of the Canadian
dairy sector,” Brisson continued.
“In addition, this a golden opportunity for the Canadian cheese
industry to move toward promising
technologies and thus ensure that
we are competitive.”
“Canada’s robust dairy processing sector continues to respond to
Canadians’ growing appetite for
new, artisanal and innovative dairy
products,” Bibeau said. “Our government is committed to helping
the sector modernize and remain
competitive, and to supporting our
world-class processors in staying
on the cutting edge while creating well-paying jobs for our middle
class.”
To date, 26 dairy processors in
Quebec have been approved for
funding valued at over $17.4 million under the $100 million Dairy
Processing Investment Fund, for a
wide array of projects in cheese,
milk drying, yogurt, cream and butter.
Canada’s dairy sector is also
being supported by the associated
Dairy Farm Investment Program.
To date, over 1,900 projects have
been approved for funding support valued at over $128 million,
including over 870 projects and
more than $49 million in Quebec.
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Fonterra Reduces
Forecast Milk
Collection For
2018/19 Season
Wellington, New Zealand—Fonterra has reduced its full season
forecast milk collection for the
2018/19 season to 1.51 billion
kilograms of milk solids, down
from 1.53 billion kilograms of milk
solids announced in February.
While milk collections were
4 percent ahead on a season-todate basis (from June 1, 2018,
through Feb. 28, 2019), the influence of prolonged dry weather,
particularly in the North Island,
has had an adverse impact on onfarm conditions and therefore milk
production in the second half of
the season, Fonterra noted in its
March 2019 Global Dairy Update.
On-farm conditions will continue to be an important factor on
the milk supply for the remainder
of the season, the report noted.
Total New Zealand milk production in February was broadly
flat compared to February 2018,
the report said. New Zealand milk
production for the 12 months
to February 2019 was 4 percent
higher than last year.
Fonterra’s milk collection across
Australia for the eight months to
Feb. 28, 2019, reached 91 million
kilograms of milk solids, down 17
percent from the same period last
season. Fonterra collections in February totaled 8 million kilograms of
milk solids, down 28 percent from
February 2018.
Fonterra said its share of
monthly collection in Australia
continues to decline due to adverse
on-farm conditions, cull cow rates,
retirements in key regions, and
milk collection losses in a highly
competitive market.
Total New Zealand dairy exports
increased by 16 percent, or 51,000
metric tons, in January compared
to January 2018. This was primarily driven by whole milk powder,
up 27,000 metric tons. Anhydrous
milkfat, fluid products and butter
were up a combined 22,000 metric
tons.
Exports for the 12 months to
January were up 2 percent, or
51,000 metric tons, on the previous comparable period, Fonterra
reported. This was primarily driven
by whole milk powder, up 26,000
metric tons. Anhydrous milkfat,
fluid products, butter and skim
milk powder were up a combined
26,000 metric tons.
Australian dairy exports
increased 32 percent, or 16,000
metric tons, in January compared
to January 2018, Fonterra reported.
This growth was due to skim milk
powder, infant formula, fluid products and whey powder, up a combined 18,000 metric tons. Whole
milk powder exports declined.
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Ireland’s Kerrygold
Butter Celebrates
20 Years Of Success
In US; Number Two
US Butter Brand
Dublin, Ireland—Kerrygold, Irish
farmers’ iconic dairy brand and one
of Ireland’s most successful food
exports globally, is celebrating 20
years of success with Kerrygold
Butter in the US.
Kerrygold first shipped one pallet of butter to the US in 1999
(Kerrygold cheese had arrived in
the US eight years earlier) and
has enjoyed “phenomenal success”
ever since, with double-digit volume growth in the market for the
last nine years, according to Ornua
(formerly the Irish Dairy Board),

Ireland’s largest exporter of Irish
dairy products and Kerrygold’s
owner.
Today, Kerrygold Butter is the
number two butter brand in the
US, with consumers purchasing
2.6 million blocks of the gold foil
each week, Ornua said.
Statistics from USDA’s Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS) illustrate the sharp increase in US butter imports from Ireland in recent
years. US butter imports from Ireland totaled just 659,061 pounds
in 1999, and were still under 1 million pounds in 2003.
In 2010, United States butter
imports from Ireland totaled 3.1
million pounds. Imports then rose
to 4.6 million pounds in 2012,
12 million pounds in 2014, 29.1
million pounds in 2016 and 61.8
million pounds in 2018. Just in

January 2019, United States butter imports from Ireland totaled
3.8 million pounds, up 17 percent
from January 2018.
“Kerrygold’s success in the US
market is a result of decades of
investment by Irish dairy farmers
coupled with their commitment
to producing high quality grassfed dairy that is loved all over
the world,” said Roisin Hennerty, managing director of Ornua
Foods.
“Kerrygold is largely the story of
Irish family farming which is rooted
in honest, transparent origins and
traditions,” Hennerty continued.
“It’s our job to share this compelling story to protect and maintain
our premium position in market; a
premium which adds value to Irish
milk, helping secure strong returns
for Irish dairy farmers.”

Over fifty years of client-focused, industry-leading hygienic design for the dairy sector.
Our decades of food & beverage experience includes fluid milk processing,
artisan cheese production, and pharmaceutical-grade powders and protein
concentrates.
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curve in construction trends, hygienic standards, and design innovation.
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Uplands Cheese Eyes Sustainable Expansion
To Keep Up With Demand, Avoid Pipeline
Company Celebrates
Five Years Under New
Management
Dodgeville, WI—It’s been five
years since Uplands Cheese company passed ownership from
founders Mike Gingrich and Dan
Patenaude to Andy Hatch and
Scott Merika, and the excitement
and demand for Uplands’ cheese
has only grown.
Hatch and his wife, Caitlin,
along with Merika and his wife,
Liana, took over the helm almost
exactly five years ago.
“We’ve kept the same approach
to cheesemaking, that is – only
using milk from our own cows,
and seasonal production – we only
make Pleasant Ridge in the summer when the cows are on pasture
and Rush Creek in the fall when
they start eating hay,” Hatch said.
“Our philosophy remains the
same, and we’ve grown – still not
quite able to meet demand – so
there’s incentive to keep growing,”
he said.
But with a pasture-based system like ours, you can only get so
big, Hatch said. We’re hoping to
expand our pasture and over the
next year or so, it looks like we’re
going to farm some neighboring
land.
“The future looks good as far as
growth,” he said.
Possible Pipeline Causes Concern
Situated in the heart of Wisconsin’s
driftless region, Uplands Cheese is
currently facing the possibility of a
proposed energy pipeline running
through its property.
The American Transmission
Company (ATC) and Xcel Energy

have received approval to build a
180-mile, 345-kilovolt transmission line in from the Briggs Road
Substation north of La Crosse to
northern Dane county.
This could potentially very
much affect Uplands Cheese,
Hatch said.
“The application has been filed
by the state, and there are two proposed routes. The secondary route
would run right though our farm,”
he said.
“The primary route is going
down Highway 151,” he continued. “The secondary route comes
up north of Dodgeville and would
go along the southern edge of our
farm – right over my house.”
The Wisconsin Public Service
Commission is set to make a decision regarding the line by October.
If the ATC goes ahead, the
specific impact is hard to predict,
Hatch said. Certainly when it
comes to the impact on animals,
soil and cheese, I’m sure it can’t be
positive.
“It would certainly disrupt my
life – I wouldn’t live under it. No
question,” he said. “It would immediately reduce the value of our
property, which, like most farmers, is our retirement plan. That’s
a serious problem.”
Local residents, businesses and
other organizations have been proactive in the fight against ATC;
opposition has been well organized
through the Driftless Area Land
Conservancy headquartered in
Dodgeville.
The Conservancy has retained
the Chicago-area Environmental
Law & Policy Center and together,
the two groups have prepared arguments against the line, which are

going to be presented to the Public
Service Commission over the next
several months.
“The reasons not to be hopeful are that these lines seem to be
built almost every time, regardless
of opposition,” Hatch said. “The
batting average is terrible.”
“The reasons to be hopeful, however, are that there’s strong arguments against this one, and we’ve
been able to raise enough money
to hire a really good law firm,” he
said. “Our opposition looks better
than past citizen-based efforts, but
none of those past citizen groups
have been successful defeating
them in Wisconsin.”
Rush Creek In High Demand
Production of highly soughtafter Uplands products, including
Pleasant Ridge and Rush Creek
Reserve, has increased over the
past five years. Still, the company
can’t accommodate every request,
particularly for Rush Creek.
“We’ve had to turn down quite
a few orders, but we’re going to try
and make more this year,” he said.
We age Pleasant Ridge for about
a year before we sell it, so we spend
all summer filling the ripening
rooms, and then we start making
Rush Creek, he said. We basically
cram as much as we can in there.
“Over the next few years, we’ll
have to expand the creamery,
allowing us to make more,” Hatch
said. “It’s a good problem to have.”
Rush Creek is a small, round,
soft cheese that’s shaped and sized
like a hockey puck. The perimeter
is wrapped in spruce bark.
While the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) never took
issue with cheese makers wrapping
cheese in wood bark – a technique
traditionally used in other parts of
the world – FDA in 2014 suggested
it was going to try to prevent

For more information, visit www.dairyconnection.com
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cheese makers from aging cheese
on wooden boards, Hatch recalled.

We’ve kept the
same approach to
cheesemaking, that is...
we only make Pleasant
Ridge in the summer
when the cows are
on pasture and Rush
Creek in the fall when
they start eating hay.”
—Andy Hatch,
Uplands Cheese

“They backed away from that,
and haven’t brought it back up,”
he said.
Reflecting on the last five years,
the new owners of Uplands Cheese
stood up against more than a few
challenges – including actually
buying the business.
“When it came to buying the
business – having to buy land, animals, a couple of houses, inventory,
farm machinery and cheesemaking
equipment – it was a big package
for young guys, starting out without any money,” Hatch said. “That
was daunting.”
Regulatory concerns surrounding raw milk was another obstacle
the new owners had to face fresh
out of the gate.
“That felt very urgent in 2014 to
2015,” Hatch said. “That has since
settled down a lot.”
Overall, “these first five years
of ownership have been great –
the bank’s really happy, and we’re
really happy,” he continued.
For more information on the
company, visit www.uplandscheese.com.
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Northeast Order Agrees To Temporarily
Authorize Pooling Of ‘Dumped’ Milk
During Many Previous
Authorizations, No Raw
Milk Was Reported By
Handlers As Dumped
Boston, MA—Peter Fredericks,
acting market administrator for
the Northeast federal milk marketing order, this week agreed to
a request to temporarily authorize
the pooling of milk disposed of or
“dumped” at farm or other nonplant locations for a requested
period of Apr. 14 through July 7,
2019, provided several conditions
are met.
Pool handler Dairy Farmers of
America (DFA) had requested a
temporary authorization allowing
pool handlers to dispose of surplus
milk at a farm or non-plant location, with said milk retaining the
status of pooled producer milk.
Pool handlers Land O’Lakes and
St. Albans Cooperative Creamery
submitted remarks in support of
DFA’s request.
Pool handlers Agri-Mark, Maryland and Virginia Milk Producers Cooperative Association, and
Upstate Niagara Cooperative did
not oppose the request or indicated
a neutral position.
During the past five years, pool
handlers have requested similar
authorizations on several occasions, Fredericks pointed out.
Dairy Farmers of America’s current
request is similar to a temporary
authorization approved last year
for the period Mar. 1 through July
15, 2018, and follows a temporary
authorization in place during the
Dec. 22, 2018-Jan. 6, 2019 holiday
period.
It is “significant” to note that,
during many of the prior authorizations, no raw milk was reported by
handlers as dumped at the farm,
with handlers ultimately finding
a processing option, Fredericks
noted.
As a result, the vast majority of
the volumes reported in the Northeast Marketing Area’s Monthly Statisticsl Report utilization table as
“Minimum Price Class, Animal,
Feed, Dumpage, and Other Uses”
represents milk that was delivered
to a plant and processed to some
degree (such as separating the milk
retaining the butterfat and discarding the skim portion, or condensing the milk and discarding the
skim portion), milk lost in plant
manufacturing issues, and route
returns of packaged milk returned
to a plant for disposal, Fredericks
continued.
Such utilizations are acceptable
uses under the plant utilization
provisions of the Northeast order
and do not require the on-farm
dumping authorization that Dairy
Farmers of America requested,
Fredericks noted.
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However, all such dumped milk
volumes are collectively reported
under the same utilization category.
As noted in Dairy Farmers of
America’s request, fairly strong
milk production gains have been
the case in the state of New York,
averaging 2.5 percent year-overyear growth since November
2018.
The state’s February 2019 milk
production was up 2.8 percent
from February 2018, while Vermont averaged 1 percent growth in
January and February of this year,
after more than a year of production declines.
Milk production in the 23
reporting states was up just 0.6 percent in February compared to February 2018, according to USDA’s
February 2019 Milk Production
report.

In addition, industry contacts
have indicated that seasonal milk
production increases are underway; that there are already some
challenges in finding plants with
excess capacity willing to process
additional milk; and the market
administrator’s office has been
notified that some producers may
soon be released with the stated
reason that the handler is no longer able to find a buyer for the
farms’ milk.
Also, the market administrator’s
office has heard some discussion
that milk marketing conditions
may be challenging in the Northeast through the year, Fredericks
noted.
Fredericks approved Dairy
Farmers of America’s request provided the following conditions are
met:
 Handlers and/or their producers that utilize this temporary
policy must have been pooled on
the Northeast order for all of their
commercially marketed production

for the months of May through
October 2018.
 The milk must be picked up
at the farm, measured and sampled
for payment.
The tanker test will be a
weighted average of the producer
tests.
 Notification should be given
to the market administrator’s office
by the next business day, or as soon
as practicable, when the milk is
dumped.
At pool time a separate list
must be submitted of all producers whose milk was dumped, along
with the component tests of the
applicable milk (if available), and
the physical location and address
of where the milk was dumped, it
was stated.
Any such requested milk dumps
will be subject to audit verification by the market administrator
as a condition to be included as
pooled producer milk during the
respective pool period, Fredericks
stated.
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WCMA Will Honor
Five Scholarship
Winners At CIC
Madison—The Wisconsin Cheese
Makers Association (WCMA)
recently announced the names of
2019 scholarship recipients.
Each year, WCMA shows its
support for the dairy industry’s
next generation of leaders through
scholarship awards worth a total of
$15,000.
“WCMA is honored to invest
a portion of the proceedings from
our Championship Cheese Auctions to offer five scholarships to
students destined to be among the
next generation of dairy leaders,”
said WCMA executive director
John Umhoefer.
Dairy processors and their family members are eligible for the
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WCMA Myron P. “Mike” Dean
Cheese Industry Student Scholarship. Over 23 years, WCMA has
awarded these $3,000 scholarships
to 40 students.
Winners of the 2019 Mike Dean
Scholarships are as follows.
Chris Eckerman, a product
development specialist at Agropur in Appleton, WI, is pursuing
a master of business administration
from University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire, and maintains a 4.0 grade
point average. A licensed cheese
maker and grader, Eckerman is
expanding his business skills to
enhance his career within Agropur.
Emily Franke is a dairy science student at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and is active
in the Association of Women in
Agriculture, Badger Dairy Club
and Collegiate Dairy Judging. Her
father, Scott Franke, is employed

at Grande Cheese Company and,
this summer, Franke will serve as a
milk marketing intern at Grande.
Suppliers to the dairy industry
and their family members have
earned the WCMA Supplier Student Scholarship since 1999. This
year, the 49th, 50th and 51st winners include the following:
Morgyn Haumschild, a high
school senior, is set to attend the
University of Wisconsin-Rivers
Falls this fall to study dairy science. Morgyn’s mother, Laura
Haumschild, is an employee of
Roehl Transport in Marshfield,
WI. Haumschild is a member of
4-H, Future Farmers of America,
and the Wisconsin Junior Holstein
Association, and she has earned a
grade point average of 3.967.
Paul VanderKelen, a six-year
employee of HART Design and
Manufacturing, Inc. in Green Bay,
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WI, is pursuing a bachelor of science degree in mechanical engineering with a grade point average
of 3.935. VanderKelen plans to
continue working for HART following his graduation in May 2020.
JunHyuk Yoon, an intern at
Excel Engineering in Milwaukee,
WI, is attending the Milwaukee
School of Engineering to earn a
degree in architectural engineering. Yoon is on the Dean’s List,
and is set to graduate in May 2020.
This year’s Champion Cheese
Auction supporting WCMA
scholarships will take place on
Wednesday, April 17 at the 2019
Cheese Industry Conference.
Held in conjunction with the
Chr. Hansen Reception, the auction kicks off at 5 p.m. and all are
welcome. More details are available online at www.CheeseConference.org.

Cheese Industry
Conference 2019 Will
Feature New Job Fair
Madison—The Wisconsin Cheese
Makers Association (WCMA)
invites employers and prospective
dairy industry employees to participate in the first-ever WCMA Job
Fair at the 2019 Cheese Industry
Conference.
The event will take place here
Tuesday, April 16 from 3 p.m. to 5
p.m. at the Alliant Energy Center.
Registration is now open online at
WisCheeseMakers.org.
All prospective employees are
welcome to attend, free of charge.
WCMA is specifically inviting
students from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, University
of Wisconsin-River Falls, Wisconsin Technical College System, Aims Community College in
Colorado, California Polytechnic
State University, Clemson University, Cornell University, Iowa
State University, Michigan State
University, Pennsylvania State
University, South Dakota State
University, University of Minnesota, University of Missouri, University of Tennessee, University of
Idaho, and Washington State University to participate.
Many of these students will be
competing in the Collegiate Dairy
Products Evaluation Contest at the
2019 Cheese Industry Conference
on Wednesday, April 17.
The new WCMA Job Fair has
capacity to showcase up to 20
industry employers, and space will
be reserved on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Registration fees are $200
per exhibiting company, which
includes up to four passes for company representatives, a skirted
table, and refreshments.
For more details and to register
online, visit WisCheeseMakers.org,
or contact Rebekah Sweeney at
rsweeney@wischeesemakers.org.
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Join the NATION S PREMIER cheese, butter and whey industry event

2019

cheese
industry
conference
April 17 _ 18, 2019
Exhibits: April 17
Alliant Energy Center | Madison, Wisconsin

Seminar
Partners

Hosted by

www.cheeseconference.org

The 2019 Cheese Industry Conference will offer seminars of interest for
everyone from marketers to cheesemakers, and from CEOs to quality
assurance managers.
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND
WORKFORCE RETENTION
Chris McChesney, co-author of the best-selling book,
“The 4 Disciplines of Execution,” and General Manager
of FranklinCovey, will present the opening keynote on
Wednesday and follow with a deep dive session focused on
tools for employee retention and motivation.

CDR ON QUALITY CHEESEMAKING
Center for Dairy Research experts will focus on recent
findings to produce the best possible 640-lb block cheddar.
In another session CDR turns to experts to examine quality
Swiss cheese production. Learn about microfiltration of
milk for use in quality cheesemaking and CDR’s Essential
Principles of Cheesemaking will provide a back-to-basics
primer for cheese manufacturers of all sizes.

BEST PRACTICES IN PLANT
DESIGN & SANITATION
Look at dairy plant design with Center for Dairy Research
to achieve optimal sanitation, product flow and safe food
handling. Then join industry experts offering a primer
on internet-driven, data-management concepts that
are driving productivity and connectivity in industrial
manufacturing.

FOOD SAFETY
An extraordinary industry panel will provide an in-depth
look at best practices in food safety for whey and other dry
dairy product operations. Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy
follows that session with an exploration of cutting-edge
science into Listeria prevention.

GLOBAL CHEESE SALES
U.S. Dairy Export Council will present current programs
in the Middle East, Hong Kong, Japan and other markets
focused on sales of U.S. specialty cheeses and will share
the stage with cheese buyers from key markets who
will explain their interests and needs from U.S. cheese
manufacturers

WISCONSIN DAIRY COMPANY SUPPORT
FORUM
Wisconsin dairy product manufacturers can visit Dairy
Farmers of Wisconsin and learn about marketing, sales and
manufacturing support. DFW experts in public relations,
social media, market research, food safety and much more
will be available for face-to-face consultations.

INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS
Evaluate cheeses and butters alongside expert judges from
the U.S. Championship Cheese Contest. And, grab a private
meeting with Center for Dairy Research staff to discuss
your proprietary cheese quality or performance issues,
food safety questions, ingredient ideas and more.

Regier now at cheeseconference.org
Diamond Sponsor
CHEESE AUCTION RECEPTION

Gold Sponsors
CHAMPIONS RECEPTION

AFTERGLOW RECEPTION

OPENING KEYNOTE
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schedule of Events
Schedule
events
Tuesday,

April 16
PRE-CONFERENCE EVENT:
WORKFORCE CONNECTIONS JOB
FAIR
3:00 — 5:00 p.m. | Alliant Energy Center
Atrium
Meet the industry’s next generation at
WCMA’s Workforce Connections Job Fair! Dairy
processors, manufacturers and suppliers will
highlight job opportunities, and students will
share their resumes.

PRE-CONFERENCE EVENT: YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS
7:00 — 9:00 p.m. | The Brass Ring, Madison
Dairy’s next generation gathers to plot the
overthrow of the dairy industry – or just shoot
some pool. Check your ID – you must be 40 or
younger to join in.

Wednesday,

April 17

RELCO OPENING KEYNOTE
ADDRESS:
CHRIS McCHESNEY
8:00-8:45 a.m. | Exhibit Hall A

The 4 Disciplines of Execution
In a marketplace where retaining and
motivating employees is paramount, Chris
McChesney has the answers. Chris, Global
Practice Leader of Execution for FranklinCovey,
co-developed The 4 Disciplines of Execution,
and co-wrote the best-selling book by the
same name. Chris has worked directly with Dr.
Stephen Covey and is now general manager
of FranklinCovey, a global consultancy for
strategic execution. Kick off your Cheese
Industry Conference with this high-energy
education in business execution.

The 4 Disciplines of Execution: Deep
Dive

Resources for Value-Added
Cheesemakers Interested in Exports

9:00 - 10:30 a.m. | Waubesa/Kegonsa Rooms
Keynote speaker Chris McChesney will take
a deeper dive into each of the 4 disciplines
in this breakout session. The 4 disciplines
help leaders drive engagement within teams
– transforming engagement from leaders
pushing strategy, to leaders who capture the
hearts and minds of teammates to advance
strategic objectives. Audience members
will be able to ask questions and Chris will
demonstrate how the 4 disciplines can solve
issues.

9:30 — 10:30 a.m. | Mendota Room 1
U.S. Dairy Export Council will present current
programs in the Middle East, Hong Kong,
Japan and other markets focused on sales of
U.S. specialty cheeses and building awareness
among consumers and opinion leaders in
those markets.

COLLEGIATE DAIRY PRODUCTS
EVALUATION CONTEST
9:00 a.m. — 1:00 p.m.
Mendota Rooms 6, 7, 8
Watch the action: Dairy students from colleges
across the U.S. compete for top honors in
assessing several dairy product categories.
Visit the next generation of dairy industry
leaders at the Cheese Industry Conference.

CIC TABLETOP EXPO & IDEAS
SHOWCASE

Tabletop Expo
10:30 a.m. — 5:00 p.m. | Exhibit Hall
Our largest Tabletop Expo ever includes 297
companies offering cutting edge equipment,
software, automation, ingredients and
services. One afternoon only!

Ideas Showcase
12:30 — 4:30 p.m. | Exhibit Hall
Concise 15-minute presentations from
industry supply partners showcase the latest
technology and innovations in the dairy
industry.

COMPLIMENTARY LUNCH &
RECOGNITION

Complimentary Lunch

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

11:00 — 1:00 p.m. | Exhibit Hall A
A delicious complimentary lunch is available
as you explore the Tabletop Expo.

Dry Dairy Foods Safety – Best
Practices Panel

Recognition of WCMA Leadership
Training Participants

9:00 - 10:30 a.m. | Mendota Rooms 1-2
Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy will convene
an expert panel to address best practices
in food safety for whey and other dry dairy
products. Topics will include sanitation, design
considerations, environmental monitoring and
an end user perspective.
> Food Safety Concerns in Dairy Powders
> Sanitary Design & Cleaning Strategies
> Addressing a Positive Environmental or
Finished Product Test
> Perspectives from a Dairy Powders End
User

Delving into Quality Swiss Cheese
Production
9:00 - 10:30 a.m. | Mendota Rooms 3-4
Center for Dairy Research staff and expert
guests will explore opportunities for
improvement in Swiss cheese as well as
innovations in Swiss cheese styles.
> Swiss Quality Challenges We’re Seeing
> Steps of Swiss Cheesemaking: Chemical
and Biochemical Key Indicators
> Latest Research on Swiss Cheese Properties

Essential Principles of
Cheesemaking
9:00 - 10:30 a.m. | Monona/Wingra Rooms
This back-to-basics look at cheesemaking
is useful to artisans and entrepreneurs, but
any and all manufacturers are welcome to
this Center for Dairy Research cheesemaking
refresher. Includes:
> How to Establish and Maintain a Starter
Culture Program
> Controlling Moisture and Acidity During the
Cheesemaking Process
> How and When To Measure Moisture and
Acidity

12:30 — 1:00 p.m. | Exhibit Hall A
Join us as WCMA recognizes those member
employees who’ve advanced their knowledge
through training in 2018 & 2019.

COLLEGIATE CONTEST AWARDS
CEREMONY
3:30 — 4:30 p.m. | Exhibit Hall A
Students and teams earn awards for their
dairy grading skill on stage in the exhibit hall.
Listen for the cheering!

CHR. HANSEN RECEPTION &
AUCTION OF CHAMPION CHEESES
5:00 — 7:00 p.m. | Exhibit Hall
Chr. Hansen hosts a highlight of the
Conference. Energetic and fun, this reception
features the Auction of gold-medal cheeses,
butters and more from the 2019 U.S.
Championship Cheese Contest. Grab a bidding
paddle and support WCMA industry training
programs, scholarships and our ongoing
support for dairy universities.

Thursday,

April 18

WCMA RECOGNITION BREAKFAST
8:00 a.m. — 9:15 a.m. | Exhibit Hall A
All Conference attendees are invited to
celebrate the achievements of industry
greats. WCMA honors leaders, cheesemakers,
suppliers and educators that have built the
U.S. cheese industry.

CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
USDEC PRESENTS OPPORTUNITIES
FOR GLOBAL CHEESE SALES

Global Cheese Buyer Panel
10:45 — 11:45 a.m. | Mendota Room 1
USDEC will share the stage with cheese
buyers from key markets who will explain
their interests and needs from U.S. cheese
manufacturers. Don’t miss it!

> AI and Predictive & Prescriptive Analytics
> Blockchain in Global Agriculture
> The Connected Cow and the Internet of Things

TOOLS FOR FSMA COMPLIANCE
AND PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

Intentional Adulteration – What
Artisans Need to Know
9:30 — 10:30 a.m. | Waubesa/Kegonsa Rooms
Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin provides an
overview of this Food Safety Modernization
Act regulation, insight into the guidance
document, tips on vulnerability assessments,
and resources to help develop a robust food
defense plan. A seminar designed for industry
novices and experts.

INNOVATION CENTER: LATEST
RESEARCH IN PATHOGEN
CONTROL

> The Latest Information from the Food
Safety Modernization Act

9:30 — 11:45 a.m. | Mendota Room 2
Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy will bring the
nation’s leading researchers in food safety to
deliver findings in control of Listeria in dairy
products and dairy plant environments.

10:45 — 11:45 a.m. | Waubesa/Kegonsa
Rooms
CAPA, RCA, DOE, FMEA – DFW takes on this
alphabet soup to provide artisans with
tools and resources that they can use to
drive product and process improvements
throughout their business – from the vat to
the sales counter.

> Controlling Listeria in Cheese with High
Voltage Atmospheric Cold Plasma
> Quality and Safety Implications of High
Pressure Processing (HPP) on Camembert
during Aging
> Strategies to Reduce Risk of Listeria in
Cheese: Formulation and Processing Aids
> Inhibiting Listeria on Cheese Using Lactic
Acid Bacteria as a Bio-Control Intervention

CDR: BETTER CHEDDAR AND
MASTERING MICROFILTRATION

Quality Improvements for 640-lb
Cheddar Block Production
9:30 — 10:30 a.m. | Mendota Room 3
Center for Dairy Research experts will focus
on recent findings to assist industry with
new strategies to produce the best possible
640-lb block Cheddar and other options for
consideration.
> Strategies to Minimize Moisture Migration
in 640s
> Use of Concentrated Milks – Problems, Best
Practices, Solutions
> If Not Cheddar 640s, Then What are Your
Options

Application of New Cheesemaking
Technologies
10:45 — 11:45 a.m. | Mendota Room 3
CDR is the nation’s leader in supporting
microfiltration of milk for use in quality
cheesemaking. Learn the latest about this
opportunity and other new technologies.
> What Are the Impacts of Using
Microfiltered Milk on Yield, Quality, etc.
> Use of Waterless Cookers, and Other
Ongoing Projects at CDR

DAIRY’S FUTURE: SANITARY
PLANT DESIGN, ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE & THE INDUSTRIAL
INTERNET

Best Practices in Plant Design &
Sanitation
9:30 — 10:30 a.m. | Mendota Room 4
Center for Dairy Research experts and industry
guests will discuss the future of plant design
to achieve optimal sanitation, product flow
and safe food handling.
> Top 10 Issues We’re Seeing In Plants Today
> Here’s What You Don’t Want To Do In Your
Plant
> Proper Plant Layout for Best Food Safety
Practices

Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain
& Industrial Internet: The Future is
Here
10:45 — 11:45 a.m. | Mendota Room 4
Industry experts will offer a primer on the
internet-driven, data-management concepts
that are driving productivity and connectivity
in industrial manufacturing. Learn the
language of the concepts that are now, and
will continue to, transform the dairy industry.

Quality Tools for Artisans

> Navigating the Resources Available for
Artisan Dairy Producers

COMPLIMENTARY LUNCH
12:00 — 1:15 p.m. | Exhibit Hall A
Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers joins the
Cheese Industry Conference to discuss
industry issues and announce a major award
for the Center for Dairy Research. Wisconsin
Cheese Makers Association and Center for
Dairy Research follow with highlights of
another active year in Dairy.

INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS:
OPTION 1: ASK THE CHEESE
EXPERT
1:30 — 3:30 p.m. | Monona/Wingra Rooms
Center for Dairy Research staff will meet
individually with manufacturers to discuss
cheese quality or performance issues, food
safety questions, ingredient ideas and more.

OPTION 2: CHEESE & BUTTER
GRADING CLINIC
1:30 — 3:30 p.m. | Waubesa/Kegonsa Rooms
Taste and professionally evaluate cheeses
and butters with expert judges from the U.S.
Championship Cheese Contest.

OPTION 3 : WISCONSIN DAIRY
COMPANY SUPPORT FORUM
1:30 — 3:30 p.m. | Mendota Rooms 5-7
Stop by and learn about all the marketing,
sales and manufacturing support that Dairy
Farmers of Wisconsin offers. Experts will
show you how they can help you grow your
brand and increase your business. This
session is open to all Wisconsin dairy product
manufacturers.

GEA CHAMPIONS RECEPTION
4:30 — 5:30 p.m. | Lobby
GEA hosts an elegant opening affair as
winners gather to celebrate success in the
2019 U.S. Championship Cheese Contest.

U.S. CHAMPIONS AWARDS
BANQUET
5:30 — 8:00 p.m. | Exhibit Hall A
A night to remember for dairy craftsmen from
across the nation. Expect a more brisk affair
as we focus on the winners whose hard work
has paid off with national acclaim. A must
attend for everyone with a passion for the
dairy industry.

CYBERTROL ENGINEERING
AFTERGLOW RECEPTION
8:30 — Midnight | Sheraton Hotel Ballroom
Cybertrol Engineering hosts a joyful afterparty
for Contest winners and guests. Relax and
enjoy music and treats as we close the 2019
Cheese Industry Conference.
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EXHIBITS ARE ONE DAY:

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17

A record-breaking 297 companies will exhibit at
the Cheese Industry Conference. Plan your visits
by reviewing our list of exhibitors now.
A & B Process Systems
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418

Crane Engineering

Advanced Process
Technologies Inc.

813

Cream City Stateline Scale
Company LLC

907
928

AGC Heat Transfer, Inc.

1107

Creative Business Services

Agropur Ingredients

711

CSK Food Enrichment

AgSource Laboratories

829

Air Quality Process

903

10:30 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

Fromagex

1131

Fuchs North America

921

Membrane System Specialists,
Inc.

500

Gamay Food Ingredients

222

MICRODYN-NADIR US, Inc.

423

Garlock Printing & Converting

936

722

Garon Foods Inc.

1118

Custom Fabricating & Repair,
Inc.

400

GEA

512

CV-Tek

918

General Machinery Corp.

307

Cybertrol Engineering

421

G-M-I, Inc.

1226

Separators, Inc.

811

Setric Best Inc.

431

405

SEW-Eurodrive, Inc.

804

Midwest Refrigerated
Services, Inc.

922

Shambaugh & Son, L.P.

721

Miron Construction Co., Inc.

900

Sheffield Machine Knife

116

Multi-Conveyor LLC

806

Shuttleworth

105

MULTIPOND America, Inc

1204

SoftTrace Ltd.

627

Multivac, Inc.

901

Spancrete

1007

Sparks Belting Company

107

SPX Flow, Inc.

410

Staab Construction Corp.

635

Stainless Technologies

520

Staubli Corporation

322

StrategyBytes

200

Stuart W. Johnson & Company
Inc.

503

SUEZ Water Technologies
& Solutions

111

SupplyOne Wisconsin

831

Sweetener Supply Corporation

1218
1113

Airgas, an Air Liquide
Company

303

AirPro Fan & Blower Co. LLC

528

Dahmes Stainless Inc.

935

Golden Industrial
Refrigeration

929

Natec USA

923

Alce North America, Inc.

1004

Dairy.com

1101

Great Northern Corporation

1030

National Utilities Company

703

Allied Blending LP

607

Dairy Connection Inc.

1019

Green Bay Machinery

931

Nelson-Jameson

818

ALLIEDFLEX Technologies, Inc.

114

Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin

619

Green Bay Packaging Inc.

523

Neogen Corporation

128

ALPMA

604

DCI, Inc.

622

H. Derksen & Sons Co.

427

Nercon

204

ALS Marshfield

705

Delkor Systems, Inc.

701

Haden & Custance

505

Northfield Corporation

902

Ametek MOCON

1212

Delta 3 Engineering, Inc

1104

Handtmann

206

Northland Laboratories

502

Ampco Pumps Co

1202

Deville Technologies, LLC

600
535

Orbis MES Ltd.

335

Anderson Chemical Company/
Sanitation Technologies

1010

Dirty Ducts Cleaning and
Environmental

1111

910

220

HART Design &
Manufacturing, Inc.

Nutricepts, Inc.

AMS Steam

Heat and Control, Inc.

1003

Diversey

819

Heritage Manufacturing, Inc.

311

Packaging Corporation of
America

212

DMP Corporation

121

Hydrite Chemical Co.

401

DORAL Corporation

1127

ICL Food Specialties

207

Anderson Chemical Company/
Water Management

1012

Anderson-Negele

135

Dorner Mfg. Corp.

100

Applied Science, Inc.

1220

ISG

920

Dow Filmtec

428

Applied Technologies, Inc.

734

ID Technology

1005

DR Tech, Inc.

712

AWI Manufacturing

1120

Drake Company

918

IEH Laboratories & Consulting
Group

122

Axiflow Technologies, Inc.

101

Drying Technology, Inc.

835

IFM Efector

Axis Communications

130

Baker Tilly

623

DSM Food Specialties USA,
Inc.

719

Page & Pedersen
International, Ltd

1230

Symbiont Science, Engineering,
and Construction

Parker Hannifin Corporation

406

Paul Mueller Company

821

Symphonic Water Solutions,
Inc.

203

Pentair

800

Synder Filtration

1006

Perten Instruments

629

TC Transcontinental Packaging

723

302

Philquip, LLC

436

221

Piller TSC Blower Corporation

628

306

Ilapak, Inc.

Technology Group
International

IMA Dairy & Food USA, Inc.

326

Plastopil Hazorea Company
Ltd.

108

Tecnal

905

Tetra Pak, Inc.

601

POWER Engineers, Inc.

1011

The Boson Company

211

Precision Biolabs

1001

The Probst Group

603

Premier Tech Chronos

1034

TMI Coatings, Inc.

112

ProActive Solutions USA, LLC

613

Toray Membrane USA, Inc.

1000

ProAmpac

419

Trilogy Essential Ingredients

731

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

912

DualTemp Clauger

1123

IML Containers

124

Bassett Mechanical

526

Duncan Company

1136

Ingredion Incorporated

1112

Batzner Pest Control

223

DuPont

919

Baumer Ltd.

103

Dynaco Entrematic

126

International Machinery
Exchange

312

Bayland Buildings, Inc.

420

Dynics Inc.

120

Bemis Company, Inc.

313

Ecolab Inc.

Benchmark

118

EDF Energy Services, LLC

Bentley Instruments
Bioionix, Inc.
Boldt Company, The
Bruker Optics
Bunzl Processor Division

904
1023
522
807
210

ELPLAST
Emerson
Endress + Hauser, Inc.
Energenecs
Energy Panel Structures

513

International Media &
Cultures, Inc.

201

1134

ITW Hartness

102

ProFood World

1129

Tweet-Garot Mechanical

319

323

Ivarson Inc.

606

ProLeiT

630

UltraSource LLC

331

1021

J. Rettenmaier USA

602

802

407

822

521

United Industries, Inc.

JLS Automation

Protective Coating Specialists,
Inc.

Urschel Laboratories, Inc.

700

1106

Karl Schnell Inc.

301

Provisur Technologies, Inc.

327

Valcour Process Technologies

820

823

KEI Steam Solutions, Inc.

321

132

VC999 Packaging Systems

834

Keller Technologies, Inc.

735

PS Seasoning/Pro Smoker/
Vortron

Kelley Supply, Inc.

713

QLC, Inc.

706

Viking Masek Global
Packaging Technologies

501

Kersia

300

Quadbeam Technologies

1135

Vivolac Cultures Corp

119

Qualtech

810

VNE Corporation

704

1022

Walker Engineered Products

404
1102

Burkert Fluid Control Systems

626

Enerquip, LLC

1100

BW Flexible Systems

305

Bytec Resource Management,
Inc.

1228

1026

Enzyme Development
Corporation

330

ErgonArmor Corrosion
Engineering

422

Keyence Corporation of
America

134

Quest Industrial

1002

ERIEZ

304

Klay Instruments

934

1210

Watertech of America, Inc.

CEM Corporation

727

ESI Group USA

1122

Koch Membrane Systems, Inc.

1222

R. Mueller Service &
Equipment Co.

618

Koss Industrial, Inc.

718

RapidPak

918

631

CenterPoint Energy

403

Eurofins Food Integrity &
Innovation

320

Center for Dairy Research

Watson-Marlow Fluid
Technology Group

Kraemer Brothers

826

RathGibson

930

Weber, Inc.

507

CertusBio Limited

434

Reiser

506

Weiland Logistics

430

Cheese Market News

621

RELCO

612

1013

Rieger Flow Products, LLC

927

1105

Cheese Reporter

Weimer Bearing &
Transmission

Chem-Aqua, Inc.

123

Rite-Hite

530

Werner Electric Supply

1110

ChemStation Wisconsin LLC

218

Rocket Industrial

620

RSM US LLP

736

WI Aging & Grading Cheese
Inc.

812

Rubber Fab

702

Winona Foods

219

Rytec High Performance
Doors

227

Winpak

605

WIPOTEC-OCS

726

Wisconsin Oven Distributors

728

Witt Gas Controls, LP

926

C2AE
Caloris Engineering

Cherney Microbiological
Services, LTD.

710

Chestnut Labs

334

Chr. Hansen, Inc.

518

Clayton Industries

527

Clean Water Technology

429

Code Tech Corporation

730

Evaporator Dryer
Technologies, Inc.

318

Evoqua Water Technologies

729

Excel Engineering, Inc.

412

Extrutech Plastics Inc.

310

F.N. Sheppard & Co.

1234

Fiberglass Solutions LLC

113

First Choice Ingredients

205

FLAIR Flexible Packaging
Corporation

531

FLEXSPACE | STORAX

202

Flowtrend, Inc.

213

Fluid Handling, Inc.

106

Food Safety Net Services

720

Fortress Technology, Inc.

1119

CODEX-ING Biotech
Ingredients
for Cheese & Yogurt

231

Compeer Financial

828

FOSS North America

511

Complete Filtration Resources

426

Foth

1121

Connect & Simplify

110

Fredman Bag Company

328

COPRODEV PLUS

827

Fremont Industries, Inc.

803

CP Packaging LLC

529

Fristam Pumps USA

906

KROHNE/Durable Controls

402

Kusel Equipment

913

L & S Electric

1028

L. W. ALLEN, Inc.

1035

L.P.S. Srl

236

Lallemand

1020

Liftvrac

329

Loos Machine & Automation

413

M4 Control Systems

104

Malisko Engineering, Inc

1103

Marchant Schmidt, Inc.

801

Martin Milk Service and
Martin Warehousing

911

Massman Automation Designs

235

Masters Gallery Foods, Inc.

519

McCotter Energy Systems

435

MCT Dairies Inc.
Mead & Hunt, Inc.
Membrane Process and
Controls, Inc.

Sanford Rose AssociatesMadison

830

Sani-Matic, Inc

1018

Wood PLC

634

Sanitary Design Industries,
LLC

534

Yamato Corporation

707

Scan American Corporation

1200

Zepnick Solutions, Inc.

510

Schenck Process

805

Zorn Compressor &
Equipment

229

610

Schneider & Schneider
Mechanical

234

411

Sealed Air Cryovac

611

1206

Seiberling Associates, Inc., A
Haskell Company

504
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AUCTION OF CHAMPIONS
Join us for the Auction event of the year – the sale of Gold Medal winners
from the 2019 U.S. Championship Cheese Contest benefitting the education and
training programs of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers Association.
Buying these amazing dairy products allows you to congratulate these winning
manufacturers and has helped WCMA support excellence in our industry. WCMA
has used Auction dollars to build popular training programs for dairy manufacturers
and suppliers, make key donations to dairy education facilities across the country,
and support dairy producer improvement organizations.
AUCTION PROCEDURE
1. The Auction begins at 5:30
p.m. Visit the Auction stage
starting at 5:00 p.m. and grab
a bidding paddle with your
company name.
2. Bids during the Auction are
made on a per-pound basis.
Many items have multiple
cheeses.
3. Successful bidders must
arrange payment (invoice
or credit card) immediately
following the Auction at the
Auction supervisor’s table.
4. Cheeses can be shipped to
winning bidders. However,
WCMA encourages bidders to
pick up their items Thursday,
April 18 (8:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m.) at the cheese display
coolers in Hall A.

2018 WINNING
BIDDERS
GEA
Kelley Supply
ProAmpac

ITEM 1: KING KRAFT
20 LBS.
- Philadelphia Original
Cream Cheese
- Philadelphia Garden
Vegetable Cream Cheese,
Kraft Heinz, Lowville, NY

ITEM 2: LYNN WINS!
42 LBS.

Mild Cheddar,
David Lindgren,
Lynn Dairy, Inc, Granton, WI

ITEM 3:
SUPREME SARTORI
20 LBS.

- Sartori Reserve Espresso
BellaVitano, Sartori
Company, Plymouth, WI

ITEM 4:
PERFETTO SAPUTO
6 LBS.

- Montchevre™ Rondin
Soft Goat Cheese, Belmont
Team, Saputo Cheese USA
Inc., Milwaukee, WI
- Whey Protein Concentrate
34, Saputo Cheese USA,
Waupun, Wisconsin

TC Transcontinental
Masters Gallery Foods
ProActive Solutions USA
Custom Fabricating & Repair
Complete Filtration Resources
R. Mueller Service & Equipment
Cherney Microbiological Services

ITEM 5: VALLEY
QUEEN REIGNS
40 LBS.

- Reduced Fat Cheddar,
Bob Wheeler, Valley Queen
Cheese Factory, Inc.,
Milbank, SD

DSM Food Specialties USA
V & V Supremo
Kerry Ingredients & Flavours
Membrane Process & Controls
SupplyOne
Chr. Hansen Inc.
Dairy Connection
Food Safety Net Services
Nelson-Jameson
Cargill Salt
B-Team
Dairy Products Marketing
Ivarson
Novak’s Cheese of Wisconsin
Wisconsin Aging & Grading
Cheese

2019 AUCTIONEER
Tim Slack Auction & Realty LLC

ITEM 6:
KLONDIKE GOLD
26 LBS.

- Odyssey Feta,
Steve Webster
- Odyssey Fat Free Feta,
Dave Buholzer
- Odyssey Greek Yogurt
Vanilla, Adam Buholzer,
Klondike Cheese Co.,
Monroe, WI

ITEM 7:
TILLAMOOK
TREASURES
42 LBS.

- Tillamook Cheddar
- Tillamook Whey Protein
Concentrate 80,
Tillamook County
Creamery, Tillamook, OR

ITEM 8:
MARVELOUS ARLA
10 LBS.

- Chipotle Gouda Wheel,
Tom Schmidt,
Arla Foods, Kaukauna, WI

ITEM 9:
MILL CREEK’S PEAK
15 LBS.

- Habanero Ghost Pepper
Quesadilla Cheese
- Reduced Fat Brick
- Reduced Sodium
Muenster, Randy Pitman,
Mill Creek Cheese, Arena,
WI

ITEM 10:
PURE AGROPUR
10 LBS.

ITEM 18:
EAU GALLE ASIAGOLD
40 LBS.

ITEM 11: EMMI GEMS
47 LBS.

ITEM 19:
WESTBY’S BEST
4 LBS.

- Provolone Cheese,
Pat Doell, Agropur,
Luxemburg, WI

- Gorgonzola, Team Seymour,
Emmi Roth USA Seymour,
Seymour, WI
- Roth Pavino Cheese,
Emmi Roth USA,
Monroe, WI
- Roth Grand Cru Reserve
Block, Emmi Roth USA,
Platteville, WI

ITEM 12: IDAHO’S
IMPRESSIVE ISOLATE
2 LBS.

- Milk Protein Isolate, Idaho
Milk Products, Jerome, ID

ITEM 13:
GUGGISBERG EYES
HAVE IT
200 LBS.

- Swiss Block, Team
Sugarcreek, Guggisberg
Cheese, Sugarcreek, OH

ITEM 14:
NICE EDELWEISS
9 LBS.

- Sun Dried Tomato & Basil
Havarti, Ben Workman,
Edelweiss Creamery,
Monticello, WI

ITEM 15: PINE RIVER
GOLD PACK
14 LBS.

- Garlic and Herb Cold Pack
Cheese Food
- Pepper Jack Cold Pack
Cheese Food, Pine River
Pre-Pack Inc, Newton, WI

ITEM 16:
CABOT, NAB IT!
90 LBS.

- Medium Cheddar, Cabot
Creamery Cooperative,
Cabot, VT
- Extra Sharp Cheddar,
Cabot Creamery
Cooperative,
Middlebury, VT
- Unsalted Butter, Cabot
Creamery Cooperative,
West Springfield, MA

ITEM 17:
MASTERS GALLERY
MASTERPIECES
10 LBS.

- Shredded Colby Jack
- 3 Cheese Blend
Masters Gallery Foods Inc.,
Plymouth, WI

- Asiago
- Aged Asiago, Eau Galle
Cheese Factory Inc.,
Durand, WI

- 4% Large Curd Cottage
Cheese, Westby Coop
Creamery, Westby, WI

ITEM 20:
BELGIOIOSO’S JOY
74 LBS.

- Aged Provolone
Mandarini, Kevin Benzel
- Parmesan, Tim Dudek
- Crema di Mascarpone,
Randy Wolter
- La Bottega di BelGioioso
Artigiano Vino Rosso,
Davide Toffolon
- Fresh Mozzarella Snacking
Cheese, Ryan Healy,
BelGioioso Cheese Inc.,
Green Bay, WI

ITEM 21:
CENTRAL COAST
TRIFECTA
30 LBS.

- Goat Cheddar
- Ewereka
- Seascape,
Central Coast Creamery,
Paso Robles, CA

ITEM 27: GREAT
LAKES GREATNESS
11 LBS.

- Smoked Provolone, Team
One, Great Lakes Cheese
Empire Cheese, Cuba, NY
- Swiss Cracker Cuts,
Midnight Mayhem, Great
Lakes Cheese Plymouth,
Plymouth, WI

ITEM 28: PINE RIVER’S
SWEETEST CHURN
5 LBS.
-Sea Salt Caramel Flavored
Butter, Pine River Dairy,
Manitowoc, WI

ITEM 29: GLANBIA
GRAND SLAM
40 LBS.

- Monterey Jack, Tanilo
Carrillo
- Pepper Jack, Bakhritdin
Yusupov
- White Cheddar with
Peppers, Matt Cotroneo
- Monterey Jack with
Cracked Black Pepper,
Dalibor Bampa,
Glanbia Nutritionals, Twin
Falls, ID

ITEM 30: CRAVE THE
BEST MOZZARELLA
6 LBS.

- Part Skim Mozzarella Ball
- Fresh Mozzarella, Crave
Brothers Farmstead Cheese,
Waterloo, WI

ITEM 22:
MARIEKE MAGIC:
TWO RUNNERS-UP!
36 LBS.

ITEM 31:
DYNAMITE DECATUR
20 LBS.

ITEM 23:
AMAZING AMPI
5 LBS.

ITEM 32:
SAVORY SAVENCIA
5 LBS.

- Marieke Gouda Overjarige
- Marieke Gouda Premium,
Marieke Gouda, Thorp, WI

- American Pasteurized
Process Cheese Slices,
Associated Milk Producers
Inc, Portage, WI

- Muenster, Matt Henze
- Havarti, Decatur
Cheesemakers, Decatur
Dairy Inc., Brodhead, WI

- Dorothy’s Comeback Cow,
Savencia Cheese USA, New
Holland, PA

ITEM 36: HAIL CESAR!
5 LBS.
- Whole Milk, Hand
Stretched String Cheese,
Heydi Luis,
Cesar’s Cheese LLC,
Sheboygan Falls, WI

ITEM 37:
CONTINENTAL
DIVINE
2 LBS.

- Nonfat Dry Milk, Group 1,
Continental Dairy Facilities,
Coopersville, MI

ITEM 38:
GRAND PONDEROSA
40 LBS.

- Fiesta String Cheese,
Ponderosa Dairy Products,
Kewaunee, WI

ITEM 39: PRIDE OF
SHULLSBURG
11 LBS.

- Colby Jack Longhorn,
Bill Stocker, Shullsburg
Creamery II LLC, Shullsburg,
WI

ITEM 40:
DFA DOMINATES
2 LBS.

- Milk Protein Concentrate,
Crystal Carbajal, Dairy
Farmers of America,
Portales, NM

ITEM 41:
MAPLE LEAF
MASTERS
40 LBS.

- English Hollow Cheddar
- Smoked Traditional
Gouda, Maple Leaf
Cheesemakers, Monroe, WI

ITEM 42: CAPUTO’S
REIGNING RICOTTA
5 LBS.

- Ricotta Red, Team Salazar,
Caputo Cheese, Melrose
Park, IL

ITEM 43: LACTALIS
LANDSLIDE
17 LBS.

ITEM 24:
AGROPURFECT
60 LBS.

ITEM 33: BEST OF THE
SOUTHWEST
40 LBS.

ITEM 25:
V&V VICTORY
4 LBS.

ITEM 34: DELICIOUS
DEER CREEK
21 LBS.

- Président Wee Brie
Process Cheese Spread,
Courtney Schreiner
- Président Gourmet
Pairings Soft Spreadable
Cheese, Brian Storm,
Lactalis USA Inc., Merrill,
WI

ITEM 26:
FIRST & FOREMOST
10 LBS.

ITEM 35: CLASSIC
CARR VALLEY
30 LBS.

- Whey Permeate, Lactalis
American Group, Inc.,
Buffalo, NY

- Sharp Cheddar,
Dan Stearns
- Mediterranean Feta,
Micah Klug,
Agropur, Weyauwega, WI

- Oaxaca Cheese Ball,
Sam Sweeney, V&V
Supremo Foods/Chula Vista
Cheese Co., Browntown, WI

- Salted Butter, Team First
Shift, Foremost Farms USA,
Reedsburg, WI

- Colby
- Pepper Jack
- Ghost Pepper Jack,
Southwest Cheese LLC,
Clovis, NM

- Deer Creek’s The King,
Artisan Cheese Exchange &
Henning Cheese, Kiel, WI

- Smoked Marisa
- Cave Aged Marisa
- Gran Canaria, Carr Valley
Cheese, La Valle, WI

- Triple Cream Brie
Lactalis USA, Belmont, WI
- Whey Protein Isolate
Powder 90%
- Galbani Fresh Marinated
Mozzarella, Lactalis
American Group, Nampa, ID

ITEM 44: U.S.
CHAMPION!
14 LBS.

- Baby Swiss Wheel, Team
Doughty Valley, Guggisberg
Cheese, Millersburg, OH
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Cheese Industry Conference Ideas
Showcase Will Look At Various
Madison—The popular Ideas
Showcase will return to the Cheese
Industry Conference here April
17-18.
The Ideas Showcase is a series
of quick seminars on topics such
as food safety, innovations in
dairy processing and packaging
equipment, smart financial strategies, and wastewater treatment
options.
Free for all registrants, this
year’s installment will focus on the
latest dairy processing equipment,
advances in cheese ingredients,
packaging innovations, and water
treatment and efficiency.
Presentations begin at 12:30
p.m. on Wednesday, April 17,
with each running no more than

20 minutes. Exhibit HallStage
presentations will include:
 The Probst Group: Alternative Thermal Compliance Options
 Trilogy Essential Ingredients, Inc.: Trending New Flavored
Cheese Concepts
 Tetra Pak: Using Data Intelligence to Improve Your HighQuality Cheese Production and
Boost Yields
 Kelley Supply: Re-engineered Benzoyl Peroxide for Lower
Cost and Greater Application
Effectiveness That’s Safe: NonFlammable Liquid Solution with
No Mixing Required Providing a
Consistent Dosing in a Continuous Process with Stable Suspension

Wisconsin Gov Tony Evers Will Speak At CIC
Madison—Wisconsin Gov. Tony
Evers will address attendees at the
2019 Cheese Industry Conference
here Thursday, April 18 at the at
the Alliant Energy Center.
The special presentation is part
of the WCMA’s annual meeting
beginning at noon.
Evers is set to speak about current challenges and opportunities
in Wisconsin’s dairy processing
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industry, as well as his plans to support growth.
In his recently-introduced
2019-21 Executive Budget, Evers
included an increase in funding
for dairy processor grants issued
by the Wisconsin Department of
Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer
Protection (DATCP) for innovation, modernization, and food
safety projects, from $200,000 to

 GEA: Advancements in
Membrane Filtration (Dairy Processing) to Achieve Higher Yields
 Baker Tilly: Using Data and
Business Analytics to Shape the
Future of the Dairy Industry
 Bruker Optics: A Novel FTNIR Analyzer to Measure Cheese,
Powders, and Fluid Dairy Samples
on a Single Instrument
 Burkert Fluid Control Systems: Ethernet Communications
for PMO Valves
At the same time, on Exhibit
Hall Stage B, the dairy processing
equipment innovation line-up will
feature:
 COPRODEV: Weight Control Strategies for Cheese Cutting
Operation
 Bemis Company: The Right
Packaging Matters
 Diversey: CIP Optimization
Through Diversey’s CIPTEC

 DSM: The Importance of
Consistent Performance of Cheese
Culture Rotations
 Symbiont: How to Segregate
Your Wastewater to Reduce Sewer
Fees, Treatment Costs and Offset
Hauling
 SPX Flow: Improve Profit
Potential with the Recovery of
Calcium, Lactose, Proteins and
Other Side Products from Milk,
Cheese and Whey to Re-purpose
Traditional Waste Streams
 Evoqua Water Technologies: Reducing Sludge, Energy and
Operating Headaches for Cheese
and Dairy Processors with a Low
Rate Anaerobic Digester
 Dairy.com: Using 3D Simulation to Achieve Optimal Results
For exact Ideas Showcase presentation times and additional
details, visit CheeseConference.

$400,000 annually. He also proposed an allocation of $200,000
to support the Wisconsin Initiative for Dairy Exports program,
designed to help build Wisconsin’s
dairy brand in international markets, and adjustments to DATCP
expenditure authority which allow
the reclassification of staff positions for the retention of key, high
quality personnel.
The two-day conference
will be held April 17-18. Chris

McChesney, global practice leader
of execution for FranklinCovey,
will deliver Wednesday’s opening
keynote address on how to push
the envelope for successful, strategic business execution.
Several registration options are
available, including full registration and single day registration.
Online registration ends on
Monday, April 8. For complete
event details or to sign up online,
visit www.CheeseConference.org.

org.

You’re Invited

Let’s celebrate while we
thank our customers and friends.

Wednesday,April 17
7:00 - 11:00

Coliseum Bar
232 E. Olin Ave
(just a short trip from
the Alliant Center)
Sponsored By Your Friends:
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Dan Szczepanski
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Gerard Knaus

Mike Matucheski

Randy Pittman

Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker Program Welcomes Two New Graduates;
Four Returning Grad Earns Additional Certification
Madison—This year, the Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker program
will welcome two new graduates
from BelGioioso Cheese and four
returning members to its 23rd class
of distinguished cheese makers.
The 2019 roster includes new
members Jonathan Stender and
Dan Szczepanski, and returning Masters: Bill Hanson, Arena
Cheese Factory; Gerard Knaus,
Weyauwega Star Dairy; Mike
Matucheski, Sartori Cheese Company; and Randy Pitman, Mill
Creek Cheese.
The Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker program was established
through a joint partnership of
the Wisconsin Center for Dairy
Research (CDR), University of
Wisconsin-Madison Extension
and Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin
(DFW).
As the only one of its kind in
the US, the program requires applicants to be a Wisconsin licensed
cheese maker for a minimum of
10 years. Qualifying cheese makers must also take several courses
through CDR, participate in quality checks and complete a detailed
test that takes most participants
roughly 60 hours to finish.
The Master certification process
generally takes three years, and

graduates earn the right to use the
Master Mark® on their products.
The following are the newest
Masters Cheesemakers who will
be formally certified at a ceremony
here Thursday, April 18, during
the Cheese Industry Conference
at the Alliant Energy Center.
Jonathan Stender, BelGioioso
The combination of a lifelong
interest in dairy and the natural
curiosity of an engineer was what
prompted Jonathan Stender to
become a Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker.
Growing up on a dairy farm,
Stender knew he wanted to do
something in dairy, he just didn’t
know what exactly. Then, in 2000,
as a high school student, Stender
got a summer job working on the
floor at the BelGioioso Cheese
plant in Green Bay.
At first it was just a way to make
a little money, but with Stender’s
interest in dairy as well as his interest in the craft of how things are
made, he quickly got hooked.
BelGioioso offered him a fulltime job after his high school graduation and he took it. However, it
wasn’t all smooth sailing. In 2003,
he stepped away from the plant
to start his own business. It didn’t

After he graduated from high
school, a help wanted ad in the
newspaper for a local cheese plant
caught his eye. That cheese factory is now known as BelGioioso
Cheese
“I went down and applied at
the cheese factory and had a job
the next day,” Szczepanski said. “I
remember I was just really excited
to stay in agriculture because I
have always loved it. And the rest
is history.”
This year, Szczepanski joins the
Wisconsin Master Cheesemakers with medals for Parmesan and
Romano.
From early on, Szczepanski
worked alongside experienced
cheese makers like Mauro Rozzi
and Gianni Toffolon.
“I worked with Mauro and
Gianni from day one and still work
with them,” he said. “Their love
and passion for cheese just drew
me toward it, and I hope I can give
as much as they have given to the
cheese.”
Working with mentors like
Mauro and Gianni made a big
Dan Szczepanski, BelGioioso
impact on Szczepanski.
Dan Szczepanski grew up on a dairy
“Gianni told me at the beginfarm and, from a young age, knew ning, ‘The cheese is your boss.
he wanted to work in the dairy Listen to the cheese. Do what the
industry.
cheese needs and you’ll be successful.’ Those were very good words of
advice,” he said.
That advice, along with hard
work, has helped him earn several
awards for his Parmesan, including
Best of Class at the 2017 US Championship Cheese Contest and Best
of Class at the 2010 World Cheese
Championship.
Szczepanski has been making
cheese for 33 years, and said the
program was a very educational
and challenging experience, but
well worth the effort.
As a Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker, he said BelGioioso Cheese
has been a good place to work
because, above all else, the focus is
on quality.
take Stender long to realize that he
missed cheesemaking.
In 2004, he came back to BelGioioso and picked up where he
left off. Working alongside Wisconsin Master Cheesemakers like
Gianni Toffolon and Josh Krause,
Stender had a new-found love for
his craft and made it a goal to one
day become a Wisconsin Master
Cheesemaker himself.
He accomplished that goal this
year as he became certified in Parmesan and Fontina.
“Parmesan and Fontina are my
favorite cheeses. They’re my two
favorites to make and my two
favorites to eat. Parmesan adds flavor to everything, and I have liked
Fontina since I was a kid. It was
joyful for me to pick that as one of
my cheeses,” Stender said.
He thanks Errico Auricchio,
founder and president of BelGioioso Cheese; his co-workers and
his wife Tanya for their support.
Stender said the program was a
lot of hard work but he’s already
thinking about returning.

Bill Hanson, Arena Cheese
Bill Hanson has seen just about
everything over the course of
his long career in cheesemaking.
He’s made Swiss cheese in copper
kettles, run one of the state’s first
whey plants, and owned and operated several cheese plants.
For more information, visit www.ivarsoninc.com

• See Master Cheesemakers, p. 33
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In 2016, he earned Wisconsin
Master Cheesemaker certifications
in Gouda and Colby. This year, he
adds a certification in Colby Jack,
which is a special cheese for Hanson – he owns Arena Cheese, the
historical home of Colby Jack.
Hanson purchased Arena
Cheese about 20 years and
although the factory was famous
for developing Colby Jack, it had
changed ownership and sat empty.
Hanson opened the doors and
rebuilt it from the ground up “vat
by vat.”
“It was an interesting journey starting a
business from scratch.
We were in survival
mode for many years,
but, eventually, we
recognized it was all
about marketing and
finding the right market niche,” Hanson
said. “And, obviously,
you’ve got to make a great piece of
cheese – that’s number one – you
can’t go anywhere without making
a great piece of cheese.”
With a focus on making good,
quality cheese, and his many years
of experience, Hanson said it only
made sense that he earn his Master
medals.
“I’m already a Master in my own
way – I just didn’t have the certificate and I owed that to myself.
I waited a long time to start the
Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker
program, but it only made sense
to complete it,” Hanson said. “It’s
also a great marketing tool. It’s
nice to be able to say I’m a Master
Cheesemaker.”
Gerard Knaus, Weyauwega Star
Gerard Knaus comes from a long
family of Wisconsin cheese makers. The Knaus family has owned
and operated Weyauwega Star
Dairy for four generations and
makes more than 50 different types
of cheese.
Gerard is the first Knaus to
become a Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker. In total, he has earned
six Master certifications. In 2012,
he became certified for Feta and
Parmesan, then added Brick and
Colby to his resume. This year, he
earns Master medals for Provolone
and Cheddar.
A lifelong cheese maker, Knaus
started working in his family’s
cheese plant when he was 14 years
old. At 20, he earned his cheesemaking license, and emphasized
that becoming a Master takes a lot
of dedication.
“You don’t just walk into the
plant and make cheese. It takes
a long time to learn. Likewise,
there’s a lot of work to become a
Master,” Knaus said.
“I think it’s a great program, and
I’m hoping more younger cheese
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makers start coming into it because
it’s very educational,” he said.
“When you can figure something
out in the plant when something’s
wrong, that’s so important.”
Mike Matucheski, Sartori Cheese
With Master medals in Pastorale and BellaVitano, Mike
Matucheski, cheese maker for
Sartori Cheese’s Antigo plant, is
now a certified Wisconsin Master
Cheesemaker for six varieties of
cheese.
“I’m no Bruce Workman,”
Matucheski joked (Bruce Workman of Edelweiss Creamery is certified in 11 cheeses).
Matucheski’s
Reserve Black Pepper
BellaVitano won the
title of Grand Champion Cheese at the
2017 US Championship Cheese Contest
and gold medals at
both the 2017 and
2018 World Cheese
Awards.
In addition to previously earning certifications for
Parmesan, Romano, Asiago and
Fontina, Matucheski now adds
Pastorale and BellaVitano to the
list.
“They’re like my children.
They’re very different children, but
it means a lot to me and also means
a lot for those coming behind me.
These are special cheeses,” he said.
For Matucheski, the program
helps preserve and improve the
quality of cheese in Wisconsin.
“Wisconsin Master Cheesemakers are important because they help
guide the cheesemaking process.
It’s not a process that just happens
automatically – so many things can
go wrong and while some people
might think it’s easy, it never is,”
he said.
“I never want a situation where
people do things automatically;
where they get to a point where
they think, ‘It’s just cheese.’ It’s
not just cheese; it’s something very
special,” Matucheski continued.
As a licensed cheese maker for
about 22 years, Matucheski is serving as a mentor for future cheese
makers at Sartori.
“It’s one of my greatest privileges
to participate in this program. It’s
an endless opportunity to make
yourself better and give something
back,” he said.
Randy Pitman, Mill Creek Cheese
Growing up on a dairy farm, Randy
Pitman was immersed in cheese
early on. At age 17, he began making Swiss and Muenster under the
guidance of expert cheese makers
Jim Curran and Ivan Gobeli.
“I was kind of familiar with what
was going on at the cheese plant
and I wanted to get in there and
learn more,” Pitman said. “As a
child, I started working at a local
cheese factory and gave up on the
farming.”

Today, Pitman runs Mill Creek
Cheese in Arena, along with
his children and wife Mary. He
received Master certifications in
Muenster and Queso Quesadilla
in 2010, and now adds Brick and
Queso Blanco to the list.
“With the types of cheeses we’re
making, we want to be sure we
have the flavor to go along with
the body of the cheese. We want
to make sure it all comes together
as one and is consistent,” he said.
In total, Randy has been making
cheese for 43 years. He likes the
science and art of cheesemaking,
and is always tinkering and trying
to make better cheese.
“I really enjoy experimenting
with the different cultures and flavors to get a better product at the
end. I’m always trying to improve,”
Pitman said.
“I’m very proud to be a cheese
maker in the state of Wisconsin.
The Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker program makes us all better,” he said.
“In some other states, you don’t
even have to have a license to make
cheese. Our higher standards give
us a better quality cheese maker
who is handling the product. I’m
really happy with the state of Wisconsin and what we’re doing in the
industry,” Pitman continued.

CWT Adds New Dairy
Products Eligible For
Export Assistance
Arlington, VA—Cooperatives
Working Together (CWT) has
announced that, effective Monday,
it will accept bids for consideration
for export assistance for pasteurized
process cheese, cream cheese, and
anhydrous milkfat.
The addition of these products
to those eligible for export assistance addresses both the current
and future needs of member cooperatives to expand the demand for
US dairy products in the growing
global market, CWT said.
CWT-assisted member cooperative 2019 export sales through
Monday totaled 25.415 million
pounds of American-type cheese,
2.804 million pounds of butter (82
percent milkfat) and 22.176 million pounds of whole milk powder to 22 countries in six regions.
These amounts reflect current
contracts for delivery, not completed export volumes.
CWT pays export assistance to
the bidders only when export and
delivery of the product is verified
by required documentation.
For more information, visit
www.cwt.coop.

Small
evaporator.
Big
performance.
You can rely on Caloris
to provide an innovative
evaporation system
designed to improve
your product, processes
and profitability. All while
maintaining concentrate
quality and liquid purity.
Find out how we can
custom design a costeffective & energyefficient evaporation
system for your
challenges at caloris.com
or call 410-822-6900.

For more information, visit www.caloris.com
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Mexican Border
(Continued from p. 1)

ucts,” Smith said. Closing the border “would exacerbate the already
challenging dairy economy, where
farmers are enduring the worst
rural economic recession since the
1980s.”
Closing the border could also
put the United States-MexicoCanada Agreement (USMCA) in
“peril,” Smith’s letter continued.
“This agreement is imperative to
ensuring our robust trading partnership with our southern neighbor remains strong.”
FarmFirst Dairy Cooperative
said it is “adamantly opposed” to
the administration’s proposal to

close the US border with Mexico.
“Mexico is our largest export
customer, and for the US dairy
industry, that accounts for $1.4 billion in product sales. Closing the
border with Mexico will leave a
devastating impact on dairy farmers across the US, a relationship
that was painstakingly built over
the past several years by industry organizations,” said Jeff Lyon,
FarmFirst’s general manager.
“This decision will put immense
pressure on these trade relationships, threatening if the US dairy
industry will have an export market to return to once the border is
reopened.” Lyon continued.
“This trade relationship with
Mexico has come to mean a lot for
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US dairy farmers. For that trading
opportunity to be lost would leave
a devastating gap for the US dairy
industry. For dairy farmers struggling to manage through these very
tough economic times, this may be
their worst blow yet, even with the
past four years of low milk prices,”
Lyon continued “In no way should
US dairy farmers be the bargaining
piece for these immigration issues.”
“Right now, farmers and ranchers are toughing it out,” said Zippy
Duvall, president of the American
Farm Bureau Federation. “Many
of our products are caught up in a
trade dispute. Mother Nature has
devastated the livelihoods of tens
of thousands of producers. Prices
for many commodities remain
depressed. We are doing the best
we can in a very challenging environment.
“While our members support
border security, they are increasingly anxious about what ‘closing
the border’ might mean for their
farms and ranches,” Duvall continued. “If further efforts are undertaken to secure the border, we want
to make sure farmers and ranchers
are not adversely affected by any
of these efforts and that producers
who depend on international markets and workers have an assurance
that their farm businesses are not
jeopardized.”
“Shutting down the US-Mexico
border would be disastrous for trade
with our top agricultural trading
partner, and the effects would be
consistent with the numerous other
trade disruptions the President has
self-inflicted on our country: lost
markets and lower prices for products grown and raised by family
farmers and ranchers,” said Roger
Johnson, president of National
Farmers Union.

DAIRY SAFETM

EXCELLENT FLAVOR AND NATURAL
PROTECTION FOR AWARD WINNING CHEEESE

Even in young cheese, Dairy SafeTM cultures provide excellent flavor
development, while also offering protection against defects like
late-blowing. The robust protection enables cheese makers to mature
their cheese at higher temperatures, shortening aging time and
reducing the operational costs of producing flavorful cheese.
www.cskfood.com
For more information, visit www.cskfood.com
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“We’ve lost markets that took
decades to build, and worse yet,
we’ve lost our reputation as a reliable trading partner,” Johnson
added. “Threats to close our border
worsen this reputation, digging our
hole deeper and depressing farm
prices for years to come.”
Mexico Given One-Year Warning
On Thursday, Trump said a “lot
of good things are happening with
Mexico. Mexico understands that
we’re going to close the border or
I’m going to tariff the cars. I’ll do
one or the other. And probably
start off with the tariffs.”
The United States is “going to
give them a one-year warning,”
Trump commented of Mexico.
“And if the drugs don’t stop, or
largely stop, we’re going to put
tariffs on Mexico and products, in
particular cars.”

“Mexico is our
largest export customer,
and for the US dairy
industry, that accounts
for $1.4 billion in
product sales. Closing
the border with Mexico
will leave a devastating
impact on dairy farmers
across the US.”
—Jeff Lyone, FarmFirst Dairy
Cooperative

“We are relieved by the administration’s announcement today
that there will not be an immediate closure of our border with
Mexico,” Duvall said Thursday.
“That is good news for farmers
and ranchers on two fronts –
trade and access to agricultural
workers.
“Our farm and ranch families
continue to face an economic
storm that would have become
even more severe had the border
been closed,” Duvall said. “Our
ability to secure workers through
the H-2A program is essential to
many of our farmers and growers,
and we continue to seek additional
improvements to help our farmers
secure the workforce they need to
grow and harvest their crops and
tend their livestock.
“When it comes to trade, Mexico is an essential partner and we
will continue to push for congressional approval of the USMCA
trade agreement,” Duvall continued.
“I don’t think we’ll ever have to
close the border because the penalty of tariffs on cars coming into
the United States from Mexico at
25 percent will be massive,” Trump
commented later Thursday afternoon.
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Federal Oversight Of Food Safety Is
Still An Area Of High Risk, GAO Says
Washington—Federal oversight of
food safety remains on the US Government Accountability Office’s
(GAO) high-risk list, which identifies government operations with
vulnerabilities to fraud, waste,
abuse, and mismanagement, or in
need of transformation to address
economy, efficiency, or effectiveness challenges.
The GAO’s biennial update
describes the status of high-risk
areas and outlines actions that
are still needed to assure further
progress. GAO uses five criteria to
assess progress in addressing highrisk areas: leadership commitment,
agency capacity, an action plan,
monitoring efforts, and demonstrated progress.
The safety and quality of the
US food supply, both domestic
and imported, are governed by a
“highly complex system” stemming from at least 30 federal laws
that are collectively administered
by 15 federal agencies, the GAO
report noted. For more than four
decades, the GAO has reported
on the “fragmented” federal food
safety oversight system, which
“has caused inconsistent oversight,
ineffective coordination, and inefficient use of resources.”
Since its 2017 high-risk report,
the GAO’s ratings for all five criteria remain unchanged for improving federal oversight of food safety.
Leadership commitment: partially met. The US Department
of Health and Human Services
(HHS) demonstrated leadership
by updating its strategic and performance-planning documents to better address crosscutting food safety
efforts, as the GAO recommended
in December 2014. As of November 2018, however, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) had
not fully implemented the GAO’s
recommendation to update its
strategic and planning documents,
although it agreed with the GAO’s
recommendation and took some
steps to implement it.
In June 2018, President Trump
proposed reorganizing USDA’s
Food Safety and Inspection Service and the food safety functions
of HHS’s Food and Drug Administration (FDA) into a single agency.
While a reorganization could be a
step toward addressing the GAO’s
prior recommendations, additional
information about the proposal, as
well as additional executive and
legislative branch actions, would
be needed before such a proposal
could be implemented.
Capacity: partially met. USDA
has the capacity to more fully
address crosscutting food safety
efforts in its individual strategic
and performance planning documents; however, White House
Office of Management and Budget
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meeting — to address food safety,
there is no forum for agencies to
reach agreement on a set of broadbased food safety goals and objectives that could be articulated in
a government-wide performance
plan on food safety.
Monitoring: not met. Without
a performance plan for food safety,
federal food safety efforts are not
clear and transparent to the public.
Congress, program managers, other
decision-makers, and the public
must first understand what the federal government is currently doing
to ensure the safety of the food
supply. To do so, they must access,
attempt to make sense of, and reconcile individual documents across
the many federal agencies responsible for administering the numerous federal statutes governing food
safety and quality.

action would be needed to build
on HHS and USDA documents to
develop a government-wide performance plan on food safety.
Action plan: not met. Without
a government-wide performance
plan for food safety, Congress, program managers, and other decision-makers are hampered in their
ability to identify agencies and
programs addressing similar missions and to set priorities, allocate
resources, and restructure efforts, as
needed, to achieve long-term goals.
Without a centralized collaborative mechanism — such as
the Food Safety Working Group
(FSWG), which was established
in 2009 but which is no longer

Demonstrated progress: partially met. In January 2018, USDA
and FDA signed an agreement to
formalize ongoing coordination
and collaboration efforts in the
areas of produce safety and regulation of biotechnology products and
other areas.
The development of a broader
government-wide performance
plan or a national strategy for food
safety is still needed and could
involve additional agencies.
Congress should consider
directing OMB to develop a performance plan for food safety that
includes results-oriented goals,
performance measures, and a discussions of strategies and resources.
Congress should also consider
formalizing the Food Safety Working Group through statute, the
GAO added.
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Lamp Post Cheese Making Spanish
Styles Against Ohio Urban Backdrop
Lebanon, OH—A new Ohio arti- and restaurants, but cheesemaking
san cheese company is making good was very limited.”
“I realized that I needed to prouse of its Spanish heritage to create
a boutique, customer-friendly facil- duce more to be able to be sustainable, so at the end of 2017, my
ity in downtown Lebanon.
Owners Cecelia Garmendia and husband and I decided to find a
Ryan Tassef founded Lamp Post building to house the creamery,
Cheese, LLC, in August 2016, and that has taken way longer than
renting space from another cheese we anticipated,” she said.
The couple happened upon the
company to manufacture products.
perfect
site in January 2018, and
Garmendia is from Spain, and
Tassef is a native of Florida. The started immediately on renovacouple moved to Ohio roughly four tions. After securing the bank loan,
years ago. When Garmendia first construction and finding the right
came to the US, she was already equipment, Lamp Post Cheese offifamiliar with traditional Spanish cially kicked off cheesemaking at
its downtown facility last October.
style cheesemaking.
Lamp Post’s small-batch producWe decided Ohio was a good
tion
puts out about 1,000 pounds
area to try making cheese profesof cheese weekly. The company
sionally, Garmendia said.
The goal was to provide Ohio’s initially sourced milk from a Jersey
urban community with the farm- cow dairy 30 miles from the creamto-fork cheese experience, start- ery, but it recently shut down.
“There aren’t a lot of dairies in
ing with locally-sourced milk from
the area, but we were able to find
farms, allowing urban customers
another one about 40 miles from us
with both visual and hands-on
in New Vienna,” Garmendia said.
opportunities.
“We have a milk tank, so we’re the
Lamp Post is also looking to
ones who pick up the milk.”
work with the local food community, to help organize tastings, European Influences
pairings, events and collaborations Lamp Post’s semi-hard Haya cheese
to educate consumers about cheese is made in the French Tomme
and other local foods together.
style, using locally-sourced raw
“I was making very small whole milk and aged a minimum
batches, using 24 gallons of milk,” of two months.
Garmendia
said. “We started sellApollo
cheese is inspired by
Pride_Skill_SeriesFinal.pdf
3
2/8/19 Its11:27
AM
ing at the local farmers’ market the Spanish cheese Mahon. Apollo
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Cecelia Garmendia and Ryan Tassef, owners of Ohio’s new Lamp Post Cheese, recently
celebrated its official opening in downtown Lebanon, OH. The visitor-friendly plant features a
retail store and tasting room.

is pressed, wrapped in cheesecloth,
and the knot leaves a distinctive
mark. During aging, the rind is
rubbed with paprika and olive oil,
producing a rusty color.
Lamp Post’s Toby cheese is a
classic milled-curd, English-style
Cheddar. The cheese is wrapped
in cheesecloth, brushed with butter, and aged a minimum of two
months. The company is also planning to offer more mature cheeses
in the near future.
Serving household, retail and
restaurant customers from Dayton
to Cincinnati, Lamp Post also sells
its cheese and catering trays online
and at its retail store within the
cheese plant.
“We’ve decided to sell cheeses
from other local cheese makers
along with our own,” Garmendia
said. “We also sell accoutremonts
like honey and jam – anything
related to cheese. Our tasting room
is a bit like a bar and we serve
wine, beer and cheese/charcuterie
boards.”
Full-time owners Garmendia
and Tassef also have one full-time
employee, with another part-time
staffer joining in a few weeks.
Looking back, establishing the
physical cheese plant was one of

the company’s greatest hurdles to
overcome. The couple took on a
lot of work themselves, but brought
in professionals for the complete
renovation.
The arduous work has paid off
with positive customer response,
Garmendia said. The company
hasn’t done a lot of advertising
beyond social media, but people
are very interested when they
come to check us out.
They’re very happy because the
other closest cheese shop is in Cincinnati. They’re also excited about
the design, and how they can easily
see cheese being made.
“People are really interested
and ready to try different kinds
of cheeses, especially cheese like
Appollo, which is not familiar to a
lot of people,” she said.
In the end, I’d like to have a
good cheese – a good product out
there – and maintain a sustainable business, Garmendia said. It
took us seven years to build a better company. I’d also like to have
some really good cheese to present to the American Cheese Society (ACS) for competition – that
would be great.
For more information, visit
www.lamppostcheese.com.
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Federal Judge
ew Products Denis FDA Motion
To Dismiss Lawsuit
Muuna Launches
Over ‘Skim Milk’
Plant-Forward
Harrisburg, PA—A federal judge
Cannabis Cottage
in Pennsylvania has denied the US
FDA’s motion to dismiss a lawsuit
Cheese For 21+
about whether additive-free skim
New York—In keeping with
the plant-forward trend, Muuna
has released its new limited edition Cannabis Cottage Cheese
for adult consumers over 21 in
certain states.
Muuna’s new flavor features
a base of Lowfat Plain Cottage
Cheese with a sprinkle of foodgrade cannabis on the bottom,
“creating an element of carefree relaxation while delivering
a delightfully, earthy taste,” the
company reported.
Using milk from grass-fed
cows, Muuna’s Cannabis Cottage Cheese is packaged in
snack-sized, single-serve cups.
“At Muuna, we are embracing the trend in functional foods
and we believe one such function is to promote a feeling of
Zen among our customers, after
eating our product,” said Muuna
CEO Gerard Meyer. Euphoric
vibes are just one delicious,
spoonful away with this creamy,
dreamy snack, coming straight
from grass- fed cows.”
For more details or a look at
Muuna’s product line, visit www.
muuna.com.

DairyPure Mix-In
Cottage Cheese In
Savory New Flavors
Dallas, TX—DairyPure has
added three new flavors to its
Mix-ins line of Cottage Cheese,
responding to consumer demand
for savory snacks.
DairyPure Mix-ins launched
last year with four fruit flavors:
Blueberry, Peach & Pecan,
Pineapple, and Strawberry &
Almond, and now expands the
line to include Blackberries &
Granola, as well as two new
savory flavors; Creamy Jalapeño
& Tortilla Strips and Sun-dried
Tomato & Croutons.
“At Dean Foods, we saw an
opportunity to shift the perception of Cottage cheese as oldfashioned and provide exciting
options in a category that has
long suffered from a lack of innovation,” said DairyPure senior
director of marketing Joe Reske.
“Our new line of Mix-ins does
just that.”
The company is supporting
the launch with an integrated
marketing campaign. For more
information and availability,
visit www.DairyPure.com/MixIns.
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milk can be labeled and sold as
“skim milk.”
Current Food and Drug Administration regulations require farmers and milk processors to add
vitamins to skim milk before sale,
the Institute for Justice noted.
Maryland dairy farmer Randy
Sowers wants to sell all-natural skim
milk without additives, but FDA
forces him to label his product as
“imitation skim milk, the IJ noted.”

Sowers has partnered with the
Institute for Justice (IJ) to protect his First Amendment right to
accurately label his milk.
In her decision, US District
Judge Yvette Kane agreed with
Sowers that his suit had merit and
would prevent potential harm to
his business: “A ruling in Plaintiff’s favor would permit Plaintiff
to proceed with its plan to sell
additive-free skim milk in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
without having to use the ‘imitation’ label to which it objects.
Thus, the Court finds that the
utility of a judgment on Plaintiff’s
claims would be substantial.”
The Sowers family operates
South Mountain Creamery on
their dairy farm near Frederick,
MD. The creamery produces milk,
yogurt and cheese.

In 2017, Sowers contacted the
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture to find out whether he
could sell all-natural skim milk
without added additives as “skim
milk” in Pennsylvania.
Officials have no objection
to the common-sense use of the
term, “skim milk,” but Sowers
wants to sell in multiple states,
South Mountain Creamery is
forced to follow federal regulations, according to the Institute
for Justice.
“The FDA has defined the product ‘skim milk’ as having three
ingredients,” explained IJ attorney
Anya Bidwell. “The first ingredient
is skim milk, and the other two are
additives. Skim milk without the
additives is safe to drink and legal
to sell, but you are not allowed to
call it what it is.”

Better Dairy. Better World.
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The New Consumer
(Continued from p. 1)

Now, we’re seeing that has all
changed: there’s now a deconstruction of scale; smaller units
and smaller manufacturers can
have a say; and we’re seeing more
consumers centered around trust
– trust in a brand, or trust in how
the product is made, Donnan said.
“Where we used to buy a product for what it is, now we buy a
product for not only what it is, but
where it came from and how it was
made,” he continued.
Consumer buying trends also
mimic what’s happening in society
in general, Donnan said.
The Edelman Trust Barometer,
which looks at how the public
trusts certain institutions and individuals within our society, noted
that trust in big business has gone
down markedly.
“People aren’t trusting big businesses the way they used to,” Donnan said.
Who do they trust? They trust
their friends, family, social media
contacts, and influencers, he said.
We’re seeing trust turn away from
big companies, advertising and
media brands, towards “trust of
people I know, people I can relate
to, people like me,” Donnan said.
This is especially true for Mil-

lennials and Generation Z, which
were brought up in a digital environment, he said. We’re seeing the
same type of influence with Baby
Boomers and Generation X to a
lesser degree.
“We’re looking at how things
are specific to me, rather than mass
market broadcast media,” Donnan
said.
How this difference affects
consumer buying habits is most
effectively shown by the big shift
of shopping from the center of
the store to the perimeter of the
store – dairy, deli, fresh fruits and
vegetables, prepared foods, and
bakery have all grown by double
digits compared to the center of
the store, he said.
More Products With Purpose;
Pitfalls Of Introducing New Items
The concept of “wellness” is also
big and has a category of its own
– both nutritional wellness and
mental wellness – with items like
protein bars are doing very well,
Donnan said.
Vegan yogurts are also growing
dramatically, with more people
looking for alternatives to dairy,
he said.
“We’re seeing a lot of these
products with purpose coming to
the market with a story behind
them, they’re specifically identified against key consumer groups,

IME...

"MAKING USED MACHINERY BETTER"
CELEBRATING 40 YEARS OF SERVICE
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Rebuilt: From inside out, top to bottom. We make
it as close as possible to original equipment

Reconditioned: Some items are available in
operational condition, being cleaned, tested,
repaired for the next user.

and they also have some authenticity as well – we know where the
product came from and how it was
made – the story behind the product,” Donnan continued.
However, Donnan issued caution when putting out new items.
Some of the things that can go
wrong with introducing these new
products is trying to introduce too
many at once, and not getting any
traction on any of them, Donnan
warned.
“You end up spending a lot of
money and placing a lot of bets,
but you’re not really committed to
one or two or three,” he said.
If you look at some of the entrepreneurial start-ups, they’ve been
successful by doing two things:
one, they’re very committed to the
product, brand or story behind the
brand, he said.
At the same time, they’re flexible; if something doesn’t work,
they don’t abandon it and try something new, Donnan said. They try
to tweak it, work around it, and try
to find a way to make it work.
For companies going into new
products, you’ve got to be careful
not to just follow every trend or
fad, he continued.
“What is the essence of your
brand? What’s your core mission
and core values? How do you put
those into a product? You also
need to be nimble as trends fall
forward or backward, while staying
true to your nature.”

Celebrating

your purchase is chosen, with IME, you receive
our unconditional satisfaction warranty on each
item, with the knowledge of plant operations to
back you up.
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Shelf-Stable Technology Growing
How is this applicable for manufacturers? In years before, you had
to have a large factory, most likely
located in the Midwest, that produced everything across the nation
– a very high scale, efficient and
low cost operation, Donnan said.
Now, manufacturing has become
much more localized. With the private label revolution that occurred
around 1999-2000, we saw a lot
of retailers looking for alternate
sources of supply rather than the
large, branded companies, he said.
“The private label industry
helped promulgate contract manufacturers and ultimately, suppliers,”
Donnan said. “Now – particularly
with start-ups – they have access to
freezing operations, filling operations and high pressure pasteurization operations – that allow them
to innovate and come up with new
products.”
For manufacturers, we’ve seen
that de-coupling of scale to a much
more local and agile level, being
able to move in and out of different technologies, he said.
We’re also seeing new technologies come into play that are going
to be fundamental to the food
industry – technologies around
helping fresh products have a longer shelf life.

Profitability Comes From Loyalty
We’re almost seeing a splitting of
consumers’ minds, Donnan said.
A consumer will go to Starbucks
and get a $5 latte, and then travel
down the road to an Aldi to get
low cost groceries.
There’s no “low cost” or “high
cost” consumer. Profitability comes
down to loyalty, and it really comes
down to their shopping behavior – items that meet some sort of
psychological behavior, wellness

Reliability: Regardless of HOW

FOR A FULL LIST OF OUR INVENTORY
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:

or experience type of benefit, are
going to get a higher margin than
those products that are transactional and pantry-filling, he said.
As we know over the last 30
years, consumers are being trained
to buy everything on sale, Donnan
said. The only way you’re going
to break that margin squeeze is to
offer something that transcends
the sale promotion aspects.
“Think about the Starbucks
latte – you don’t wait for it to go on
sale before you buy it. You buy it
because you’re indulging yourself,”
he said. “Small indulgences tend to
be more profitable.”
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USDA Clarifies,
Corrects Final Rule
Amending Federal
Order Class I Skim
Milk Price Formula
Washington—The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) on
Monday published a clarification
and a correction to a final rule
published last month and effective
May 1, announcing an amendment
to the federal order Class I skim
milk price formula in accordance
with the 2018 farm bill.
The notice clarifies that the
final rule amending the Class I
skim milk price formula will apply
to milk pooled on and after May
1, 2019. The amended price formula will be reflected in the May
Advanced Class I skim milk price
to be announced Apr. 17, 2019.
The notice also includes a
rounding instruction in the price
calculation.
Under the amended price formula, the Class I skim milk price
will be the simple average of the
monthly advanced pricing factors
for Class III and Class IV skim milk,
plus 74 cents per hundredweight,
plus the applicable adjusted Class
I differential.
The Class I skim mlk price is
the higher of the two advanced
pricing factors, plus the applicable
adjusted Class I differential.
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Eating Cheese May Help Regulate Blood
Sugar By Improving Insulin Effects
Edmonton, Alberta—Cheese’s
high fat content has made it a
dietary culprit in the minds of
many people, but a new University of Alberta study shows
it helps control blood sugar
levels.
Pre-diabetic rats that ate both
low-fat and regular cheese showed
improved levels of blood sugar,
which may be promising for people
who enjoy nibbling their cheddar
but are worried about the fat content.
“It suggests that eating cheese
doesn’t make things worse and may
in fact make things better in terms
of cardiovascular disease or diabetes risk,” said University of Alberta
nutrition expert Catherine Chan,
who wanted to find out specifically
how cheese affected insulin sensitivity.
It’s unclear how exactly cheese
helped stabilize insulin levels
in the rats, but Chan noted the
cheese normalized the phospholipids, which are derived from dietary
fats and are critical to many functions in the body.
“The cheese didn’t totally normalize the effects of insulin, but
it significantly improved them.
And it didn’t matter whether it
was lowfat or regular cheese,” she
said.

That’s good news for those who
love the fuller flavor of regular
cheese. While people are often
advised to eat a lowfat version,
it has different sensory properties
that some find unappealing, Chan
said.
“The response is, ‘I don’t like
it,’ so people either eat no cheese
or eat regular-fat cheese and feel
guilty about it. Cheese has lots of
nutrients, and if you cut it out of
your diet, what are you going to
replace it with?”
The findings by Chan and
her research colleagues support
existing studies that show cheese
doesn’t increase the risk of cardiovascular disease and diabetes,
“but our food guidelines, such as
Canada’s Food Guide, are saying to
reduce saturated fat, include eating
low-fat cheese.
“The question is, what is the
basis for that recommendation?
When we started looking, we
found there’s not a lot of information out there about lowfat versus
regular cheese,” said Chan.
She cautioned people with
health issues to ask their doctor
or a dietitian first about cheese in

their individual diets, but said for
most people, it’s part of a healthy
diet.

“The key to good
health is to have a
diversity of good food,
and cheese has a place
in the diet of most
people.”
—Catherine Chan,
University of Alberta

“The key to good health is to
have a diversity of good food, and
cheese has a place in the diet of
most people. Like grandma says,
everything in moderation. If I love
cheese, I would not cut it out of my
diet,” Chan said.
The findings also provide a basis
to continue researching the issue,
she noted.
“Right now it can be confusing, when we’re told to cut fat
from our diets. This study helps to
provide rationale for further studies in humans so that eventually,
researchers can make more rational decisions about the dietary recommendations we give to people.”
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Nightfood Ice Cream Touted New
‘Sleep Friendly’ Snack Before Bedtime
Tarrytown, NY—Without the
use of sleep aid substances or other
drugs, Nightfood, Inc. has launched
what it says is the perfect snack to
fill consumers up, but won’t keep
them up: sleep-friendly ice cream.
The new product is formulated
not to interfere with sleep; a number of ice creams contain ingredients and nutritional profiles that
may be sleep-disruptive for various reasons and may also contain
known sleep-supporting ingredients, the company reported.
Nightfood’s product launch
kicked off in February. The ice
cream line is currently available
at www.Nightfood.com and has also
been picked up by Amazon.
On Monday, the company
also announced the rollout of its
national distribution, including the
Meijer supermarket chain throughout the Midwest, with concentration in the metropolitan areas of
Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Columbus, and Milwaukee.
Distribution is also about to
begin throughout New England

and Northern California, through
relationships with New England
Ice Cream and Wonder Ice Cream,
respectively.
“We’re growing distribution rapidly so everybody will soon have a
local store where they can use their
coupon,” explained Nightfood
CEO Sean Folkson. “On Facebook
and Instagram, consumers are begging us to come to their cities. The
rollout process takes time, but I
encourage investors to pay careful
attention to the enthusiasm from
both the consumer base and the
media.”
“That’s what I believe will
enable us to reach our distribution
and revenue goals as we continue
our national rollout with coming
announcements,” Folkson said.
Just recently, Nightfood Ice
Cream was named the best new ice
cream of 2019 by Kantar, a global
leader in consumer research.
In Kantar’s annual survey of
over 40,000 consumers, Nightfood
earned top honors by the way it
solves a pervasive lifestyle prob-
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lem for millions of people prone to
snacking at night.
By giving consumers a “Sleep
Friendly” option, Nightfood is
launching a movement that many
experts have predicted will become
an important new category in the
snack space.
When developing Nightfood
Ice Cream, the company said its
team of sleep and nutrition scientists made decisions regarding important recipe details like
mineral content, protein sources,
fiber, caffeine content, sugars,
enzymes, lactose content, amino
acids, sodium content and the
exclusion of sweeteners such as
erythritol along with sucralose
and other artificial sweeteners
that can lead to digestive discomfort and/or over consumption.
“Nightfood is the first company
to launch sleep-friendly foods,”
said Michael Breus, member of the
Nightfood product development
team. “I have been raising caution with people for over a decade
about their night time snacking
choices and how food impacts
sleep quality.”
“Until now, I never had anything to point to that was specifically formulated to solve this
problem,” he continued. “Once I
joined the product development
team at Nightfood, it was clear
to me they understood the need
for sleep friendly snacks in every
household.”

April 5, 2019

The new product is now available in eight flavors: Midnight
Chocolate, Cookies n’ Dreams,
Cold-Brew Decaf, After-Dinner
Mint Chip, Full Moon Vanilla,
Milk & Cookie Dough, Cherry
Eclipse, and Bed & Breakfast. Each
features Nightfood’s Cravemonster
packaging.
The ice cream does not contain
any sleep activating chemicals like
melatonin, the company stressed.

“Once I joined the
product development
team at Nightfood, it
was clear to me they
understood the need for
sleep friendly snacks in
every household.”
—Michael Breus, Nightfood

“I’ve never been involved in
a new product launch that was
so powerfully on-trend and well
received,” said Jim Christensen,
Nightfood’s vice president of Ice
Cream Sales, who previously held
the same title at Unilever. Christensen oversaw sales and distribution initiatives for such brands as
Ben & Jerry’s, Klondike, Breyers
and Good Humor.
“The amount of media Nightfood has gotten in recent weeks
confirms to me that we’re 100
percent dialed in to the consumer
Sleep Friendly Snacking
With the majority of at-home ice lifestyle and consumption habits,”
cream consumption occurring just Christensen said.
before bedtime, Nightfood’s sleepfriendly night-time ice cream,
formulated by sleep and nutrition
consultants, delivers benefits fund
in no other product on the market,
the company said.

For more information, visit www.sanchelimaint.com

In-Store Sales At US
Convenience Stores
Reached Record
$242 Billion In 2018

Chicago—US convenience stores
experienced a 16th straight year
of record in-store sales last year,
according to newly released NACS
“State of the Industry” data, the
convenience and fuel retailing
industry’s benchmarks and key performance category insights.
US convenience store sales
overall surged 8.9 percent to $654.3
billion last year, led by a 13.2 percent increase in fuel sales, which
account for 69.6 percent of total
sales. In-store sales increased 2.2
percent to a record $242.2 billion.
Foodservice sales accounted
for 22.6 percent of in-store sales,
a category that continues to be a
key focus area for the convenience
store channel. Foodservice is a
category that mostly encompasses
prepared food (69 percent of both
category sales and profits) as well
as commissary foods and hot, cold
and frozen dispensed beverages.
Some 83 percent of the items
bought at a convenience store are
consumed within the first hour of
purchase, according to the NACS.
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Pennsylvania Seeks Challenges Facing US Ag: Slowing
Creameries For 2nd Economic Growth, Trade, Weather
PA Ice Cream Trail Denver, CO—US agriculture is The US-Mexico-Canada AgreeHarrisburg, PA—The Pennsylvania Departments of Agriculture and Community and
Economic Development, along
with the Center for Dairy Excellence, last week announced plans
for the second annual Pennsylvania Ice Cream Trail and urged
interested creameries to participate.
“Last year’s ice cream trail was
a huge success, and we look forward to expanding it this year
to feature even more farm-based
creameries and locally produced
dairy products,” said Russell Redding, Pennsylvania’s agriculture
secretary. “This is a great opportunity to promote products made
right here in the commonwealth
and to recognize our dairy farmers who produce high-quality
milk and dairy foods for millions
of Pennsylvanians.”
The PA Ice Cream Trail
includes an incentive-based
passport program that encourages customers to earn a reward,
such as a T-shirt or ice cream
scoop, for visiting participating
creameries. Last year, more than
1,500 passports were redeemed
by those who visited more than
six creameries included on the
trail.
Customers are encouraged to
complete their passport by receiving a stamp at each location on
the trail and then submitting
it by mail to the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture. The
PA Ice Cream Trail Passport
Program is exclusive to PA Preferred® farms and creameries.
Farms included in the trail will
be selected based on location
and product offering.
Each participating location
will receive a resource kit to
include passports, stamps, and
signage that can be used to identify participation. The passports
will also be available on visitPA.
com.
“The Pursue Your Scoops Ice
Cream Trails is a perfect example of the intersection between
agriculture and tourism,” said
Carrie Fischer Lepore, deputy
secretary of marketing, tourism,
and film, Department of Community and Economic Development. “We are leveraging the
positive response and success of
the trail in 2018 to invite more
creameries and visitors to participate in 2019.”
The deadline to apply is Friday, April 19, 2019.
Interested creameries should
contact the Center for Dairy
Excellence at 717-346-0849 or
via email at info@centerfordairyexcellence.org.
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poised for “serious challenges” for
the remainder of 2019 as slowing
domestic and global economic
growth rates, continuing trade talks
and weather cast uncertainty in
the short- and long-term markets,
according to the latest “Quarterly
Rural Economic Review” from
CoBank’s Knowledge Exchange
Division.
Large grain and oilseed supplies,
continuing increases in global animal protein and dairy production
and major trade uncertainties will
prevail for much of the year, the
report said. At the same time, US
and global economic growth rates
will slow, which will require significant attention to marketing strategies, cost controls, and balance
sheet management throughout the
food, fiber and agriculture supply
chain.
The US, Europe and China constitute 47 percent of the world’s
gross domestic product on a purchasing power basis and all three
are experiencing slower economic
growth rates, the report pointed
out. World economic growth in
2017 and 2018 averaged around 3.8
percent. Over the next few years,
world growth is likely to average in
the 3.0 to 3.5 percent range, with
a broader range of downside risks
than upside opportunities.
Key factors to watch, according
to the report, include:
Trade disputes. The potential
for ongoing and escalating trade
disputes remains the major nearterm concern. The US has indefinitely delayed the imposition of
increased tariffs on China but the
negotiations are ongoing.

ment (USMCA) agreement also
remains in transition. The three
leaders have signed the agreement
but the respective legislatures have
not ratified the agreement. Meanwhile, US trade discussions have
been reopened with Europe and
Japan but discussions regarding
auto tariffs have generated increasing market concerns.
Economic momentum. The US
economy lost “significant growth
momentum” entering into 2019
with fourth-quarter growth slowing
to 2.6 percent and equity markets
experiencing significant declines.
While the equity market and consumer sentiment have rebounded
in early 2019, the US government
shutdown that lasted through
much of January will impact firstquarter growth.
The underlying growth rate
for the economy remains in the
2.0-2.5 percent range with the
potential for significant volatility
in the quarter-to-quarter growth
rates. The US consumer provides
a strong foundation for future
growth but trade uncertainties and
slowing business investment will
limit the growth potential.
China’s growth. China’s economy continues to slow as reduced
trade flows and the inability to
stimulate domestic consumption
limit growth potential. A resolution of ongoing trade issues could
provide a much-needed boost to
growth. This slowing growth rate
will also impact a number of Asian
economies with significant supply
chain relationships with China.
The European economy.
Growth prospects in Europe for

2019 have declined significantly in
recent months. Uncertainties over
Brexit, reduced trade flows to Asia
and political turmoil in Germany,
France and the UK have dampened any optimism for growth
much beyond 1 percent.
Currency volatility. The divergence in central bank policies will
come to a halt in 2019 and will
impact financial and currency
markets. US economic growth will
remain stronger than other OECD
countries, which will lend support
to the US dollar in currency markets.
Geopolitical disputes. Geopolitical issues in North Korea, Russia, Syria and Iran will continue to
add to global downside risks.
Cyberterrorism. Cyberterrorism is a significant factor to add to
global risk.
Slower Milk Production Growth
Specifically for dairy, extreme
winter conditions and storms in
the Northwest and Upper Midwest have created regional challenges to milk production in the
first quarter of 2019, the report
noted.
A slower growth rate in milk
production translates into less
excess milk being dried into powder. EU powder production is also
down.
The reduced supply is supportive of prices, which have climbed
above $1.00 per pound for nonfat dry milk earlier this year.
This higher price level has been
met with some resistance on the
demand side and exports to Mexico have shown signs of slowing.
If tariffs and trade disruptions
are resolved and exports improve,
there is optimism that the second
half of the year could show some
improvement in prices.
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Tick-Borne
Encephalitis Found
In Milk From
Norwegian Cows

of unpasteurized milk products,
these findings may be relevant to
take into account when assessing
risk, das Neves said.
The Norwegian Veterinary
Institute is also mapping TBEinfections in animals.
The virus has been circulating
in Scandinavia for several years
in both humans and ticks, but
researchers are still struggling to
understand the dynamics of how
this virus spreads. Screening for
this virus exclusively in ticks is
cumbersome work, especially as
the ticks are gradually expanding
their range northwards.
By mapping the incidence of
TBE in wild animals, which are
likely to be in contact with infected
ticks, researchers can perhaps get a
better picture of how widespread
the virus is in Norway, das Neves
explained.

milk in other European countries,
where the consumption of unpasteurized milk has been associated
with infection. Although the virus
is killed during pasteurization in
conventional milk production,
there are some processes of cheese
production in other countries that
do not undergo full pasteurization,
researchers noted. Incomplete pasteurization may allow the virus to
survive in these products as well.
This does not apply to modern
commercial production of dairy
products in Norway, noted Carlos
das Neves, director of research and
internationalization at the Norwegian Veterinary Institute. He is a
co-author of an article that identified TBE-virus in unpasteurized
cow milk from Norway.
Nevertheless, with the ongoing
discussion whether the Norwegian
market should open up for the sale

Oslo, Norway—A tick-borne
virus that can infect humans and
potentially cause a serious infection of the central nervous system
has been found for the first time in
milk from Norwegian dairy cows.
Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE)
is a so-called zoonosis, a disease
that can be spread from animals
to humans. The virus is typically
spread through tick bites, and
can cause a severe infection on
the central nervous system. The
virus has been present in Norway
for several years with human cases
occasionally happening.
TBE-virus has been identified in
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olf Outings

WDPA Returns To
Stevens Point For
Annual Golf Outing
Stevens Point, WI—Registration is open for the Wisconsin
Dairy Products Association’s
(WDPA) annual golf outing
here Thursday, May 16 at SentryWorld Golf Course.
The event kicks off with a
shotgun start at 10 a.m., followed
by a social hour and dinner.
Cost to attend is $210 for
WDPA members and $290 for
non-members. The registration
fee includes 18 holes of golf,
lunch and barbecue dinner,
refreshments and door prizes.
Registration is capped at 148
golfers, and the deadline to register is Wednesday, May 1. Several sponsorship opportunities
are also available.
For more information and
to download registration forms,
visit www.wdpa.net.

Annual Charity
Cheesemakers’ Golf
Outing; June 27

2019 Annual Conference

Risk
Management

G
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Oneida, WI—The 15th edition
of the Charity Cheesemakers’
Golf Outing is set for Thursday,
June 27 here at the Thornberry
Creek Golf Course.
So far, the annual golf outing
has raised over $100,000 over
the last 14 years for children’s
medical expenses in Wisconsin. All proceeds after expenses
from the 2019 outing will also be
donated the children’s medical
expense fund.
Registration will begin at 10
a.m. with golf starting at 11 a.m.
Cost to golf is $155 per person,
which covers 18 holes of golf and
a cart, as well as entrance to the
cocktail hour and dinner.
Sponsorship opportunities
are welcomed for a cost of $150
per hole. Sponsors will receive a
sign at the tee box or hole with
company name. A gift will also
be given out on the sponsor’s
behalf for the winner of the hole
challenge. Additionally, sponsor
names will be included on the
event’s sponsor board.
Other sponsorship opportunities include donation of a door
prize or donation of a company’s
cheese with crackers for the
cocktail hour, organizers stated.
For more information, contact
Jim Banks at jpsadie58@live.com.
Checks should be made payable to: Jim Banks – Charity
Cheesemakers Account, and
sent to: Jim Banks, 11884 Sunset Drive, Marshfield, WI 54449.
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European Food Safety Authority Is
Seeking Input On DRV For Sodium
Brussels, Belgium—The European
Food Safety Authority (EFSA) is
publicly consulting on draft dietary
reference values (DRVs) for
sodium and choride, the final two
nutrients in its review of scientific
advice on nutrient intakes for the
European Union (EU) population.
The Panel on Nutrition, Novel
Foods and Food Allergens provisionally considers for the general
adult population:
 An intake of two grams
sodium per day to be safe and
adequate, considering evidence on
the risk of cardiovascular disease
on the one hand and nutrition
adequacy on the other;
 An intake of 3.1 grams chloride per day to be safe and adequate, taking account that the
main source of chloride in EU diets
is sodium chloride (salt).
EFSA’s provisional reference
values are neither nutrient goals
nor recommendations for populations or individuals. They are
meant to serve policy makers in
the EU and its member countries
to inform nutrition policies and
issue dietary guidelines to help
consumers make healthy dietary
choices.
Sodium is added to food mostly
as sodium chloride during processing, the panel report noted. In
addition, sodium may be added
in the form of sodium-containing
food additives, such as sodium
nitrate in processed meat.
The sodium content of processed foods can vary substantially
between countries, reflecting traditional dietary habits and taste
preferences. Also, large variations
have been observed in the sodium
content of food items belonging to
the same food group.
Studies conducted in the Netherlands, Australia and the United
Kingdom agree on the wide range
of sodium content among similar
food items. Based on these estimations, food groups with the highest
sodium content are sauces (particularly Asian ones), processed meat,
cheese and canned fish, whereas
food groups with the lowest sodium
content are rice, pasta, cereal products (excluding bread) and processed fruits and vegetables.
In European populations, the
main contributors to sodium intake
are bread, meat and meat products,
and cheese and dairy products, the
panel noted.
The relative contributions of
different sodium sources (inherently food-borne, processingadded, table salt, cooking salt) to
intake is variable, as illustrated by
studies conducted in the UK, Denmark and Italy.
In the UK study, sodium naturally occurring in food was found
to contribute less than 15 percent
of total sodium intake, while the
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contribution of sodium added during industrial food processing/outside home contributed more than
70 percent.
The contribution of discretionary sodium chloride (i.e. added
during the preparation of the
meals or at the table) was reported
to vary from around 10 to 15 percent in the study conducted in the
UK and Denmark to more than
one third of the total intake in the
study conducted in Italy.
The panel noted that sodium
chloride added during industrial
food processing, discretionary use
or food preservation is the major
source of dietary sodium in Western diets. Other sources of sodium
include inherently native sources,
and sodium-containing food addi-

tives, in which sodium may be
associated with anions other than
chloride.
Chloride may be added to food
as sodium chloride (“table salt”)
or as mixtures of sodium chloride
and potassium chloride. Other
chloride-containing food additives include chloride in conjunction with calcium, chromium (III),
magnesium, manganese and zinc,
as well as thiamin hydrochloride
and pyridoxine hydrochloride,
which may be added to both food
and food supplements, and thiamine monophosphate chloride
and thiamine pyrophosphate chloride, which can be added to food
supplements only. The chloride
content of infant and follow-on
formula is regulated.
A study of processed foods in
the Netherlands reported average
chloride content of between three
milligrams per gram in cakes and

pastries and more than 10 milligrams per gram in chips/nuts,
sauces, processed meat and cheese.
The Panel is not aware of any
assessment of the relative contribution of sodium chloride vs
chloride-containing food additives versus inherently foodborne
sources of chloride to total chloride intake.
In view of the low content of
chloride in unprocessed (unsalted)
foods relative to the levels of consumption of sodium chloride in
Western countries, sodium chloride (from processed food and discretionary use) is considered to
be the principal source of dietary
chloride in Western diets.
Interested parties are invited to
submit comments on these draft
dietary reference values for sodium
and chloride by May 22, 2019. For
more information, visit www.efsa.
europa.eu.
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Dutch Cheese Production Growing,
Margins For Cheese Makers Falling
Utrecht, The Netherlands—
Dutch cheese production has
recorded “exceptional growth”
since 2012, outpacing the limited
consumption growth in northwestern Europe, which has diluted
margins and weakened the position
of cheese producers in the value
chain, according to a recent report
from Rabobank.
Dutch cheese production is still
forecast to increase to almost 2.05
billion pounds by 2022, based on
increased liquid milk imports and
investments in additional processing capacity.
The Netherlands, Germany,
and Belgium are the main consumer market for Dutch (semi-)
hard cheeses such as Gouda.
Although the Dutch cheese
industry is currently based on trade
rather than on domestic consumption, almost 50 percent of the
additional production since 2012
was absorbed by exports to Germany and Belgium, the report said.
About 75 percent of Dutch cheese
is consumed within 500 kilometers
of the Dutch border, indicating
the importance of margin growth
in (northwestern) Europe.
The growth in cheese production has predominantly been
driven by increased milk supply,
and higher returns from cheese and
whey rather than from butter and
milk powders. Since 2012, Dutch
milk production has increased by
2.7 million metric tons, to a peak
of 14.3 million in 2016 and 2017.
After this exceptional growth,
Dutch milk production declined to
13.9 million metric tons in 2018.
Due to environmental compliance
requirements, Dutch milk production is expected to be capped near
14 million metric tons.
However, there are still opportunities for Dutch dairy companies to increase their milk supply.
The European Union (EU) allows
free trade of milk and dairy products between member countries,
enhancing cross-border trade.
Moreover, from a cost (logistics
and farmgate prices) and milk
quality perspective, the milk supply
field doesn’t stop at the border for
a large proportion of Dutch cheese
processors. Including German and
Belgian regions close to the Dutch
border could potentially add 8 to
12 million metric tons to the supply field for Dutch dairies.
Over half of the Dutch milk supply is utilized in cheese production
annually, the report noted. Milk is
typically allocated to dairy products
with the highest returns. In recent
years, growing consumer demand
for whey proteins has enhanced
the combined value of cheese and
whey compared to other combinations of dairy products, which has
resulted in investments in additional cheese processing capac-
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ity and growing volumes of milk
used to produce cheese and wheyderived products.
Mozzarella Output Growing
Prior to 2018, most of the volume growth in the Netherlands
was recorded in Gouda block
cheese. However, Royal A-ware
announced a joint venture with
New Zealand dairy cooperative
Fonterra in a Mozzarella plant, producing 45,000 metric tons annually in Heerenveen.
Across northwestern Europe, a
significant quantity of additional
Mozzarella processing capacity is
expected to become operational
in the next 24 months, the report
said. The new capacity follows the

increased demand for soft cheeses
such as Mozzarella in developing
cheese markets such as China and
the ASEAN-5 countries, and the
foodservice sector.
The Dutch cheese market is
mature, the report pointed out,
with a relatively high annual per
capita consumption of almost 48.4
pounds of predominantly (semi-)
hard cheeses. Limited Dutch population growth resulted in an annual
cheese consumption of approximately 370,000 metric tons in
2017, or about 40 percent of the
annual production volume.
Due to marginal consumption growth since 2012, along
with increased trade volumes, the
importance of domestic consumption for the Dutch cheese industry
has decreased over time. Dutch
cheese consumption is expected to

remain relatively stable, at around
370,000 to 380,000 metric tons
annually, between 2018 and 2022.
The exportable surplus will
increase to nearly 925,000 metric
tons by 2022, based on additional
cheese production and stable
cheese imports. This is an increase
of nearly 18.5 percent compared
to 2014.
Trading Hub For Cheese
While the Dutch cheese industry is built on its historic domestic roots, its future depends on a
growing export market, the report
said. Despite the dependency on
exports, increasing trade flows
(both imports and exports) also
address efficiency, the ability to
create added value along the supply chain, and the internationally
• See Dutch Exports, p. 45
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Dutch Exports
Continued from p. 44

competitive position of the Dutch
cheese industry.
The Netherlands’ favorable
infrastructure, and geographic
position close to ports and large
consumer markets provides the
ingredients for operating as a trading hub for cheeses produced in
(northwestern) Europe, stimulating cross-border trade and
re-exports runing via the Netherlands, Germany, and Belgium. It
also enables the Netherlands to be
a competitive player in international cheese trade.
Rabobank acknowledged
the consolidation and integration along the value chain, with
FrieslandCampina’s acquisition
of Zijerveld (trade, ripening, cut-

ting, and distribution), the backward integration of Royal A-ware
towards cheese production, and
the merger of German cooperative DMK with Dutch cooperative DOC as the most significant
events since 2012.
More
recently,
FrieslandCampina announced the
acquisition of Best Cheese Holland, US-based companies Best
Cheese Corporation (import and
sales) and Jana Foods (import and
distribution), and Spanish cheese
packager and distributor Millan
Vicente.
Milk will continue to flow into
cheese vats due to the favorable
combined value of cheese and
whey, along with the expansion of
processing capacity.
Therefore, the report said, cheese
producers have several options for

retaining margin growth and for
strengthening their position in the
value chain, including:
—Focusing on the added value
along the value chain and changing consumer preferences. Demographic changes are increasingly
challenging the traditional ways
in which cheese is distributed and
consumed in northwestern Europe,
fueling pockets for value growth.
Among other things, consumers
demand more convenience, which
is fueling online cheese sales and
the foodservice sector.
—Expanding overseas export
markets. Exports are expected to
gain importance when it comes to
long-term growth. Globally, trade
agreements have improved access
to many large export markets in
both developed and developing
regions.
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Nutrition, Health
Claims Viewed
Differently By
Consumers,
Regulators
Guildford, England—Consumers may not consciously differentiate nutrition and health claims
on foods the way that regulatory
experts do, according to research
published in the journal Nutrients.
During the study, an international team of researchers led by
the University of Surrey investigated whether consumers in the
United Kingdom, Slovenia, Germany, Spain and the Netherlands
were able to differentiate between
the various health and nutrition
claims on food items that are
required by EU regulation.
Regulations, such as the Nutrition and Health Claims Regulation
EC No 1924/2006, seek to eliminate unsubstantiated and potentially misleading claims about
foods and provide an appropriate
level of consumer protection. This
regulation differentiates between
nutrition claims (i.e. a claim that
states that a food contains a particular element) and health claims
(i.e. claims implying a health benefit of consuming a food).
The level of evidence needed
to support a health claim is more
extensive as it needs to substantiate that the health benefit exists.
However, there is doubt as to
whether consumers make a distinction between these two types
of claims.
Research results show that consumers may not consciously differentiate between a nutrition claim
and a health claim in the way that
regulatory experts do. Researchers
found that consumers’ pre-determined beliefs about nutrients and
their relationship with health outcomes are key drivers in the way
they interpret and understand
claims.
When nutrients in the claim are
familiar and personally relevant to
the consumer there is the potential
for them to “upgrade” the nutrition claims to health claims simply
based on their previous knowledge.
Researchers believe that regulators need to consider making
information available to ensure
consumers’ knowledge and beliefs
are correct and well-informed so
they can understand and respond
appropriately to claims in the marketplace.
“Labeling food products with
health claims could help people
make better food choices but
what we have found is that they
don’t always interpret claims in
the way we assume they do,” said
Prof. Monique Raats, director of
the Food, Consumer Behavior and
Health Center at the University of
Surrey, who led the research.
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Dairy Plant Workers
Complete Advanced
Training Programs
Through New York
Workforce Initiative
Batavia, NY—Over 150 workers from local dairy plants in
Genesee county, NY, have completed advanced training programs
through a dairy workforce solutions initiative.
The Genesee County Economic
Development Center (GCEDC)
recently was the recipient of a
$50,000 grant from National Fuel’s
Area Development Program that
paved the way for programs led by
Cornell University’s Dairy Foods
Extension and Harvest New York
teams.

Employees from HP Hood,
O-AT-KA and Yancey’s Fancy
recently participated in the training, which focused on food safety,
dairy science, milk processing
technologies and other topics.
The trainings are part of a certprogram which offers continuing education units. Participants
received a certificate of achievement from the Dairy Foods Extension program after passing a
post-test and completing course
evaluations.
“Dairy is New York’s top agricultural industry, so with there being
a great need for dairy processing in
Genesee county, we were thrilled
to teach local employees very valuable skills that will ultimately aid
in the growth of the industry,” said
Anika Zuber, dairy processing specialist for Harvest New York.
“Last year, National Fuel’s Area

Development Program awarded
$2.5 million in grants to businesses
that are locating to or expanding
in the western New York area, so
we take pride in partnering with
organizations like GCEDC and
Harvest New York to further promote local economic growth,” said
Cathryn Hilliard, energy consultant for National Fuel.
Genesee county’s dairy, food
and beverage industries increased
employment by 29 percent from
2014 to 2018, supporting operations that have since 2010 invested
over $500 million into over 1 million square feet of dairy production
facilities at the Genesee VAlley
Agri-Business Park and Buffalo
East Tech Park.
New York state last year ranked
fourth nationally in milk production, trailing only California, Wisconsin and Idaho.
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Dairy Sustainability
Forum Scheduled
For May 8-9
Rosemont, IL—Dairy sustainability leaders representing processors,
retailers, cooperatives and farms
will gather with experts from environmental organizations, government agencies, universities and
others to support progress and
identify collaboration opportunities during the Dairy Sustainability
Forum, to be held May 8-9 in Rosemont, IL.
The event, hosted by the Dairy
Sustainability Alliance®, brings
together Alliance members representing more than 100 organizations across the supply chain that
are committed to advancing dairy
sustainability.
The Dairy Sustainability Forum
also is an opportunity to provide
feedback on emerging initiatives
of the Innovation Center for US
Dairy, which was established under
the leadership of dairy farmers and
is led by company CEOs and industry leaders representing 60 percent
of the US milk supply.
The Innovation Center provides a pre-competitive setting for
the industry to work together on
shared social responsibility priorities and opportunities.
This year’s Dairy Sustainability Forum agenda includes new
research and insights, conversations that challenge conventional
thinking, program updates and
breakout sessions, including:
• US Dairy Stewardship Commitment adoption and alignment
with global standards
• US dairy’s progress in reducing greenhouse gas emission intensity
• Dairy’s role in ensuring
responsibly produced, nutrientrich foods are available to meet the
needs of a growing population
• Emerging trends in consumer,
technological and market sectors
that impact the future of dairy sustainability
• Measuring and improving sustainability in dairy feed production
• Success stories of increasing
dairy servings for Feeding America’s 40 million-plus clients
• Ecosystem Services Markets
that drive environmental and economic improvements in dairy
For registration information,
visit http://sustainabilityforum.
usdairy.com.
Initiated in 2008 by dairy farmers through the dairy checkoff, the
Innovation Center for US dairy
collaborates on efforts that are
important both to the dairy industry and its valued customers – issues
like animal care, food safety, nutrition and health, the environment
and economics.
For more information about the
Innovation Center for US Dairy,
visit www.usdairy.com.
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Australia’s Milk Output Expected To
Stay Under 9 Billion Liters Thru 2024
Total Dairy Exports To
Decline, Imports To Rise
Canberra, Australia—Australia’s
total milk production is expected
to remain below 9.0 billion liters
through 2023-24, recovering only
moderately in the second half of
the projection period, according to
the latest “Agricultural Commodities” report launched at the Outlook 2019 conference in Canberra.
The Australian farmgate milk
price is forecast to fall in real terms
each year until 2023-24. This is
the result of forecast global production outpacing demand and putting downward pressure on most
dairy product prices.
Higher exportable supplies are
expected from the EU, the US,
New Zealand and Argentina, the
report noted. Production in emerging markets is also expected to
expand rapidly, especially in India.
Higher milk yields will drive much
of the increase in production,
including in the EU and New Zealand, where the number of dairy
cows is likely to decline.
Falling farmgate prices will
continue to put pressure on the
profitability of Australian dairy
businesses, the report said. After
a drought-induced reduction in
the dairy herd in 2018-19, dairy
cow numbers are forecast to continue to fall until 2021-22. Yield
increases resulting from improved
productivity are unlikely to offset
falling cow numbers.
With milk production remaining under 9 billion liters, greater
allocation of the milk pool to
drinking milk, which is linked
primarily to Australia’s population growth, will leave less milk
available for the manufacture and
export of dairy products.
By 2023-24, Australia’s dairy
exports are forecast to decline to
$3.0 billion in real terms, which
is towards the bottom of the $3
billion to $3.5 billion range for
dairy exports since 2010-11. This
is partly because higher domestic
consumption is projected to reduce
supplies of milk that can be used to
manufacture exportable products.
Export premiums and global prices
are also expected to be lower.
Non-traditional dairy exports,
including fresh milk and valueadded products such as infant formula, are projected to account for
a higher share of Australia’s dairy
export earnings. Cheese is forecast
to account for a stable share of
export earnings over the projection
period, but the other major commodities are projected to account
for a reduced share. This reflects
the industry’s growing focus on
Australia’s competitive advantages
in cheese and value-added products, the report pointed out.
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With lower forecast milk production and a growing population,
Australian imports of dairy products are projected to increase over
the medium term.
Over the past five years, US
cheese exports to Australia have
averaged about 46 million pounds
per year, including a high of 66.1
million pounds in 2017 and a low
of 34.3 million pounds in 2016,
according to figures from USDA’s
Foreign Agricultural Service.
Global cheese, butter and whole
milk powder prices are forecast to
fall in 2019-20. Higher production
in New Zealand and the US over
the first half of the 2018-19 season
is placing downward pressure on

commodity prices, especially butter. Increased production in the
EU in 2019-20 is expected to add
to global supplies, assuming no
adverse weather events occur.
Strengthening global demand
for cheese will be driven by economic growth and an ongoing shift
to more westernized diets in many
countries. Medium-term prospects
for cheese demand growth in Japan,
Australia’s most important export
market, are less favorable given a
weak economic growth outlook
and a declining population.
The EU-Japan trade agreement,
which came into force on Feb. 1,
2019, is not likely to have a material impact on Australian dairy
exports over the medium term
due to the long implementation
schedule of tariff reductions, the
report said. But in the long term it

could lead to a significant increase
in competition for a share of the
Japanese cheese market.
Not only is Japan Australia’s
largest cheese export market, it is
the EU’s second largest.
Japan currently imposes tariffs
of between 21 percent and 38 percent on cheese imported from the
European Union.
The EU-Japan trade agreement will establish a Europeanspecific tariff-rate quota (TRQ)
for cheeses, which will gradually
become a duty-free quota over a
16-year implementation period.
This will leave the EU with a
larger duty-free quota than Australia’s 20,000 tons, placing EU
cheese exporters in a more competitive position than Australian
cheese exporters, according to the
report.

For more information, visit www.tetrapakusa.com
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Bipartisan House
Bills Would Exempt
Certain Truckers
From ELD Mandate
Washington—US Reps. Collin C.
Peterson (D-MN) and Greg Gianforte (R-MT) recently reintroduced two billls to relieve certain
sectors of the trucking industry
from the Federal Motor Carrier
Association’s electronic logging
device (ELD) mandate.
The Small Carrier Electronic
Logging Device Exemption Act
would exempt businesses which
operate 10 or fewer commercial
trucks from the requirements of
the ELD mandate, and the Agricultural Business Electronic logging Device Exemption Act would
exempt agricultural businesses.
The ELD mandate requires
commercial drivers who prepare
hours-of-service records to connect
an electronic logging device to a
vehicle’s engine to record driving hours, Peterson and Gianforte
explained.
“This important legislation will
eliminate regulations for small
trucking companies and will help
reduce unnecessary stops and
delays which threaten the agricultural products they help to
transport,” said Peterson, who is
chairman of the House Agriculture Committee. “These bills are

a win for small businesses in rutal
America and our farmers.”
“Electronic logging devices are
more Washington red tape that
ties up truckers and puts livestock
and Montana livelihoods at risk,”
Gianforte said. “These bills will
help reduce the unnecessary burden this federal mandate pushes
onto Montana’s small brucking
operations, farmers and ranchers.”
“The safety of animals in transit, while protecting the safety of
others on the road, is something
Minnesota Farm Bureau takes
very seriously. Transporting live
animals and perishable products
requires flexibility and a ‘one-sizefits-all’ does not work for transporting agricultural products,” said
Kevin Paap, president of Minnesota Farm Bureau.
Steve Hilker, transportation
committee chairman for the
United States Cattlemen’s Association, thanked Peterson and Gianforte “for listening to the concerns
of not only livestock haulers, but
all transporters of agricultural commodities.”
The bill will exempt agricultural
businesses from the requirements
of the ELD mandate, but still hold
drivers accountable for reporting
their hours-of-service, “thereby
ensuring the safety of livestock
haulers, the animals they transport, and fellow road users,” Hilker
added.
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Landmark Creamery Pairing Cheese
With Macha Tea, Area Chocolatiers
Madison—Landmark Creamery
Provisions is partnering with several area artisan food and beverage manufacturers to help promote
respective products and support
local commerce.
“Landmark Creamery tries to do
several local collaborations each
year,” said co-owner Anna Thomas
Bates. “They bring awareness to
our cheeses and shop location, give
people new ideas on how to enjoy
our cheese and they’re fun.”
We team up with our favorite
chefs, bartenders and more to do
a few different types of events, like
pop up grilled cheese or Raclette
nights at one of our favorite bars,
the Robin Room, or wine and
cheese pairings at Square Wine
Company, Thomas Bates said.
Most recently, Macha Tea
Company of Madison, WI, owned
by Rachel and Anthony Verbrick,
teamed up for a cheese and tea
pairing late last month.

“Tea and cheese are
an intriguing pairing
because of the variety
of flavors – grassy,
earthy, tannic – and
the temperature. The
warmth brings out the
flavors in the cheese.
It’s also nice to have a
non-alcoholic option for
a cheese pairing.”

Email: sales@genmac.com
Web: www.genmac.com

IMPROVE YOUR PRODUCTION WITH GMC CUTTERS
For more information, visit www.genmac.com

I personally loved the Tallgrass
Reserve with the Kukicha green
tea – they both had grassy notes
and paired perfectly. A lot of guests
also commented on the Anabasque
– a funky, washed rind cheese –
with the “Lumberslut” tea, a ripe
puerh from China, Thomas Bates
said. Both of these have robust flavors, but it worked.
The creamery also has several
new collaborations on tap for
warmer months ahead.
We’re still working on getting
the calendar planned out, but you
will definitely see us this year at
Square Wine, the Robin Room,
Yahara Bay Distillery and Brix
Cider in Mt. Horeb, WI.
The annual spring festival in
Paoli, WI, home to Landmark
Creamery’s retail store, will take
place Saturday, April 13, with a
chocolate theme. Each shop will
have different spring events and
host local chocolatiers.

Landmark Creamery

Landmark Creamery recently partnered
with Madison’s Macha tea company for a
unique pairing event. This is one of several such events Landmark has set for the
next few months. The roasted carrot menu
item above featured Landmark’s Tallgrass
Reserve with shaved zucchini, pepita, and
cardamom ginger pineapple jam.

“It’s a cozy spot to buy and enjoy
perfectly brewed loose-leaf tea, and
Rachel is also a killer chef,” Thomas
Bates said. “Tea and cheese are an
intriguing pairing because of the
variety of flavors – grassy, earthy,
tannic – and the temperature.
“The warmth brings out the flavors in the cheese. It’s also nice to
have a non-alcoholic option for a
cheese pairing,” she continued.
Guests could buy a plate that
had samples of three Landmark
Creamery cheeses with the tea pairings Anthony and Rachel selected,
Thomas Bates said. Rachel also
made a variety of small plates featuring Landmark cheeses – from
delicious dumplings with fresh
sheep milk cheese in a smoky lapsang souchong broth to a congee
with Anabasque and asparagus.
“I was there to chat about our
cheese and sell wedges. I’m not
sure how many people came, but
the shop was full with people coming and going for the entire event,”
she continued.

“We’ ll have Sjolinds chocolate
in our shop, sampling their new
cocoa hull teas,” Thomas Bates
said. “We will also have a special
dessert grilled cheese sandwich,
along with samples of cheese and
sweet pairings.”
Landmark Creamery suffered a significant financial hit
recently with the loss of roughly
1,000 pounds cheese worth over
$20,000.
The Culinary Ladies Collective
of Madison late last month created
a GoFundMe page for support,
which has collected about half of
its $25,000 goal.
“Landmark Creamery appreciates the support of the community
and our customers and is grateful
to all who have reached out, but
at this time we’re not commenting further while we explore our
options and a strategy to recover
from this setback.”
For more details regarding future
pairing events, visit www.landmarkcreamery.com.

Anna Thomas Bates,

dUAL dIRECTION
hORIZONTAL
cHEESE cUTTER
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PMMB Sets May 1 Hearing On Co-op
Transparency On Over-Order Payments
Harrisburg, PA—The Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board
(PMMB) will hold a public hearing
on May 1 to consider an amendment to its regulations that would
require dairy cooperatives to provide a line item on member statements showing the amount of the
over-order premium being paid.
The hearing is being held in
response to a petition filed by State
Rep. John Lawrence.
Under current practice, cooperatives paying dairy farmers are under
no obligation to disclose anything
on the farmer’s milk check showing the amount of state-mandated
premiums contained in the check,
Lawrence noted.
Pennsylvania’s over-order premium, which applies to all Class I
milk produced, processed and sold
in Pennsylvania, is currently $1.00
per hundredweight.
Many farmers do not know how
much, if any, of that state-mandated money is actually getting
back to them, Lawrence noted at a
PMMB session in December.
Under current regulations, Lawrence noted:
• Milk dealers paying farmers
must include a line-item on the
milk check showing the specific
amount of state-mandated premiums contained in the check;
• Milk dealers paying cooperatives must include a line-item on
the milk check showing the specific amount of state-mandated
premiums contained in the check;
• Cooperatives paying farmers
are under no obligation to disclose
anything on the milk check showing the specific amoutn of statemandated premiums contained in
the check.
“Certainly, cooperatives play a
vital and critical role in the dairy
industry,” Lawrence said. However, accountability and transparency with any money resulting
from a government-mandated tax,
fee or premium “should be a given.
“A Pennsylvania family farmer
should know how much of the payment he is getting for the milk sold
off his farm comes from a statemandated premium, regardless of
whether that farmer sells his milk
to a cooperative or a milk dealer.
And today, that is simply not happening,” Lawrence stated.
He noted that Official General
Order No. A-1001, effective Oct.
1, 2018, contains language that has
been included on every over-order
premium order for quite some time.
Section II(b) states: “Milk dealers
shall show by line item on their
monthly statements to independent producers and cooperatives
the specific amount of the Pennsylvania Milk Marketing Board’s
over-order premium being paid.”
The PMMB “rightfully recognizes the importance of transpar-
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ency with over-order premium
dollars when milk dealers pay
independent producers and cooperatives,” Lawrence said.
Given that the law vests the
PMMB with broad and clear
authority to “regulate the entire
milk industry” of Pennsylvania,
“including the establishment of
reasonable trade practices,” and
the law also states, “information
as may be required by the board”
must be included on any statement to a producer, including the
statement a cooperative issues to
a Pennsylvania dairy farmer, Lawrence is proposing that the PMMB
immediately take action, issuing an
Official General Order, instruct-

ing that any milk check issued to
a Pennsylvania dairy farmer by a
cooperative include a separate
and distinct line item stating how
much of the check comes from the
PMMB over-order premium.
Lawrence said he is not proposing that the over-order premium
“is the solution to all of the woes
facing our Pennsylvania dairy
farmers. But we owe it to our dairy
farmers to ensure that this, a government-mandated tax, is properly
accounted for, and reaching its
intended recipients.”
The May 1 hearing will begin
at 1:15 p.m. in Room 309 of the
Pennsylvania Department of Agrculture Building in Harrisburg, PA.
Details, language to implement
the change, and how to participate,
may be found on the PMMB’s website, at www.mmb.pa.gov.

Additional questions may also
be directed to Doug Eberly, the
PMMB’s chief counsel, at (717)
836-3115; or deberly@pa.gov.
The over-order premium
directly impacts 15 to 20 percent
of the milk produced in the state,
according to a PMMB overview.
Since its inception in 1988
through the end of January 2018,
the direct impact of the over-order
premium has resulted in Pennsylvania producers receiving an additional $842 million in revenue,
according to a PMMB overview.
The over-order premium also
indirectly impacts most of the milk
produced in Pennsylvania that it
does not directly impact, because
the over-order premium sets the
bar that milk purchasers must meet
when buying producer milk, the
overview noted.

Powder Processing
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Caloris Engineering Acquires Equipment
Fabricator Seitz Stainless Of MN
Easton, MD—Caloris Engineering, LLC, this week announced
that it has acquired equipment
fabricator Seitz Stainless of Avon,
MN, to be operated as a wholly
owned subsidiary.
The acquisition adds in-house
manufacturing to Caloris’ suite of
capabilities, which also includes
process engineering and design,
systems consulting and more.
“This purchase makes the combined companies a one-stop shop
for design, engineering and manufacturing for dairy, juice, food and
wastewater processing equipment,”
said Jim Peterson, Caloris president
and CEO.
“Seitz and Caloris have long been
partners, and Seitz has consistently
offered the highest manufacturing
quality in the industry,” Peterson
continued. “We are excited to
more formally join forces with the
Seitz staff, who have tremendous
skills and know-how.”

Caloris offers evaporators, dryers
and membranes to help food and
beverage manufacturers process
their high-value products.
The same concentration and
purification equipment is used to
treat wastewater in these industries,
enabling the reuse of purified water.
Seitz Stainless fabricates a variety of components used in food
processing systems, such as heat
exchangers, pressure vessels, tanks
and custom equipment.
“There has always been a synergy between Caloris and Seitz,”
Peterson said. “We are looking
forward to offering customers
enhanced responsiveness, quality
and execution as a result of this
acquisition and the qualities that
Seitz brings to the operation. We
are eager to show customers what
these expanded capabilities will
mean for future projects.”
Seitz Stainless will remain a separate operation and will continue

to serve a variety of customers,
in addition to Caloris. Both Seitz
and Caloris facilities will remain
in their respective geographic locations.
“We are excited by the prospect
of growth and stability that this
transaction brings,” said Jeff Haviland, president of Seitz Stainless.
“Current Seitz customers should
rest assured that the relationships and quality you have come
to expect from Seitz will remain,
with the opportunity for partnering
with Caloris on processing needs.
Operations at Seitz will continue
as before and Seitz customers
should still communicate directly
with Seitz for their manufacturing
needs.”
Caloris Engineering engineers
and builds evaporation, membrane
and drying processing systems for
the dairy, juice and other food
industries.
The company’s equipment is
also used to treat industrial wastewater.
For more information, visit
https://caloris.com.

Chr. Hansen’s New
CHY-MAX Supreme
Offers Higher Yields,
Faster Production,
Better Functionality

(FPC) range of coagulants. It helps
cheese makers deliver a greater
commercial return by offering
Higher yield: produces up to
1 percent more cheese over the
market-leading coagulant without
compromising whey quality.
Faster and more precise production: processes more milk and
cheese in less time.
Superior functionality: better
slicing and grating with controlled
protein breakdown over time.
“CHY-MAX Supreme maximizes value by allowing the cheese
maker to produce considerably

more cheese out of the same
amount of milk. A 1 percent yield
increase of global cheese production means more than 220 million
kilograms more cheese without
more milk to the vats,” said Soeren
Herskind, vice president, commercial development, Chr. Hansen.
The benefits of CHY-MAX
Supreme “also enable our customers to reduce their environmental
footprint and go hand in hand
with the increased focus on sustainability,” Herskind added.
For more information, visit
www.chr-hansen.com.

Chr. Hansen this week launched
CHY-MAX® Supreme, which the
company described as the most
precise and innovative coagulant
on the market.
CHY-MAX Supreme is the
third generation of the CHY-MAX
fermentation produced chymosin

Call 608-246-8430 or email: info@cheesereporter.com to subscribe or
for questions regarding the Cheese Reporter App
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H&C Acquires
Chilling, Freezing
Business Of Milmeq
Hastings, New Zealand—H&C
Automated Solutions (formerly
Haden & Custance) recently
acquired the chilling and freezing
business of New Zealand engineering company Milmeq.
The Milmeq chilling and freezing business is a market leader in
plate freezing in Australia and
chilling and freezing tunnels globally, according to the Mercer
Group Ltd., owner of H&C Automated Solutions.
The Milmeq systems automate
the chilling and freezing of cheese
and other food products.
H&C is known for its capability to design and deliver automated
solutions to the cheese, horticulture and red meat sectors globally.
H&C has broad materials handling
capability and specialized reverse
packaging systems in cheese and,
more recently, red meat that
include de-palletizing, de-boxing
and de-bagging.
The recent additions of BetaVac
vacuum packing
and Airo carton
erecting equipment have further
expanded its product range.
Richard Rookes, Mercer Group
chief executive officer, said the
acquisition of Milmeq was a huge
win for customers.
“Adding chilling and freezing
systems to our capabilities means
we now really can offer complete
solutions to the back end of cheese
and meat processing operations,”
Rookes said. “That means our customers only have to engage one
entity for a complete, integrated
solution.”
As part of the acquisition, H&C
has expanded its presence with a
further New Zealand office in
Auckland and an Australian office
in Brisbane, in addition to its existing offices in Hastings, New Zealand, and Green Bay, WI.
This growth has seen the
appointment of Mike Lee as general manager for H&C, tasked with
leading the integration of the two
companies and driving expansion
of H&C’s client base.
Lee’s previous experience
includes two years as international
sales and marketing manager for
Milmeq and 17 years working for
global dairy companies Fonterra
and Synlait.
“Making businesses more efficient is extremely rewarding; our
systems are helping them to create better quality products for their
customers while also achieving the
benefits of improved safety and
reduced operating costs,” Lee continued.
For more information, visit www.
hadencustance.com.
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Ultraviolet Disinfection Systems Offer
Numerous Benefits For Cheese Makers
Peru, NY—Cheese makers are
increasingly adopting ultraviolet (UV) disinfection systems to
provide safer process and cleaning
water within their plants, according to Norm LaVigne, founder of
Valcour Process Technologies.
“UV water disinfection is a more
cost-effective, energy efficient,
and on-demand solution for creating pasteurized equivalent water,”
LaVigne said.
Earlier this year, Valcour Process Technologies entered into a
partnership agreement with Aquionics for the distribution of its UV
disinfection systems to cheese makers and integrators in the Upper
Midwest. Based in Charlotte,
NC, Aquionics specializes in UV
technology for water disinfection,
dechlorination and de-ozonation.
UV technology has been around
for a while, but like most technology products it’s gotten better over
time, LaVigne explained. The UV
lamp technology itself has gotten better; that’s actually one of
the “big breakthroughs” with the
Aquionics UVEO H system that
Valcour is offering for dairy applications. Their parent company
Halma developed a breakthrough
high power, medium pressure,
longer UV lamp life product that
enables a more robust UV energy
source for the UVEO H system.
“Newer computational flow
dynamics modeling software is
enabling UV water system manufacturers to optimize the system
hydraulics which is resulting in
more energy efficient designs that
use fewer UV lamps and related
consumables than systems designed
five-plus years ago,” according to
Brian Grochowski – industrial
sales for Aquionics.
Another big breakthrough is on
the controls side, LaVigne continued. Early UV water disinfection
systems used proprietary controllers and custom software that was
not easy to integrate with.
The UVEO H have AB PLCs
and ethernet communications

DuPont Completes
Construction
On Probiotics
Fermentation Unit
Rochester,
NY—DuPont
announced recently that it has
completed construction on a new,
state-of-the-art probiotics fermentation unit at its Rochester, NY,
facility.
The unit is part of a multi-phase,
nearly $100 million investment to
expand probiotics capacity and
enhance the company’s leadership
in delivering probiotics to food and
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for ease of integrator or processor
plant integration, LaVigne said.
Customers now have the option to
create their own FDA compliant
reports internally in Pasteurized
Equivalent Water (PEW) applications instead of relying on proprietary supplier software.
Another breakthrough is moving from low to medium pressure
UV lamps, LaVigne said. Most
of what was out historically was
low pressure lamps, which don’t
generate as much UV power, and
therefore you need more of them
to deliver a validated UV dose.
In PEW applications, each lamp
must have a UV intensity sensor
to measure the performance of
the UV lamp, LaVigne said. In
higher flow or lower UV transmission water applications, multiple
lamps and sensors are typically
required from all designs – except
the Aquionics UVEO H, as it
incorporates an internally developed high power medium pressure
UV lamp design that uses a single
UV lamp.
Most UV lamps have an
expected life of 4,000 hours. The
new UVEO H lamp has a 9,000hour life for significantly lower
cost of ownership, LaVigne noted.
UV In Dairy, Cheese Applications
The number one application for
UV water disinfection technology
when it started in the dairy industry was for making pasteurized
equivalent water, LaVigne noted.
Plants were, and still are, underutilizing their HTST pasteurizers
because they had to make pasteurized-equivalent water to store at
the end of their HTST CIP process, and “that’s a couple hours of
HTSTproduction they give up to
do this.”
So now a yogurt plant, for example, is picking up two to four hours
of production every day, which
is “pretty huge.” The payback “is
incredible,” because you’re making
more product through the HTST
and downstream process on the

beverage and dietary supplement
manufacturers.
“Completing the construction
on our new fermentation unit
marks a major milestone in delivering essential innovations for our
customers and achieving our ambitious probiotics growth plans,”
said Matthias Heinzel, president,
DuPont Nutrition & Health.
In addition to the Rochester
announcement, DuPont also completed a probiotics capacity expansion at its facility in Madison, WI,
late last year. The investment was
used to upgrade equipment and
increase the pace of new product
development.

S
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same equipment instead of batching PEW, LaVigne said.
UV is actually a better way to
make the water safe, he added, as
HTST heat exchangers have low
flow areas and plates that can leak
if not maintained.
The application for UV technology for cheese is putting a UV
disinfection system on the end of a
reverse osmosis polisher system for
cow water reclamation, LaVigne
said. You’re separating your whey,
you’re concentrating it and drying it, but then all that water that
was in the milk to begin with has
been stripped of minerals, and “it’s
a great cleaning water,” and unless
pasteurized this water is often not
usable for final CIP rinse water.
“Now they put one of our UV
pasteurized equivalent water systems in and they can use that
water for final rinse,” LaVigne said.
“That water they’re reclaiming
now is less water they’re bringing
in from the well or the municipality, and it’s also less they are
discharging so processors save on
sewer and water costs.”
Another big application for UF
disinfection systems, LaVigne continued, is as a preventive control for
incoming water quality, be it well
or municipality. In those applications, you don’t have to go all the
way to pasteurized equivalent; you
may just want to know that you’ve
delivered a UV dose that makes
the water safe based on specific
pathogens of concern. It takes a
different UV dose to provide a pre-

determined log reduction to different water-borne contaminants.
“You’re using it as a plant water
firewall in this case to make sure
that the water coming into your
plant has had pathogens of concern deactivated to a specific log
reduction,” LaVigne explained.
And you might not need chlorine
at all in well water applications.
“Pasteurized equivalent water
doesn’t provide any residual disinfection; it provides instantaneous
disinfection,” he noted.
In a plant, a lot of people don’t
want a lot of chlorine in their process or their product, so they’re
using charcoal filters to remove
chlorine, LaVigne said.
Another application for UV
disinfection systems that LaVigne
said people are asking about is
fresh Mozzarella. Mozzarella balls
are packed in water, they’re cooled
in water, and “there’s no kill step
after.” So that, to LaVigne, should
be a pasteurized equivalent water
application.
Another application is washed
curd cheeses. “Anytime the water
is coming into contact with the
product and there isn’t a kill step
after is something to be concerned
about,” LaVigne said.
And the reconstitution of powders to add as an ingredient to
a product could be considered a
potential pasteurized equivalent
water application if there is no kill
step after, he added.
For more information, visit
www.valcourprocesstech.com.
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IDDBA Speaker Lineup Includes
Michael J. Fox, Rob Lowe, Laila Ali
Orlando, FL—Dairy industry leadThe final day will include a
ers and 1980s movie icons alike will talk by actor Rob Lowe and Barb
gather here June 2-4 for the Inter- Stuckey, president and chief
national Dairy Deli Bakery Asso- innovation officer for Mattson.
ciation’s (IDDBA) annual expo at Stuckey, who holds a seat on the
the Orlando Orange County Con- advisory board of the Plant Based
vention Center.
Foods Association, will cover the
The three-day meeting kicks 10 macro trends driving innovaoff“Our
SundayIDDBA
with a presentation
by tion
in the food and beverage
Community
is built
Christina Tosi, CEO and founder industry.
shared
successes
the New Product Showcase
of on
Milk
Bar, called
“one of theand The
most
exciting bakeries
in the coun-value.”
returns to the International Dairy
creation
of long-term
try” by Bon Appétit magazine.
Deli Bakery Association, which
Since opening Milk Bar’s doors highlights the newest products,
in 2008, the company now has packaging, and services in one
locations throughout New York, place.
Washington DC, Los Angeles,
The show’s Expert NeighborBoston, Las Vegas and
hood features industry
Toronto.
experts on disruption,
Former Yahoo! vice
leadership, marketing,
president and author
and regulations to
Seth Godin will share
learn how to improve
his marketing and
a business.
leadership experience,
Participants can
while Kevin Ryan,
talk about industry
founder and CEO of
challenges, and busiMalachite Strategy
ness problems durand Research, will
ing these one-on-one
cover the “new retail reality.”
appointments.
Ryan previously served as senior
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Equipment & Fabrication

We offer the following services:

SOCIATION FOR DAIRY,
S ONLY A CLICK AWAY.
Contact Us Today!

www.ullmers.com

Laser Cutting
Bending
Rolling
Custom Fabrication & Welding

IDDBA.ORG

Paul:
paul@ullmers.com
Trevor: trevor@ullmers.com
Or call: 920-822-8266
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...because we don’t just
see cheese, we see the
whole picture.

CWCBA Annual
Meeting, Banquet
Scheduled For May 8
In Marshfield, WI
Cheese Reporter Ad.indd 1

Marshfield, WI—The Central
Wisconsin Cheesemakers & Buttermakers Association (CWCBA)
will hold its annual business meeting and banquet here Wednesday,
May 8 at Holm’s RiverEdge Golf
Course.
The meeting kicks off at 3 p.m.,
and will cover financial and scholarship news, election of officers,
industry updates and future meeting dates.
As part of the business meeting,
John Umhoefer, executive director
of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers
Association (WCMA), and Kirk
Scott with Dairy Farmers of Wisconsin (DFW), will deliver industry updates.
A representative from the Wisconsin Center for Dairy Research
(CDR) will also be on hand to
deliver the latest happenings.
The International Dairy Judging Team from the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls (UWRF)
will also talk about their recent
competition in Europe, where they
received a first place in Brie and
Camembert.
A CWCBA Life membership
will be announced following the
speaker presentation, along with
raffle prizes including tickets to a
Wisconsin Badgers football game.
Registrations are due April 26
and cost is $30. For questions, contact Dave Lindgren at (715) 2387129 or via email: davel@lynndairy.
com.

First-Ever Midwest
Cheesemonger Event
Is April 28 In Chicago
Chicago—The inaugural, invitation-only Midwest Cheesemonger
Invitational will take place here
Sunday, April 28 at Goose Island
Barrel House.
A total of 43 cheese mongers from across the country will
step into the ring to showcase
their technical skills, encyclopedic knowledge, and salesmanship
regarding all things cheese. For
more information, visit www.cheesemongerinvitational.com.

1.866.404.4545 www.devilletechnologies.com

PLANNING GUIDE

2018-01-03 11:52 PM

April 17-18: Cheese Industry
Conference, Alliant Energy
Center, Madison, WI. More
details available online at www.
cheeseconference.org.
•
April 26-May 1: NCIMS Conference, Hyatt Regency St. Louis
at the Arch, St. Louis, MO. Visit
www.ncims.org.
•
May 5-7: ADPI/ABI Joint Annual
Meeting, Chicago Marriott
Downtown, Chicago, IL. For
details, visit www.adpi.org.
•
June 2-4: IDDBA Conference &
Expo, Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL. Visit
www.iddba.org for details.
•
June 2-5: IFT Annual Meeting &
Expo, Ernest N. Morial Convention Center, New Orleans, LA.
For details, visit www.ift.org.
•
June 23-25: Summer Fancy
Food Show, Javits Convention
Center, New York, NY. Visit
www.specialtyfood.com.
•
July 15-16: WDPA Dairy Symposium, Door County, WI. See
www.wdpa.net for details.
•
July 16-18: Second Annual
Dairy Experience Forum, Saint
Paul RiverCentre. For more
details, visit www.dairyexperienceforum.com.
•
July 31-Aug. 3: American
Cheese Society Annual Conference, Richmond, VA. Visit www.
cheesesociety.org.
•
Aug. 8-9: Idaho Milk Processors Association’s Annual Conference, Sun Valley Resort, Sun
Valley, ID. More details available soon at www.impa.us.
•
Sept. 23-26: IDF World Dairy
Summit, Hilton Istanbul
Bomonti Hotel & Conference
Center, Istanbul, Turkey. Visit
www.idfwds2019.com.
•
Oct. 24-26: Global Cheese
Technology Forum, Peppermill
Resort, Reno, NV. Visit www.
adpi.org/GlobalCheeseTechnologyForum.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
phone: (608) 246-8430 fax: (608) 246-8431
e-mail: classifieds@cheesereporter.com

The “Industry’s” Market Place for Products, Services, Equipment and Supplies, Real Estate and Employee Recruitment
Classified Advertisements should be placed
by Thursday for the Friday issue. Classified ads
charged at $0.75 per word. Display Classified
advertisements charged at per column inch
rate. For more information, call 608-316-3792
or email kthome@cheesereporter.com

1. Equipment for Sale

2. Equipment Wanted

FOR SALE: 1500 and 1250 cream
tanks. Like New. (800) 558-0112. (262)
473-3530.

WANTED TO BUY: Westfalia or AlfaLaval separators. Large or small. Old or
new. Top dollar paid. Call Great Lakes
Separators at (920) 863-3306 or email
drlambert@dialez.net

WESTFALIA SEPARATORS: New
arrivals! Great condition. Model numbers 120, 130, 170 and 200. All water
savers. Call GREAT LAKES SEPARATORS at (920) 863-3306 or e-mail
drlambert@dialez.net.

3. Products & Services

8. Promotion & Placement
PROMOTE YOURSELF - By contacting Tom Sloan & Associates. Job
enhancement thru results oriented
professionals. We place cheese makers, production, technical, maintenance,
engineering and sales management
people. Contact Dairy Specialist David
Sloan, Tom Sloan or Terri Sherman.
TOM SLOAN & ASSOCIATES, INC.,
PO Box 50, Watertown, WI 53094.
Phone: (920) 261-8890 or FAX: (920)
261-6357; or by email: tsloan@tsloan.
com.

AGED CHEDDAR FOR SALE: 4 year
old Sharp White Cheddar 40# blocks.
Produced August-December 2014 in
Wisconsin. Available in full truckload or
pallet quantities in Wisconsin. Please
call 847-573-4982 or email s.doyle@
hoogwegtus.com with inquiries.
KEYS MANUFACTURING:
Dehydrators of scrap cheese for the
animal feed industry. Contact us for
your scrap at (217) 465-4001 or email
keysmfg@aol.com.

12. Warehousing

Advertise your search here and on
www.cheesereporter.com

FOR SALE: Car load of 300-400-500
late model open top milk tanks. Like
new. (262) 473-3530

Cheese Operations Supervisor - Malone, WI

4. Walls & Ceiling
EXTRUTECH PLASTICS Sanitary
POLY BOARD© panels provide bright
white, non-porous, easily cleanable
surfaces, perfect for non-food contact applications. CFIA and USDA
accepted and Class A for smoke and
flame. Call EPI Plastics at 888-8180118 or www.epiplastics.com for
more information.

ALFA-LAVAL SEPARATOR: Model
MRPX 518 HGV hermetic separator.
Can be set up for warm or cold. Call
GREAT LAKES SEPARATORS at
(920) 863-3306 or e-mail drlambert@
dialez.net.
SEPARATOR NEEDS - Before you buy
a separator, give Great Lakes a call.
TOP QUALITY, reconditioned machines
at the lowest prices. Call Dave Lambert, Great Lakes Separators at (920)
863-3306; drlambert@dialez.net for
more information.

5. Real Estate

Gasket Material
for the
Dairy Industry

Your Direct Source for
all your
cheese needs!

A New Product that
is officially
accepted*
for use in Dairy
Plants inspected
by the USDA
under the Dairy
Plant Survey
Program.

Red Wax Wedges
Cream Cheese
Swiss
Baby Swiss
Asadaro
Muenster

Serving:
Retail, Foodservice, Delis
Warehouses in Texas & Wisconsin
for convenient pick-ups

TC Strainer Gasket

*USDA Project
Number 13377

Call for Competititve Pricing
Jamey Williams
at 972-422-5667
jamey@wisconsinsfinest.com

Come join our team! Mosaic Meadows is bringing together the finest artisanal
creameries in the world. Our products have won top honors at the U.S. Cheese
Championship, World Cheese Championship, Good Food Awards and more…
and we’re just getting started! We are in growth mode and expanding our
processing capabilities. Our cheesemakers benefit from an experienced sales,
marketing and service team as well as a coast-to-coast broker-and-distribution
network. Join the best and make us even better.

Overall responsibilities: Specialize in Chevre operations, product safety,
quality, consistency and standardizing production process. Direct safety
program, production efficiency and assist with expansion projects.

Preferred experience: Experience in Chevre operations. Experience leading

DAIRY PLANTS FOR SALE:
http://dairyassets.webs.com/acquisitions-mergers-other. Contact Jim
at 608-835-7705; or by email at jimcisler7@gmail.com

Wisconsin's
Finest Cheese

1 lb. Chunks
8 oz. Chunks
IWS Slices
8 oz & 2 lb. Shreds
American Slices
American Loaves
Blocks, Prints

10. Cheese & Dairy Products

6. Help Wanted

440-953-8811
TC Strainer Gasket
gmiinc@msn.com
www.gmigaskets.com

Western Repack
We Purchase Fines and Downgraded Cheese

Reclamation Services
• Cheese Salvage/Repacking
• 640# Block Cutting

Handling cheese both as a
service and on purchase.
Bring us your special projects

Western Repack, LLC
(801) 388-4861

and supervising others. Knowledge of cheese affinage process, food safety
controls and sanitation programs. Familiar with FMO/FDA compliance and
State and Federal regulations. Working knowledge of lean production, shrink
reduction, and pasteurization concepts and regulatory requirements.

If interested, please send resumes to:
Mosaic Meadows, LLC
Attn: Human Resources
N3569 Vanden Bosch Rd.
Kaukauna, WI 54130
Or apply online at: www.indeed.com
Mosaic Meadows, LLC and its subsidiaries will consider applicants for any position
without regard to any applicant’s race, color, religion, creed, gender, national origin, age,
disability, marital or veteran status, sexual orientation, or any other legally protected status.

Food Ingredients
Product Manager
Kelley Supply, Inc. is a B2B distributor, located in the heart of Wisconsin,
that provides solutions to the Food and Dairy industries in the United
States. For over 60 years, we have provided food ingredients, automation,
packaging, safety wear, chemicals and a variety of other products from
coast to coast. Kelley supplies products to the food processing, meat,
poultry, dairy, printing, packaging and other industries.
We are looking for enthusiastic technical and application expert with
expertise in business leadership to include technical sales, selling all
food ingredients with an emphasis in cultures, enzymes and colors.
If you feel you qualify and would like to be
part of the Kelley leadership team please
send your resume and cover letter to:
jobs@kelleysupply.com
subject: Food Ingredients

For details CLICK HERE

800-782-8573

Mail to: Human Resources
P.O. Box 100, Kelley Supply, Inc. Abbotsford WI 54405
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DAIRY FUTURES PRICES

Class Milk & Component Prices
March 2019 with comparisons to March 2018
Class III - Cheese Milk Price
PRICE (per hundredweight)
SKIM PRICE (per hundredweight)

2018
$13.88
$5.93

2019
$15.04
$6.35

Class II - Soft Dairy Products
PRICE (per hundredweight)
BUTTERFAT PRICE (per pound)
SKIM MILK PRICE (per hundredweight)

2018
$13.88
$2.4343
$5.55

2019
$16.61
$2.5531
$7.95

SETTLING PRICE
Date
Month
3-29
April 19
5-1
April 19
5-2
April 19
5-3
April 19
5-4
April 19

Class IV - Butter, MP
2018
2019
PRICE (per hundredweight)
$13.04
$15.71
SKIM MILK PRICE (per hundredweight)
$4.71
$7.05
BUTTERFAT PRICE (per pound)
$2.4273
$2.5461
NONFAT SOLIDS PRICE (per pound)
$0.5232
$0.7832
PROTEIN PRICE (per pound)
$1.8066
$1.6303
OTHER SOLIDS PRICE (per pound)
$0.0556
$0.2200
SOMATIC CELL Adjust. rate (per 1,000 scc)
$0.00078
$0.00077
AMS Survey Product Price Averages

2018

Cheese, US 40-block, NASS
Butter, CME
Nonfat Dry Milk
Dry Whey

2019

$1.5542
$2.1759
$0.6963
$0.2531

$1.5383
$2.2740
$0.9589
$0.4127

$18.00
$17.00

Class III Milk Price Tracker:

2019 vs 2018

$16.00
$15.00
$14.00
$13.00
$12.00
$11.00

April 5, 2019

CHEESE REPORTER
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DAIRY PRODUCT SALES
April 3, 2019—AMS’ National Dairy Products Sales Report. Prices included are provided each week by manufacturers. Prices
collected are for the (wholesale) point of sale
for natural, unaged Cheddar; boxes of butter meeting USDA standards; Extra Grade
edible dry whey; and Extra Grade and USPH
Grade A nonfortified NFDM. •Revised

Style and Region

March 30

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

$1.75
$1.70
$1.65
$1.60

Class III* Class IV* Dry Whey*
15.61
15.88
38.500
15.65
15.85
37.675
15.85
15.94
37.675
15.80
15.90
38.000
15.81
15.90
39.250

NDM*
97.100
96.800
97.750
97.500
97.500

*Cash Settled
Butter* Cheese*
228.750
1.6170
228.250
1.6190
228.700
1.6350
228.050
1.6300
228.000
1.6330

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

May 19
May 19
May 19
May 19
May 19

15.48
15.52
15.70
15.67
15.71

16.12
16.08
16.15
16.11
16.08

38.450
37.400
37.500
37.750
38.500

98.900
98.850
99.950
99.800
100.100

230.700
230.000
229.800
229.800
228.750

1.6000
1.5950
1.6180
1.6160
1.6220

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

June 19
June 19
June 19
June 19
June 19

15.67
15.72
15.85
15.80
15.83

16.43
16.41
16.51
16.41
16.44

37.500
36.925
37.025
37.025
38.750

100.900
101.175
102.250
102.225
102.875

233.750
233.400
232.475
232.000
230.875

1.6250
1.6180
1.6360
1.6340
1.6370

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

July 19
July 19
July 19
July 19
July 19

16.04
16.06
16.13
16.11
16.10

16.55
16.62
16.74
16.63
16.65

37.500
37.000
37.000
37.025
38.000

102.350
103.250
104.100
104.000
104.675

234.800
234.500
234.375
233.400
233.000

1.6590
1.6560
1.6640
1.6600
1.6640

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

August 19
August 19
August 19
August 19
August 19

16.26
16.28
16.35
16.36
16.34

16.65
16.73
16.80
16.82
16.84

37.575
37.300
37.300
37.800
37.650

103.500
104.350
105.150
104.950
105.750

236.200
235.100
235.400
235.000
234.600

1.6840
1.6790
1.6900
1.6880
1.6880

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

September 19
September 19
September 19
September 19
September 19

16.50
16.53
16.55
16.56
16.56

16.76
16.79
16.83
16.87
16.90

38.250
38.000
38.000
38.000
38.425

104.825
105.025
105.875
106.300
106.425

236.300
235.700
235.175
235.075
235.000

1.7030
1.6970
1.7030
1.7020
1.7100

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

October 19
October 19
October 19
October 19
October 19

16.48
16.49
16.54
16.50
16.53

16.74
16.82
16.84
16.89
16.90

38.000
38.000
38.000
38.000
38.000

104.975
106.025
106.850
106.850
107.225

234.375
233.900
234.000
233.775
233.550

1.7040
1.6990
1.7090
1.7060
1.7060

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

November 19
November 19
November 19
November 19
November 19

16.34
16.35
16.43
16.39
16.39

16.75
16.73
16.84
16.94
16.94

38.000
38.000
38.000
38.000
38.000

106.425
107.400
107.550
107.825
108.250

233.100
232.650
231.625
231.725
231.625

1.6940
1.6870
1.7000
1.6950
1.6990

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

December 19
December 19
December 19
December 19
December 19

16.23
16.23
16.26
16.27
16.26

16.65
16.73
16.73
16.79
16.79

38.000
38.000
38.000
38.000
38.000

107.400
107.400
107.825
108.500
109.075

229.150
228.900
228.750
228.125
227.525

1.6790
1.6750
1.6810
1.6810
1.6810

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

January 20
January 20
January 20
January 20
January 20

15.85
15.89
15.89
15.89
15.89

16.55
16.55
16.55
16.55
16.55

37.375
37.375
37.375
37.375
37.625

108.000
108.000
108.150
108.575
108.600

223.250
223.250
223.250
223.250
222.850

1.6600
1.6540
1.6650
1.6650
1.6640

3-29
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4

February 20
February 20
February 20
February 20
February 20

15.80
15.83
15.90
15.88
15.88

16.60
16.60
16.60
16.60
16.60

37.375
37.375
37.375
37.375
38.000

108.275
108.450
106.950
110.500
110.500

223.500
223.000
222.225
222.225
221.600

1.6580
1.6580
1.6580
1.6580
1.6550

20,321

6,942

2,881

7,835

7,525

19,685

$1.55

Interest - April 4

$1.50

40-Pound Block Avg

$1.45
$1.40
$1.35

CHEESE REPORTER SUBSCRIBER SERVICE CARD

CME vs AMS
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WEEK ENDING
March 23

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

J

March 16

F

M

A

March 9

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ON:
___Advertising ___Subscribing
_____Subscripion Change ___Other_________________

40-Pound Block Cheddar Cheese Prices and Sales

10,509,114

If changing subscription, please include your old and new address below

1.6212
10,778,178

1.6111
11,541,511

500-Pound Barrel Cheddar Cheese Prices, Sales & Moisture Contest

Weighted Price
US
1.5749
Adjusted to 38% Moisture
US
1.5029
Sales Volume
US
11,385,590
Weighted Moisture Content
US
35.03

Dollars/Pound
1.5280•
1.4573•
Pounds
12,442,548•
Percent
34.99

1.5187

1.5095

1.4467

1.4370

11,150,348
34.91

11,657,799
34.87

Butter

Weighted Price
US
Sales Volume
US

2.2956
3,150,773

Dollars/Pound
2.2600
Pounds
5,098,388•

2.2905
3,998,746

2.2792
4,109,617

Dry Whey Prices

Weighted Price
US
Sales Volume
US

0.4020
5,871,738

Dollars/Pounds
0.4118

0.4159•

6,537,295•

7,210,599•

0.4094
7,513,908

Nonfat Dry Milk

Average Price
US
Sales Volume
US

0.9515
28,005,546

Dollars/Pound
0.9574•
Pounds
26,182,374•

0.9561•
234,860,324•

0.9563
27,844,175•

New Subscriber Info

1.5957

Dollars/Pound
1.6002•
Pounds
9,776,560•

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City/St/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
E-Mail Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Old Subscriber Info

Weighted Price
US
Sales Volume
US

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City/St/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
E-Mail Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TYPE OF BUSINESS:
___Cheese Manufacturer
___Cheese Processor
___Cheese Packager
___Cheese Marketer(broker, distributor, retailer
___Other processor (butter, cultured products)
___Whey processor
___Food processing/Foodservice
___Supplier to dairy processor

JOB FUNCTION:
___Company Management
___Plant Management
___Plant Personnel
___Laboratory (QC, R&D, Tech)
___Packaging
___Purchasing
___Warehouse/Distribution
___Sales/Marketing

Circle, copy and FAX to (608) 246-8431 for prompt response
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DAIRY PRODUCT MARKETS
AS REPORTED BY THE US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

WHOLESALE CHEESE MARKETS
NATIONAL - MARCH 29: Strong milk yield is guaranteeing continuous cheese production
in all the regions. Nonetheless, in California, there have been some shifts in the types of cheese
produced and some holdbacks on cheese production volumes as well. Altogether, cheese
inventories remain strong. In the Midwest, supplies are being managed in a way to control
further growth. There is a seasonal increase in cheese buying in most areas due, in part, to
spring holiday demand. Barrel cheese is receiving most of the added interest. Uncertainty in the
cheese market remains present and is reflected in the price gap between blocks and barrels.
NORTHEAST- APRIL 3:

Northeast milk production is seasonally coming up, and the
weather in some areas is getting pleasantly warmer. Cheese production is strong currently.
Available milk loads are keeping Class III intakes fairly full. Cheddar and Italian supplies are
balanced to growing at a steady rate. Manufacturers are putting finishing touches to their
customers’ spring holiday commitments. Domestic cheese demand is positively stable as
pizzerias currently have solid, regular orders and grilling season is approaching. Spot market
trading is stable currently. Cheddar cheese spot prices are steady to increasing on various
pricing indices.

Wholesale prices, delivered, dollars per/lb:
Cheddar 40-lb blocks: $2.1425 - $2.4275 Process 5-lb sliced: $1.7200 - $2.2000
Muenster:		
$2.1275 - $2.4775 Swiss Cuts 10-14 lbs: $2.9825 - $3.3050

MIDWEST AREA - APRIL 3:

Cheese makers say demand is edging up due to seasonal shifts, along with some aid from the upcoming holidays. Some have said winter buying
was particularly dismal in recent months. Winter weather in the Midwest and Northeast has
been far from complementary to retail/restaurant cheese buying. Spot milk market activity
was somewhat quiet this week. Reported spot loads ranged from Class to $1.25 under
Class. Cheese production reports range from steady to increasing, meeting newly increasing
demand needs. There is plenty of cheese in the country, but a number of Midwestern contacts suggest their inventories have been held in check with lower production during fall and
winter. Although some minor stumbles have kept cheese markets in check, cheese contacts
view the current state of the cheese markets with a somewhat bullish lens.

Wholesale prices delivered, dollars per/lb:
Brick 5# Loaf:		
$2.0500 - $2.4750
Monterey Jack 10#:
$2.0250 - $2.2300
Muenster 5#		
$2.0500 - $2.4750
Grade A Swiss 6-9#:
$2.4975 - $2.6150

Cheddar 40# Block:
Mozzarella 5-6#:
Process 5# Loaf:
Blue 5# Loaf:

$1.7725 - $2.1725
$1.8500 - $2.7900
$1.6750 - $2.0350
$2.3175 - $3.3875

WEST - APRIL 3: In the West, cheese offers are abundant as manufacturers have a lot in
stocks. The processing of cheese is stable to increasing due to strong milk output. However,
it seems like there have been some shifts in the types of cheese produced. A few manufacturers are also refraining from making too much cheese as they try to control their supplies.
Some cheese plants are using more condensed skim for fortification purpose. Export and
domestic sales are a bit higher. Industry contacts say that in some parts of the West, spot
block orders are stronger this week as buyers try to take advantage of the market. Barrel
cheese demand is active.
Wholesale prices delivered, dollars per/lb: Cheddar 10# Cuts:
Cheddar 40# Block:
$1.8100 - $2.2525 Monterey Jack 10#:
Process 5# Loaf:		
$1.6625 - $1.9175 Swiss 6-9# Cuts:

$1.9900 - $2.2100
$2.0000 - $2.1600
$2.5800 - $3.0100

FOREIGN -TYPE CHEESE - APRIL 3: In Germany, cheese demand from retailers
and large consumers is extensive and in line with the expectations of processors. Requests
for cheese within and outside the EU are strong. At the start of the year, cheese export
sales shifted up; however, they declined a bit in February. On average, in Germany, cheese
inventories and orders are in good balance. Nevertheless, there are very limited loads available for spot sales. Production remains active, but not enough for a big increase in supplies.
Prices have developed unevenly in Q1 and the same condition persists currently.
Selling prices, delivered, dollars per/lb:		Imported
Blue:			 $2.6400 - 5.2300
Gorgonzola: 		 $3.6900 - 5.7400
Parmesan (Italy):		 0
Romano (Cows Milk):		 0
Sardo Romano (Argentine):		 $2.8500 - 4.7800
Reggianito (Argentine):		 $3.2900 - 4.7800
Jarlsberg (Brand):		 $2.9500 - 6.4500
Swiss Cuts Switzerland:		 0
Swiss Cuts Finnish:		 $2.6700- 2.9300

Domestic
$2.1950 - 3.6825
$2.7025 - 3.4200
$3.5850 - 5.6750
$3.3850 - 5.5400
0
0
0
$3.0200 - 3.3425
0

WHOLESALE BUTTER MARKETS - APRIL 3
WEST: Western butter demand is strong
as spring baking and holidays are right
around the corner. Interest in bulk butter
is also considerable. Some end users see
value in assuring coverage and placing a
part of their future needs into warehouses.
However, bulk butter prices are a bit mixed.
A few industry contacts suggest there were
some situational discounts available for bulk
butter, while others say manufacturers had
to increase premiums for butter overages.
Butter makers are actively churning available cream. But a few industry contacts
suggest cream has tightened greatly over
the last couple weeks. Class II dairy processors seem to have started ramping up
production and soaked up the extra loads
of cream. Butter inventories are growing.
CENTRAL:
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Regionally, butter plant
managers suggest variances on cream
access. Some report cream availability has
tapered down noticeably, while others con-

tinue to report sufficient to plentiful amounts
for the churns. Cream multiples moving into
Class II and III production are coming in
higher than in recent weeks. Naturally, production schedules vary, too. Some producers have pumped the brakes on schedules,
while others continue to bolster their spring/
fall inventories. Some Central butter contacts
relay increasing their organic production, as
they receive organic cream from outside the
region. Butter demand is strong.

NORTHEAST:

Northeast butter suggests a transiting marketplace, ahead of
the latest GDT report of an upward shift
in prices. Meanwhile, behind increases in
Class II cream utilization, manufacturers’
churning rates are moving to more moderate levels. Sources point out that balancing facilities are prioritizing their contracted
cream requirements, as limited churning
occurs. Retail outlets have mostly concluded their holiday butter purchases.

NATIONAL - CONENTIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS
The most advertised product/category this week is conventional ice cream in 48- to 64-ounce
containers. Ad numbers increased 46 percent. The average advertised price, $2.86, decreased
22 cents from last week. Ad numbers for conventional cream cheese in 8-ounce packages
nearly doubled. The average advertised price, $1.52, is down 8 cents. Organic 8-ounce cream
cheese averages 2.62, a $1.10 organic price premium.
Conventional cheese ad numbers are steady. The average price for conventional 8-ounce
shred cheese is $2.27, up 13 cents from last week. The average price for 8-ounce block cheese
is $2.26, up 17 cents. Organic 8-ounce block cheese averages $4.99, a $2.73 organic price
premium.
The national average advertised price for conventional milk half-gallons is $2.03, compared
to $4.20 for organic milk half-gallons, an organic price premium of $2.17. Conventional halfgallon milk ad numbers increased 162 percent. Organic half-gallon milk ad numbers increased
53 percent. There are over four times more ads for organic half-gallons than conventional half
gallons. The average advertised price for conventional yogurt in 4- to 6-ounce containers is
$0.51, down 1 cent from last week.

RETAIL PRICES - CONVENTIONAL DAIRY - APRIL 5
Commodity

US

NE

SE

MID

SC

SW

NW

Butter 1#

3.31

2.61

3.21

3.77

3.99

3.57

4.29

Cheese 8 oz block

2.26

2.03

2.38

2.77

1.89

2.72

1.93

Cheese 1# block

3.18

2.15

3.96

2.99

2.03

NA

3.99

Cheese 2# block

6.17

5.99

NA

NA

6.99

6.40

4.99

Cheese 8 oz shred

2.27

2.19

2.18

2.14

2.07

2.78

1.93

Cheese 1# shred

3.65

NA

4.06

3.06

2.99

NA

NA

Cottage Cheese

2.02

1.99

2.00

1.74

2.00

3.00

NA

Cream Cheese

1.52

1.56

1.54

1.41

1.34

2.00

2.00

Flavored Milk ½ gallon 2.50
Flavored Milk gallon
2.58

NA

2.50

NA

NA

1.99

1.99

NA

NA

3.19

NA

NA

NA

Ice Cream 48-64 oz

2.86

2.89

2.55

3.04

3.11

3.00

3.01

Milk ½ gallon

2.03

2.50

NA

.99

2.50

NA

1.00

Milk gallon

2.40

3.25

NA

2.16

2.70

2.19

1.99

Sour Cream 16 oz

1.79

1.89

1.70

1.49

1.86

1.99

1.49

Yogurt (Greek) 4-6 oz

.97

.98

1.00

.98

.94

.92

.80

Yogurt (Greek) 32 oz

4.32

4.51

4.29

4.99

3.69

3.49

NA

Yogurt 4-6 oz

.51

.51

.50

.53

.51

.47

.50

Yogurt 32 oz

2.79

2.78

NA

NA

NA

2.50

NA

US: National
Northeast (NE): CT, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT;
Southeast (SE): AL, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, TN, VA, WV; Midwest (MID): IA, IL, IN,
KY, MI, MN, ND, NE, OH, SD, WI; South Central (SC): AK, CO, KS, LA, MO, NM,
OK, TX; Southwest (SW): AZ, CA, NV, UT; Northwest (NW): ID, MT, OR, WA, WY

ORGANIC DAIRY - RETAIL OVERVIEW
National Weighted Retail Avg Price:		 Yogurt 4-6 oz:
Yogurt 32 oz:
Butter 1 lb:
$6.49
Greek Yogurt 32 oz:
Cheese 8 oz block:
$4.99
Milk ½ gallon:
Cheese 1 lb shred:
$3.49
Milk gallon:
Cottage Cheese 16 oz:
$3.49
Milk UHT 8 oz:
Cream Cheese 8 oz:
$2.62

$1.00
$3.50
$5.08
$4.20
$6.41
$0.94

DRY DAIRY PRODUCTS - APRIL 4
NDM - CENTRAL:

Low/medium heat
NDM prices saw a slight increase on the
bottom of the range but held steady elsewhere. Buyers have been hesitant to jump
into the spot market. They say they sense
some blood in the water, but producers are
not flexing as much as some end users
expected. Manufacturers continue to report
offers are steadfastly in the high $.90s and
have had some beneficial reports this week,
including the GDT announcement regarding skim milk powder. All said, the markets
are far from steady, and contacts are offering varying expectations. Undoubtedly, US/
Mexican border disruptions and/or blockages are a potentially huge bearish factor.

market. According to them, prices should dip
soon, especially during the spring flush farm
milk production peak. NDM interest from
Mexico is reported as fair, while offers from
US western manufacturers are competitive
compared to their international counterparts.
Rumors about the US/Mexico border closure are not making considerable impact
to the NDM market, at least for now. Most
balancing plants are busy clearing heavy
volumes of condensed skim milk into NDM/
SMP, while stock levels are generally steady
to building. Meanwhile, high heat NDM cash
prices are unchanged on light trading. Manufacturers report slow sales activity outside of
contract requirements.

NDM - WEST:

NDM - EAST:

Most NDM cash prices
are mixed as a few trades pushed up the
bottom value of the mostly series. According to some market participants, particularly
manufacturers, the NDM market tone is
improving as demands from cheese makers, bakers, and confectioners are robust
ahead of the upcoming holiday needs. Conversely, some customers are still confused
about the contradictory economic relation
between improved NDM prices and large
NDM stocks currently available in the spot

Low/medium heat NDM
prices are mostly unchanged this week. The
price on the bottom of the range shifted up
to reflect an uptick on the price floor. Many
market participants are purchasing around
the mid to high $0.90’s at this time. NDM
manufacturers are drying on steady to full
schedules. Some suppliers communicate
inventories are somewhat outweighing
demand. Market conditions are steady to
moderate. High heat NDM prices are steady
to a bit lower.

WEEKLY COLD STORAGE HOLDINGS
SELECTED STORAGE CENTERS IN 1,000 POUNDS - INCLUDING GOVERNMENT
DATE

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

04/01/19
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
04/01/19
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Change
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percent Change. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

BUTTER
38,360
38,360
0
0

CHEESE
93,362
93,361
1
0
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CME CASH PRICES - APRIL 1 - APRIL 5, 2019
Visit www.cheesereporter.com for daily prices
500-LB
CHEDDAR

40-LB
CHEDDAR

MONDAY
April 1

$1.5900
(-1¼)

$1.6400
(-½)

TUESDAY
April 2

$1.5900
(NC)

WEDNESDAY
April 3

AA
BUTTER

GRADE A
NFDM

DRY
WHEY

$2.2500
(-½)

$0.9600
(-¼)

$0.3300
(+¾)

$1.6500
(+1)

$2.2500
(NC)

$0.9750
(+1½)

$0.3325
(+¼)

$1.5700
(-2)

$1.6600
(+1)

$2.2525
(+¼)

$0.9750
(NC)

$0.3450
(+1¼)

THURSDAY
April 4

$1.5700
(NC)

$1.6600
(NC)

$2.2550
(+¼)

$0.9875
(+1¼)

$0.3425
(-¼)

FRIDAY
April 5

$1.5750
(+½)

$1.6600
(-7¼)

$2.2700
(+1½)

$0.9875
(NC)

$0.3450
(+¼)

Week’s AVG
Change

$1.5790
(-0.0100)

$1.6540
(-0.0305)

$2.2555
(-0.0115)

$0.9770
(+0.0165)

$0.3390
(+0.0165)

Last Week’s
AVG

$1.5890

$1.6845

$2.2670

$0.9605

$0.3225

2018 AVG
Same Week

$1.4475

$1.5585

$2.2740

$0.7070

$0.2890

MARKET OPINION - CHEESE REPORTER
Cheese Comment: Four cars of blocks were sold Monday, the last at $1.6350; an
unfilled bid at $1.6400 then set the price. Two cars of blocks were sold Tuesday, the
last at $1.6500, which raised the price. Three cars of blocks were sold Wednesday,
the last at $1.6600, which raised the price. On Thursday, 1 car of blocks was sold
at $1.6600, which left the price unchanged. One car of blocks was sold Friday at
$1.6600, which again left the price unchanged. The barrel price declined Monday
on a sale at $1.5900, fell Wednesday on a sale at $1.5700, then rose Friday on a
sale at $1.5750.
Butter Comment: The butter price declined Monday on a sale at $2.2500, increased
Wednesday on an unfilled bid at $2.2525, rose Thursday on a sale at $2.2550, and
increased Friday on an unfilled bid at $2.2700.
NDM Comment: The price declined Monday on an unfilled bid at 96.0 cents (following a sale at 95.75 cents), rose Tuesday on an unfilled bid at 97.50 cents, and
increased Thursday on a sale at 98.75 cents.
Dry Whey Comment: The price increased Monday on a sale at 33.0 cents, rose
Tuesday on a sale at 33.25 cents, increased Wednesday on a sale at 34.50 cents,
declined Thursday on a sale at 34.25 cents, then rose Friday on an unfilled bid at
34.50 cents.

Ag Producer
Sentiment Declined
Slightly In March
Due To Concerns
About Future
West Lafayette, IN, and Chicago—Agricultural producer sentiment weakened slightly in late
winter, according to the March
Purdue University/CME Group Ag
Economy Barometer reading.
The barometer, which is based
on a survey of 400 US agricultural
producers, declined three points to
a reading of 133, down from 136
in February.
“This month’s drop is largely
due to producers’ weaker outlook
regarding future economic conditions in agriculture and, in some
cases, stress regarding their farm’s
future financial performance,” said
James Mintert, the barometer’s
principal investigator and director
of Purdue University’s Center for
Commercial Agriculture.
The Index of Future Expectations dropped six points, down
from a reading of 145 to 139, while
the Index of Current Conditions
remained nearly unchanged at 120.
Financial stress continues to be
a concern in the production agriculture sector. When asked about
their financial performance expec-

tations for 2019 compared to the
previous year, 59 percent of producers expect their farm’s performance to be “about the same,” and
21 percent actually expect “better,”
financial performance; however,
20 percent of producers said they
expect their farm’s performance to
be “worse than” in 2018.
Responding to a separate question, just over half of respondents
indicated they are less optimistic
about their farm’s financial future
compared to a year earlier.
To learn more about financial
conditions on US farms, Purdue
researchers asked producers about
their operating debt, both in the
January and March 2019 surveys.
Results suggest that 5 to as much
as 7 percent of farms are suffering from financial stress, using the
need to carryover unpaid operating
debt as a financial stress indicator.
In March, of the 22 percent of
farms that expect to have a larger
operating loan in 2019, just over
one in five said it was the result
of carrying over a previous year’s
unpaid operating debt.
In contrast to the concerns
expressed about financial performance in the March survey, producers seem more optimistic about
the future of agriculture exports.
Only 8 percent of producers in
the March survey said they expect
agriculture exports to decrease in
the next five years.
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The Global Leader in Food Cutting Technology

Animal Feed Whey—Central: Milk Replacer:

.2700 (NC) – .3300 (NC)

Buttermilk Powder:
Central & East:
.9800 (+2) – 1.0500 (+1)
Mostly:
.9500 (NC) – .9700 (NC)

West: .8800 (NC) – .9800 (NC)

Casein: Rennet: 2.8675 (+18¼) – 3.2925 (+17½) Acid: $3.0950 (+3½) - $3.2300 (+3½)
Dry Whey—Central (Edible):
Nonhygroscopic:
.3125 (NC) – .4600 (NC)

Mostly: .3500 (-2) – .4450 (NC)

Dry Whey–West (Edible):
Nonhygroscopic:
.2575 (NC) – .4750 (NC)

Mostly: .3300 (NC) – .4375 (NC)

Dry Whey—NorthEast:

.3400 (NC) – .4475 (NC)

Lactose—Central and West:
Edible:
.2250 (NC) – .4800 (+2)

Mostly: .3100 (NC) – .4200 (NC)

Nonfat Dry Milk —Central & East:
Low/Medium Heat: .9300 (+1) – .9950 (NC)
High Heat:
1.0500 (NC) – 1.1100 (-½)

Mostly: .9600 (NC) – .9800 (NC)

Nonfat Dry Milk —Western:
Low/Medium Heat: .9150 (+1) – 1.0300 (+3)
High Heat:
1.0500 (+ NC – 1.1400 (NC)

Mostly: .9600 (+2) – .9800 (NC)

Whey Protein Concentrate—Central and West:
Edible 34% Protein: .7300 (NC) – 1.0600 (NC) Mostly: .8300 (NC) – .9750 (NC)
Whole Milk—National:

1.6000 (NC) – 1.6500 (NC)

Visit www.cheesereporter.com for dairy and historical cheese, butter, and whey prices

HISTORICAL MILK PRICES - CLASS III
‘09
‘10
‘11
‘12
‘13
‘14
‘15
‘16
‘17
‘18
‘19

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

10.78
14.50
13.48
17.05
18.14
21.15
16.18
13.72
16.77
14.00
13.96

9.31
14.28
17.00
16.06
17.25
23.35
15.46
13.80
16.88
13.40
13.89

10.44
12.78
19.40
15.72
16.93
23.33
15.56
13.74
15.81
14.22

10.78
12.92
16.87
15.72
17.59
24.31
15.81
13.63
15.22
14.47

9.84
13.38
16.52
15.23
18.52
22.57
16.19
12.76
15.57
15.18

9.97
13.62
19.11
15.63
18.02
21.36
16.72
13.22
16.44
15.21

9.97
13.74
21.39
16.68
17.38
21.60
16.33
15.24
15.45
14.10

11.20
15.18
21.67
17.73
17.91
22.25
16.27
16.91
16.57
14.95

12.11
16.26
19.07
19.00
18.14
24.60
15.82
16.39
16.36
16.09

12.82
16.94
18.03
21.02
18.22
23.82
15.46
14.82
16.69
15.53

14.08
15.44
19.07
20.83
18.83
21.94
15.30
16.76
16.88
14.44

Dec
14.98
13.83
18.77
18.66
18.95
17.82
14.44
17.40
15.44
13.78

LOOKING TO

OutShred Your
Competition?
PRECISE, RAPID SHREDS HOUSED
IN A NEW 2-PIECE DESIGN!
Sanitary cutting zone completely
separate from mechanical zone.
The Model CCX-D Shredder's
new two-piece cutting chamber
provides greater access to reduce
maintenance & labor time.

Types of Cuts? Precision shreds
within your target zone specs.
Turn to Urschel for cutting
solutions to fit your production
line. We are proud to be your
partner in productivity.

Large 32‘‘ diameter cutting
chamber pairs with powerful
10 HP motor to deliver highest
capacities.
Durable machine designed
to promote uninterrupted
production.

ICTE BOOTH #700 • APRIL 17
Set-up a free test cut of your product:
Toll Free: +1.844.URSCHEL (877.2435)
info@urschel.com | www.urschel.com
® Urschel, Urschel logo symbol, and The Global Leader in Food Cutting Technology
are registered trademarks of Urschel Laboratories, Inc. U.S.A.

For more information, visit www.urschel.com

Advanced Weighing Technology
German Engineered & Manufactured

			

MULTIPOND weighing technology and multihead
weighing systems stand for maximum accuracy,
performance and reliability.

ONLY ONE IN THE WORLD

			

MULTIPOND is the only multihead weigher manufacturer
to offer an integrated AUTO CALIBRATION system.
This provides maximum accuracy over the life of the
equipment with no manual calibration required.
Backed with over 70 years of weighing experience,
MULTIPOND provides a reputable solution within the
processing and packaging industry.

MULTIPOND America Inc.
2301 Hutson Road
Green Bay, WI 54303
920.490.8249

www.multipond.com

Experienced with applications that include shredded,
crumbled, and grated products with a wide range of fats
and moisture levels. In addition to those, we also handle
difficult ball shaped products and soft cheeses.
We weigh and dispense into various packages including:
bags, cups, bowls, trays and tubs and thermoforming lines.

OUR CONTRIBUTION TO YOUR SUCCESS:
> Auto Calibration
> Sanitary designed scales - IP69 full washdown
> Single-piece cage/frame; completely sealed and
hygienically welded
> Product specific surfaces of all product contact parts
> Available stepper motor driven rotary center cone
> Built-in circulating fan to control electrical environment
> Air dehumidifier, with humidity sensor
> No air pressure is needed

920.490.8249 | sales@multipondamerica.com

www.cheeseweigher.com
www.multipond.com
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